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BYE BYE BABY Bay City Rollers
Bell
THERE'S A WHOLE LOT OFLOVING
Guys and Dolls
Magnet
GIRLS Mom ants and Whatnauts All
Platinum
IF Telly Savalas
MCA
WHAT AM GONNA DO WITH YOU
Barry White
20th Century
FANCY PANTS Kenny
Rak
ONLY YOU CAN Fox
GTO
THE FUNKY GIBBON/SICK MAN BLUES
Goodies
Bradley's,
I CAN DO IT Rubettes
Polydor
FOX ON THE'RUN Sweet
RCA '
PLAY ME LIKE YOU PLAY YOUR GUITAR
Duane Eddy
GTO
PICK UP THE PIECES Average White Band

Atlantic

Band
DJM
14
SWEET MUSIC Showaddywaddy
Bell
15 DREAMER Supertramp
A&M
16' PLEASE TELL HIM'THAT I SAID HELLO
Dana
GTO
22 REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE
Gloria Gaynor
Chelsea
18 I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU Johnny
Mathis
CBS
12
MY EYES ADORED YOU
Frankie Valli
Private Stock
34 THE UGLY DUCKUNG Mike Reid
Pye
32 LET ME BE THE ONE Shadows
EMI'
7' THE SECRETS THAT YOU KEEP Mud
Rak
29 SKIING IN THE SNOW Wigans Ovation
Spark
38 LOVE ME LOVE MY ,DOG Peter Shelley
'

Magnet
MAKE ME SMILE (COME UP AND SEE ME)
Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel
EMI'
37 LADY MARMALADE Labelle
Epic
-24 HOW DOES IT FEEL Slade
Polydor
28 HAVING A PARTY Osmonds
MGM
19 'YOUNG AMERICANS David Bowie
'RCA
35 L. O. V. E. Al Green
London
47 GOOD LOVIN' GONE BAD Bad Company
Island
31
SOUTH AFRICAN MAN
Hamilton Bohannon
Brunswick
25 SHAME
SHAME SHAME Shirley &
Company
All Platinum
39 WHAT IN THE WORLD'S COME OVER YOU
Tam White
Rak
43' THE QUEEN OF 1964 Neil Sedaka
Polydor,
45 SING A HAPPY SONG George McCrae
J'ayboy
27 PLEASE MR POSTMAN Carpenters
A&M:
44 MY MAN AND ME Lynsey De Paul
Jet
HONEY
Bobby Goldsboro
United Artists'
30
No 9 DREAM John Lennon
Apple
GET DOWN TONIGHT
K. C. & The Sunshine Band
Jayboy,
33
FOOTSEE Wigans Chosen Few
Pye
EXPRESS B. T. Express
Pye
IF Yin & Tan
EMI
HOLD ON TO LOVE Peter Skellern
Deceit
WITH LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING
Gilbert Becaud
Decca
SORRY DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT.
Diana Ross
Tam!' Motown,
.41
GOOD LOVE CAN NEVER DIE
Alvin Stardust
Magnet
13

lrem 9111boerd,.

AVERAGE WHITE BAND,
Average White Band
Atlantic
3 ELTON JOHN'SGREATEST HITS
Elton John
DJM
'4 CRIME OF THE CENTURY, Supertramp A&M
11
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS, Bob Dylan
CBS
6 ROCK 'Ñ' ROLL, John Lennon
Apple
19 BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER,
Simon to Garfunkel
CBS
21- AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
RCA
38 I'M COMING HOME, Johnny Mathis
CBS,
27 WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE, Alice Cooper
17
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Billy Connolly

6

7
9

7

8

YOU ARE SO BEAUUTIIFILJo.Coúer
NO NO SONG /SNOOKEROO RI nee Shirr
POETRY MAN Phoebe Sorer
Frankle
MY EYES ADORED
DONT CALL US. WEL8 L CALL YOU

10

.

CAN'T

21

14

18- THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON,,
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10

Pink Floyd
Harvest
SLADE IN FLAME, Slade
Polydoi
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney/Wings

HIS 12 GREATEST HITS,
Neil Diamond
SHEER HEART ATTACK, Queen
THE BEST OF BREAD, Bread
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD,

Elton John
FREE AND EASY, Helen Reddy
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17
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MCA
EMI
Elektra
Bell

2019

23

24'

SHADOWS GREAT HITS, Shadows Columbia
BACK HOME AGAIN, John Denver
RCA
SHOWADDYWADDY, Showaddywaddy
Bell
THE BEATLES 1967 - 1970 Beatles
Apple

RP,M/BBC chart.
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AUTOBAHN-Kn9werk
YOUNG AMERICANS-David Bow,
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Wind
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CRASH LANDINGIN THEWORdrt
ALL THE
1111YOINTHEWORLD-M.TDavb
DO RI'TILVOURE SATISFIED)-B-T. Eaaeu
ON THEAT-JoeBORDER
SO WHAT
Walsh

Colurr0la
WIC
Allende

S5ooetrM

Fv Yar -T.rryB lare

Reprla
Cdumd.
Ka

ABC/OonhIll
Motown

D- Al Green

EXPLORES YOUR MIN
ARE-Oho Meyers
WAR

HI

Mercury

Ch 'wale

HITS-ElIRJahn

MCA

YESTERDAYS
YESTERDAYS-Yo.
EWDY
John
GREATEST
MA
Green

Buffett

42 REALLY ROSE -CeroleKina
35 MIDNIGHT band: to lint minute el.
nee Ow-GA Scoai/ara1A Briar J.Wen
39 SOUVE}11RS-Dan Fopbetl
25 ,STYX ll
34 NEW & IMPROVED-Spinners
63 WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE-Ate Coupe,
46
R RE ON THE MOUNTAIN- Charlie Denial. Band
51 SHEER HEART ATTACK -Queen

'
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ep

brtlete
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-Faye.
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Wmble

Vetter

THE WAY OF THE WORLD
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PHOEBE SNOW
ROCK 'N'ROLL_ John Lemon
HEART LIKE A WHEEL
Ran.tedl
SUN GOODE SS_R ern wry LA.l.
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PHYSICAL GRAFPIT Led Zeppelin
Steen Saw
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW-ORvt.
RW44-John
MCA
BLOOD ONTNE TRACKS-Sob
Dylan
Columba.
PERFECT ANGEL-YMrae Rlprlor
EPP
WHAT WERE ONCE VICES ARE NOW HABITS
Doable Broth.
Wens Ore.
AN EVENING WITH JOHN
DENVER
RCA
NIGHT BIRDS-Labile
Epic
FOR EARTH BELOW -Robin
Trow.,

2
3
5

6

Colurrtetel

DONT LIKE TO SLEEP ALONE Paul
LP IN A PUFF OF SMOKE Polly Brown
HOW LONG kw
RHOS SORRY NOW Made Os mend
I HAVE A DREAM Dave Gwno,a

66
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25
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KILLER QUEEN
WOLF CREEK PASS C. W McCall
SHOESHINE BOY Eddie .rdrldu
LONELY PEOPLE Amerlea
I WANNA LEARN A
LOVESONO Warty Chapin
LIVING A LITTLE. LAUGHING A LITTLE

55
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BEST OF MY LOVE Elegies
TANGLED UP IN BLUE Bob

52
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HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW ORA. leevrtn-Join
(Ne)WontVos Plel1ANOTHER SOMEBODY DONE
aso
SOMEBODY WRONG SONG B. J. Tinnr.
SHAME Shirleyamper,Canpe
All PI.th w
SHAME, HAM
ONCE YOU GET STARTEDR010.
041C
SAD SWEET DREAMER Sweet Sen.ebon
6
I AM LOVE Pan
end 2 Jed.an 5
Mnokn.y.
o'
CHEVY VANS.mmy Johro
Berl..
HARRY TRUMAN Chicago
Coto',
BUCK WATER Doable 6r.Uhars
Wormer Bhera
EMMA Hot Chapala,
BI
SUPERNATURAL
nec
BEFORE THERNEXT TEARDROP FALLS Freddy Fender
ABC/
WKxING IN RHYTHM Bledbyrds
F.ntay
L
Wool ov Mob.I
(+
L4 -V -E (Lev. AIGran
HI
SHINING STA¡R Earth Wind6 Fine
Cdumbl.
SATIN SOW:Low Unlimited Orchestra
20MC.nbry
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITH YOU Barry White
20th Con6wy
LONG TALL GLASSES lIII Can Dance)Leo Sayer
W.m.r Bra
THE SCUMS GONNA D017 AGAIN Ch.rila Dan AIs Bard Varna Wire 1 .
BUTTER BOY Fanny
Ca sabI nee
THE BERTHA BUTT BOOGIE Pt 1 Jlmm1 Castor Bunch
Mango
JACKIE BLUE Ow Ft Mountaln Dared. a
AIM
HE DON T LOVE YOU Gael Law YooI
Tory Orlando& Dawn
Ea bre1
ITS A MIRACLE Ban, Ma
A
EMOTION Helen Reddy
CANT GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD
(Want U t
Un11adCt
T
DROR OF THE SUN (Al le Porte DM Bab)

4

22

DJM
Capitol

BITYOUR SIDE, Peters & Lee
Philips
PROMISED LAND, Elvis Presley
RCA
THE THREE DEGREES, Three Degrees
/
Philadelphia
DAVID ESSEX, David Essex
CBS
OVERNIGHT SUCCESS, Neil Sedaka Polydor
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER,
John Denver
RCA
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NOT FFiAGILE,
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BUREAU / MUSIC WEEK.
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Barry White20th
Century

Bachman -Turner Overdrive '',
Mercury
THE BAKER GURVITZ ARMY,
Baker Gurvh2 Army
Vertigo
WALLS AND BRIDGES, John Lennon . Apple
42 MUD ROCK, Mud
RAK
TELLY, Telly Similes
MCA
49 RAINBOW, Peters & Lee
Philips
39 GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS,
Glen Campbell
Capitol
33 ORCHESTRAL TUBULAR BELLS,
Royal Philharmonic Orch/M Oldfield
Virgin
37
SOLO CONCERT; Billy Connolly
Translantle
29 STREETS, Ralph McTell
Warner Brothers

42

48

ENOUGH,

22

41

47

GET

1

EEppI,

RMCA

PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Elton John Band
IMPRESS B. T. Espy.

1

9

22

E

LOVIN'L YOU

it6

4
5

Polydor

LIAM

Miml.Rlpe,an

3

2
3

Anchor

COP YER WHACK FOR THIS,

-

I

THE'BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES,
Steve Harley / Cockney Rebel
EM I
ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
Vertigo
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10 cc. Mercury
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters
A&M
SIMON & GARFUNKEL'SGREATEST HITS,
Simon and Garfunkel
CBS
HIS GREATEST HITS, Engelbert Humperdinck
Decc a
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
Virgin

7

I

MANDY Barry Manilow
Arista
26, SWING YOUR DADDY Jim Gilstrap Chelsea
20 PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Elton John
11

20

20 GREATEST HITS, Tom

Jones
Decca
GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin Swan Song
23\ THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM,
\ Shifley Bassey
United Artists

1

2
3

11

Alb úrmr.

3
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MCA
MI

ABC/Dun/III
Ode
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Kama Sutra
Eledbe

YOUR KNEES
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° ROLURT HEAD
THE:BAY City Rollers about to
embark on their second major UR
tour could be breaking in America

:MIRE

before the year Is out.
A major campaign is to be
launched there on the new album
Once Upon A Star, by impressario

.NEwSpESK
01-607 6411

Bernstein who
was responsible for
Sid

WRIGHT
FOR
LOVE
SHOORAH SHOORAH
lady Betty Wright has a
follow-op single Where Is
Love released thin week.
The single, taken from
her album Danger High
Voltage will lte-In with a
full UK tear set for mid
April. Dates so far
announced are:
Wolverhampton Civic
Hall and Birmingham
Barharellas (April 11);

for the States

breaking bands like
The Beatles, The details. This
Stones and The palgn
a US single
Rinks across the includes
release within the next

Leeds G rand Theatre (4)

-few weeks and a number
of TV appearances.
Meanwhile the full list
of UK tour dates read like

Theatre (18);

Atlantic.

Bernstein spent a week
in London recently for
meeting. with the Rollers'
business manager Barry

Perkins

Records'

and Arleta
chief Clive

Davis to finalise cam -

Bournemouth Winter

this; Glasgow Apollo
(April 27); Edinburgh
Odeon (28); Dundee
Caird Hall (May 1);
Aberdeen Capitol

;

Sheffield City Hail (5);
Newcastle City Hall (8);
Halifax Civic Centre (71;
Hull ABC (11); Coventry
Gardens (17); Torquay
Princess Theatre (18).

Plymouth ABC (19);

Cardiff Capitol (20);
Swansea Brangwyn Hall

(2);

'

IK

'!r

dropping in at New
ALL PALS together. David Ease: week
to say hello to
York's Bottom Line Club the other

Belie Vue (23); Southport
New Theatre (24); Wolverhampton Civic Hall
(25); Ipswich Gaumont

Leo Sayer who was In the middle of a week of sell - out

date. there.

(28); Great Yarmouth
ABC (27); Bristol Colston
Hall (29); Southampton
Gaumont (90); Hammersmith Odeon (June

"Hello".

ELTON
SLEEVE
NOTES
for

1).

'.

LOOK OUT

and Hanley Heavy Steam

Brown Dirt Cowboy
released May 23.
The single album will

Machine (12); Colwyn
Bay Dixieland Showbar

Club (I8); Coventry Mr
George's (18); Gillingham Central Hotel (20);
Gloucester Tracey's (21);
Reading Top Rank (22):
Ipswich Tracey's (24);
Wigan Casino and New.
port Salop Village (28).

New Rod

album

i;p

Pi

ROD STEWART leaves
Britain for Los Angeles
and New Orleans at the

and of the month where he
will be working on a new*

)j

,4jworld-wide
album to
11Al

.a
del,'
an

el

l

-

be released
in July.
will be ooproducing the album with
Rod who will be renting a
house in the State.. The
tlUe of the albumin not yet

known,

^y.4

Guys and Wombles
WELLINGTON

the Wimbledon Common.

Womble found no litter at

But Wellington was not
West Drayton police the only attraction. Pop
station on Monday al- group Guys and Dolls
though he certainly now In the hit parade with
picked up a few friends.
There's A Whole Lot Of
also turned in
Hundreds of Womble - Loving

-

hoppers went along to set
eyes on their hero from

Ziggy sue
DAVID Bowie is suing his
business manager Tony
Defries claiming damages
concerning earnings estimated at seven al million
dollars.
Bowie's London solicitors
have riled a petition seeking
to end all connections wr
Mr Defrles.
-

chi
9.`

I

t.i
9

o

Degree of care
THREE DEGREES have (27); Manchester Broada new single Take Good way (May 4 for a week);
Care Of Yourself out this Sheffield Fiesta (May 11
week to coincide with a for two weeks); Stockton
two month UK tour which Fiesta (May 26 for two
includes TV and radio weeks); Wakefield
Theatre Club (June 1. for
appearances.
one week); Southend Talk
Dates for the tour are: Of The South (June 22 for
Dunstable California one week); Eastbourne
Ballroom (April 28); Kings Country Club (June
Southport New Theatre 29),

sr

'

an

-

be packaged in a double

personality extravaganza

wasn't

a

recording

sleeve to allow for two
colour 18 -page booklets,
One of lyrics and the other
of "scraps" and a colour
posterol the album sleeve

- series

The contest
entitled
is
Help The Police

of
session for Top of the based on a
Pops. Nor were Well- knowledge tests on safety
'
ington and Guys and and the law.
The competition closes
Dolls "helping police with
and on that
on Aprll 13
their inquiries".
one occasion on Monday
The star line up was to alone about 500 youngpromote a new police sters turned up to get
competition in which the entry folders and, of
first prize is a trip to course, a glimpse of the

appearance.
But the West Drayton Canada.

design.
Not surprisingly it will

retail at L3.26.

-

Kiki -glad

again
-

,THE kili Dee Band's new -single
Nancy Wilson's
standard How Glad,I Am Is ironically the same song
covered by Klkl backln her solo Fontana days:
The band will be playing the song on Thursday's Top
Of The Pops (March 27).

-

idols.

CHOX AWAY
FOR KENNY

EXPRESS TOUR

ITS Easter soon Isn't IL
Doesn't time fly sod that egg

OH

wiI H It hatches.

Jane Vergo, who describes
as the general dog's
body In the Kenny office, is
keeping a wary eye open for
any cracks or signs of
movement. Not to worry
Jane,lt's made of chocolate.
It was In fact presented to
Kenny by a young lady
called Linda Heins who
came all the way to London
from Lowestoft and then left
without having her picture.
taken. She's no.star.

herself

,

BT EXPRESS, with a single Express out at the
moment, are to tour the UK In May. Dates announced
are:
Ipswich Tracey's (May 14); London Hammersmith
Odeon (16); Stoke Heavy Steam Machine (two shows)
(17); Cach(5eter SweeneY's (18); Gloucester Tracey's
(19); Corby Welfare Hall and Coventry Mr George's
(I1); Dunstable California Ballroom and Birmingham
Barbarelias (24). More dates to follow.

L
Quo
.

Sparkling
NEW SINGLE

the

on Elton
John's new album Captain Fantastic And The

packaging

Manchester Hardrock

and St Asaph's Stables

r

OLD PALS ACT

Hanley Victoria
Hall (22); Manchester
(21);

-

C7_

7

r

from Kris-

Next please

STATUS

QUO are set to
undertake a major tour In
May, playing two or three
consecutive nights at ave or

six

tine, formerly Krlstinh

_ -

tow

main

venues

centres.

Among

confirmed are

London's Wembley Pool, and
Glasgowis Apollo. Full dates
next week.

Sparkle called Mr DJ, is a
self-written number released
March 27.

THE CARPENTERS are to
release a follow-up single to
Please, Mr Postman on April
4. It is called Only Yesterday
and penned by Richard
Carpenter.
The Carpenters are likely
to play a. European lour in
the Autumn.

.f"

41,,"

í

o

Lt.

.Dó yqú wañt to see this maxi back in

Britain?

It's been too long since we've seen Joe Cocker here.
With a little help from his friends -we can make his

new single a hit -and that could bring him back.
It's a great single anyhow! - -

JOE COCKER* You Are So Beautiful
BUG 57
Marketed by

RECORD MIRROR, MARCHI9, 1975

Playing on style

Oh boy, the secret's out

Stylistic, and Dionne Want Irk are set la
play seasons at London's latest Vegas
style
cabaret room.
Dionne Is the room's opening star at the queen
Mary Suite In Ilammersmith's Cunard
International lintel. She w111 play for a week
commencing June lo.
The Stylistics will be there for a week from
July El and It Is their only scheduled appearance
TIME

Mud go
Holly for
new single

In

030

THE new Mud single, a revival of Buddy
Holly's Oh Boy, is released next week.
The group, still high in the charts with
The Secrets That You Keep, are set for
TV the same weekend. They appear live
on
Saturday Scene (April 51 and an hour or so
later fly out to Holland to appear in the
Dutch equivalent of the show in
Amsterdam.
May 10-18.
Mud will also broadcast

lye on Capital Radio's
Hullabaloo ( April B )
'They wind up their
'urrent British tour at
Dunstable Civic Hall on
1pril 3 and will take a

nonth's rest before
leading

string

of
delglan concerts between
a

,.

Spare chance
RONNIE LANE and his
band Slim Chance have

The band are rated as
top attraction In
Belgium where all their
singles have hit the top
spot In the last 18 months.

Britain's
No

further British

appearances have yet

y

been set and the group
will devote the rest of lit ay
Jo a riling new material.

GUM DROPS AT
FALSE RUMOUR

ibdor°,11,

14}

.
411,

G7'

:

THE Goodies, currently zany trio will not be using
in the charts with Funky the London Symphony
Gibbon haven't got a Orchestra to back them
At the moment they are
follow up single due out
not In the process of
soon.
recording a new album,
This will coincide with though there seems to be
the UK tour they aren't some truth In the rumour
doing to mid
April. that they aren't looking
Dales haven't as yet been for a new keyboards'
Confirmed though the player.
-

Farming
success
"back
p

he

First the Rollers went to
health farm, now Sweet
Sensation are down an a

SEEMS to be
to
land" time In the pop

¡unities.

real farm.

1

1

Their new album, to be
released shortly sees a
change Of direction for the
a

concerts at London's
Theatre Royal for April27
two more have been
added at the New

lot

Theatre,

Southport,

The Southport concerts

are being filmed for a
BBC In Concert programme.

of soul releases

Those are followed by
the release on April 4 nl
Gladys knight And The
Pips' version of You've
lust That Loving Feel-

EDITORIAL
an Iles

lartin Thorne

Welton, who was

guesting on bass with the
band, has now joined

Il

c 1'
1

ing.

Ray Fox -Cumming
uve Wright

The
MANAGING
I RECTOR
ack Hutton

weekly adventures of

TIlE13oYS VISI-ITrIE LOCAL MUSIC
SHoP,.,.

+Us'KR'fISEMENT
JpRE(TOR
eter Wilkinson

ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
Alan Donaldson
I

O

Well ladt.,kol dc yav lit.nk?

IY.s6.lespeneb.,lw.l
I'll ya..keozvvkah:lduet

/

Uriah Heep

replacement for
Tha n.
i

as

a

Gary'

BATES
A

Gary Cooper, Billie
Holliday, Bessie Smith,
King Kong, Tarzan, Walt
Disney, Mickey Mouse,

NUMBER of Arthur

Lee and Love UK dates,
part of a major European

tour. have been announced for May.

He will play: Birmingham Town Hall (May 2):
Southampton University
13): and Bristol Colston
Hall 141. Further dates
are due.

Ill. Duke Ellington and
few hundred others.

yov

1^"o

7o..r

Rare Anne -to go

releases

.IETIIIRO TULL. about to
begin the European leg of
their world tour, are to
release two albums this
year.
One Is a greatest hits
compilation' to be called
simply M. U. and out on
May 2, Tracks Include
Aqualung: Thick As A

Brick: Locomotive
Breath and a previously
unreleased 'track ' Rainbow Blues,
The second album is a
completely new package
of 11 songs which will
probably be called Minstrels In The Gallery,

ikk

College funk

TOUR under the banner of Souls Funkadelic Boca
Extravaganza Is to be launched on the
college circuit
later this year.
There will he five acts Including Joey Dee And The B
In C Band from the States. The others
Nylah Binghi Band, Plod and Raechus. are: Mutate.
A

eiv:lart.,loio..J

ei91.1Fvzxa.a;h Kasai

pt.auy; ti.ree syslkesizers,

ua; ^9'wot;,lalo,

H T

SPOTLIGIIT

ItENtt ELL ROAD,
Telephone: el.M17-6411

a

ANNE MURRAY arrives in this country Noon for a
single concert al London's Victoria Palace and TV
appearances.
The one concert will be on April 20 where Ms
Murray will be hacked by her own group Richard. To
coincide with the visit a single Dream Lover, taken
from the highly Prised possession album has already

THE 'BANG GANG
il`"1
ka iiirovyk

1

.ice 1
F. U. Roosevelt, W. C
Fields, Winston Church -

iPs

Ti.o]o o.hati so ckuer about II- .11
.sso!s out rou.d s lust hk o yu.ro.!J

seven
t, pedals
Five ectoeko,wbers
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LOVE

Three and The Mersey.
heats) played on the last
two Rosy albums Stran.
ded and Country life.

Night and The
Commodores' I Feel
The

Sanrlifed.

NEWS EDITOR
(Dave Hancock

-

'JOHNNY GUSTAFSON
will replace John Welton
on the forthcoming Roxy
Music tour of Australia.
Gustafson (ex -Big

headed by the re release
of Syreeta's Spinning lid
Spinning. out last year.
That conies out on
March 27 the same day as
the Four Seasons' classic

America In the Thirties
and Includes Clark Cable,

4-

Tull

ONE of Britain's top record importers has formed its
Black Magic.
own disco soul label
The company is Selectadisc based in Nottingham and
they intend to release only from the United States.
The first three releases this Friday will be Bob ReIf's
Blowing My Mind To Pieces cew the Paula Roussel)
version: The Sharonettes Papa Ooh Mow Mow, and
Father Angels' Bok To Bach.,

Johnny
gusts in

recorded a new version of
Brother Can You Spare A
Dime.
It's nut this Friday, a
day after the documentary film of the same name
opens in London.
The song Is an anthem
of Depression and has
been a hit for Rudy
Vallee, Bing Crosby, Al
Jolson and Mel Torme.
The film deals with

been released.
11er UK TV appearances will coastal of a Glen
Campbell special and her own In Concert show.

THAT NEW
BLACK MAGIC

for

Apr11 25.

SPIN
tilts the shops soon,

['ASSISTANT EDITOR
Peter Harvey

T L

Apil23.
Following the immediate sell-out of two

act

A

EDITOR
SUE RYROM

{.S P O

Baby. arrives in Britain

OFF
BEVY

I

, WIDIPO

u

recently with Angie

headquarters to rehearse
and work out a new stage

funkier.

RECORD

HELEN REDDY, who hit

and Britain's soul band
has been using it for

band as they become

l

REDDY
SET

a

The farm In question
belongs to the Peddlers,

For

Britain.
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a bunk of funk
Breakin' Bread

jobnn» bristol

a hunk of funk
-

You're The Song I've Always
Wanted To Sing

U

the fatback
band

james brown

r,
L

a bunk of funk

a bunk of funk

Never Can Say Goodbye

I

Caught Up
EZI

Disco par-r-rt»

0'

MM-

;; .
.

,.

II

o
a ,i,Zof balk
Feeling The Magic

..

11:Alho¡

a bunk of funk

a í,i

kof hulk

Keep On Steppin'

Reality

'

ED

1rnnks of 4uk
soul supreme from p
Watch out for Polydor's Hunks of Funk Night at your local disco.

A

polydor
MGM

Also available on MusicossetteJ

I

and 8 Track Cartridge

Qa

a ímiik of funk
Disco Par-r-r-ty
Various Artists

.

but maybe Paul Carrack,
perched like Ironslde

local the
Because although way.
most of
them speak English,
of them are akin most
Well that's the deaf.
logiral implements Ionly
can
cease up w th for
the
shattering decibel
rage which Dutch
band
Golden Earring passoff
ff
for audible sound,
Loud Isn't the word
reWy, there are no words
to descrribe, It because
you're unable to hear
yourself think never mind
speak_ Rut even though I
made a complete non
some of the elaborate
multi - decked sound
balance by sticking a
finger In my ear, what
filtered quietly through
was good stuff.

ti

'n' Roll Runaway. They

ba

even

r

This year Ace la high.
Jan Etherington

s
r
I

a

On stage the band is a
seven piece
venial/it,

-

accompaniment, stick
Hay's sortie on top.
The construction of
neat songs is very simple
leaving plenty of rope for

individual elaboration.

Rarely do they use that
rope to hang themselves.
Ouly the drum solo and
base solo fell a bit flat,
neither instrument is
rally meant to go It
alone, and neither Is
capable of holding pro-

longed attention. But
those were the low points.
The highlight of mouse
wisp Radar Love, even
though It contained the
drum solo. On stage they
fill It out There's the
basic essence of the single
still detectable, plus a

roaring Instrumental

rocker on top.
This style contrasts
vividly with their more
cosmic material, like Big
Tree Blue Sex which has
flute echoes. and everything. Rut at the end of all
those type

of numbers

h.

Watch out dummy bands,
here comes the real thing.

'

1

-a

to Layer the lead guitar
underneath the blaring
borne and with the usual

i
-

rehearsed, confident, talented, gutsy rock band
make It. And they have.

launch Into a fast rocker
not Infrequently
lot
of [hut,energy comes out
In the music.
lead guitarist, keyboards,
has., drums and a couple
of horns. The basic
principle with Earring la

got the Victoria

k)

pally audience clapping
through two great oldies,
Ain't That Peculiar and
Get Ready. The haunting
How long got the place,
steaming and they
stormed Into their great
new single. I Ain't Gonna
Stand For This No More.
Nice to see a well

Visually Use band are
very exciting. What with
lead singer Barry Hay's
leather pant posturing,
guitarist George Amymans' athletic leaping
and of course drummer
Cesar Zuiderwijk's kit
lap at the end, there's
plenty of sweat flying
about .and when they

-

.

behind his plano. Is the
leader of the gang. This
was the band's first major
concert and they deliv.
ered the goods. They
roared through their Five
A Side album excelling on
Time Ain't Long and Rock

ask a

1

V Moe l

l VESecie

OOIJ)EN EARRING
/
AmN.-rdam
IF YOU'RE an English^
roan in Ansterda
en don't

_

res

Golden Earring
they always come back to
the rock.
The majority of the set
was used to showcase

their Latest album Switch,
the file track of which
follows current trends by
including a bit of funk.
Like the other tracks It
u

ltimately returns

to

Earring's staple diet of
rock. Daddy's Gonna
Save My Sole builds up in
a crescendo and blooms
out into a foot tapper
Can't Get A Hold On Her
the same. Even Vanilla

-

Queen, which sounded
bottled up because of It's
restricted chord changes,
drove a stomping bat
Now even In London
audiences would be up on
their feet by now, but in
Amsterdam they don't do
things Uke that Not even
a head shake
nothing.
Fumy thing was just as 1

-

the lack of
activity they started
clapping along to (le Sou,
n oticed

the single taken from the,
Switch album Wow I
thought, what a concession.
Supposedly it must be
disconcerting for a Dutch

audience to hear a band
In their home country
singing In English, not
that you could understand

of the lyrics
anyway. Earring's con-

much

cession was to announce
the tracks In Dutch, so the

track spell
turned into a Radio
Caroline sift - the - track
between

competition.
Anyway we managed to
overcome it In the end,
and so did the audience
shouting in fluent English
"we want more" at the
end of the set You just

can't win.

Martin Thorpe.

ACE / Victoria Palace.
MOONRIDER introduced.
themselves with a Comment about It being so
long since they gigged It

was like doing

Faces.

So

New

here goes:

Presentation: tatty;

Con-

tent, nothing new; star
quality, well hidden. But
Ace, Oh joy? Not a
superstar amongst them.
They are all too busy
getting a good sound
going to worry about satin
shirts and ego tripping

TV MRS / Watford Ball.
ey's.
Not usually being the
sort of person to go
overboard on slick sults
and

Brylcreem, 1 was
rather surprised to find
myself amongst the
audience at Bailey's last
Thursday. It la Indeed a
very "superior' type of
nightspot. Despite the
outward air of splendour,
I found the atmosphere
more akin to that of
Butlins holiday camp or
even a Wlmpey Bar. The
place does however have
one saving grace (get It).
Not only does It attract a
'nicer' type of client, It
also manages to attract a
better type of group.
The Tymes are definite-

ly

what one would

describe

nicer type of
group. Almost too nice for
many, myself included,
who find their particular
brand of soft soul just that
as a

bit too smooth and sweet.
Although I usually prefer
my soul to be a

trifle

funkier I couldn't help
admiring their incredible
dedication to professionalism. It was, by
anybody's

standards, a
superbly polished performance. The Crutch,
I'm Stone In Love With
You and a host of other
hits and near hits quickly
won the audience over.
The biggest hand of all
was however reserved for
Ms Grace. It Is a good
song at the worst d times,

but Thursday's faultless
harmonies almost turned
It into a classic. The
crowd loved every minute

ohit and had no hesitation
whatsoever in calling

dP

Ace
them

back

for

a

well

earned encore. Mrs
Angle Bowie seemed

particularly enamoured
with It all and, U all the
oohs and ahs coming from
her end of the table weie
anything to go by, had
herself a thoroughly good
time.
Support was provided
by recent winners of New
Faces, Son Of A Gun. AU

are obviously good
musicians and with a
little more flair and some

new songa could do quite
well.
Alan Edwards

STACKRIDGE
Greyhound

/ Croydon

ALL the .Stackrldge

Rhubarb Thrashers In
South London (and a few

from St Albans) gathered
at the Greyhound on
Sunday night to take part
in the final gig of the 48
date Extravaganza Tour.
We went straight to the
Tuscaloosa Races which
demonstrated the great
ability they have to get
what they want from an

audience. With three
excellent vocalists and all

of them talented musicians, one wonders why

Stackrldge

remain

so

underrated? Perhaps Ito
because they are a visual
band, that they lose out
slightly on record.
The set consisted of
Instrumental and humorous songs such as
Don't Forget The Beer
and Volunteer, both sung
by the cider man himself
Mutter Slater, who was
appropriately dressed for

both numbers. The

versatile Paul Karas
(bassist) amused the

Crowd with a nifty little
ditty called The Hilo dman
And The Virgin (ooh the
ambiguity) then changed
the mood completely with
the exceptionally moving

song.

No

one's

More

Important Than the
stop
Earthworm
laughing ratite back!
The final number,

-

another Instrumental
called Mark, had Mutter
Slater creating the
atmosphere of a pan-

tomime with the audience,
reacting to hiñ every
movement. Everyone
had mutually agreed they
wanted The Stanley for an
encore and sure enough
they. got It. So as not to
appear ungrateful the

ecstatic fans threw

rhubarb at their heroes.
Well the Extravaganza
tour Is over, but the
rhubarb season has just

begun, so grab a piece
from the nearest garden
and join the thrashers on
the next Stackrldge tour
you can join 'ens, so

-why not beat 'em?

Sue McEwan
ALVIN LEE AND CO. /
Hemel Hemstead Pavilion.
You probably wouldn't

believe that Hemel

Hemstead could rock, but
It can. Especially with
the help of Alvin Lee's
new band and a mixture
of new songs and old
rockers. The band, a slxpiece blend of old Stone
The Crows and King
Crimson members are

individually proficient

but took a long time lobed
in together, so It wasn't

until the latter reaches of
the set that things started
to move.

Having just returned
from America and now
filling In time on a few UK
dates before recording
their first album, the
band as a whole am
warming themselves up,

getting to know

ease.

Mel Collins' sax was

featured heavily, and
though he Is as
outstanding player one
felt a lot more tracks
might have featured more
of Lee's guitar. When It

did appear so did the old
magic. Sad thing was It
did not appear for any
length d time.
By the time of the
encore, Every Blues
You've Ever Heard and

My Train the
audience had gathered
round the stage and were
shaking and dancing
where appropriate. Yes
they're a solid band
alright, just a bit new at

Ride

the moment, which

promises well for the
future.
Marlin Thorpe.

Chartbound Sound

OORE
A FOOL LIKE YOU
¡`L111tn9

MOON 41
Hear it on your Local Radio
Available on Mooncrest Records
a ARCS TED

BY

Bac sECORaS LTD

17 50RO Six1A00, LONDON w,

f'
f

each

other. They're well on the
way though not quite
there yet.
Through numbers like
Keep On Moving, Got To
Get Back. Somebody's
Calling Me, even Freedom For The Stallion, the
quality of the muslciam
overcame any hint of
untogetherness. The at
mosphere on stage was
loose, joking with each
other and generally at
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'nearly everywhere they
en. If they're driving in
the van, heads turn. If
they go down their local

JUST THINK of all the things you could do
in three months: Sail around the world, use
up your road tax, set up an interview with
John Lennon. The list is endless.
But for one group of lads the list has only
making it as a band without the
one entry
use of a bandwagon
and now they've done

-

disco they get mobbed.
Another example occurred when the band

played Portrush

-

it.

Kenny's follow-up single to The Bump is by no means
riding high In the
charts. And whereas three months ago Kenny were
virtually unknown, today they're chased by fans and
nationally recognised in all the superstar traditions.
It would have been easier for the band to keep their
second single on The Bump bandwagon, and for a while
they were toying with the Idea. But their management
decided In the end that the band were good enough to do
without it, and so Martin and Coulter their songwriters,
carne up with Fancy Pants.
Kenny
were originally discovered by Bay City
Rollers' old agents. Then they filled the void left by the
Rollers when they split with Martin and Coulter. So
Kenny only sing Martin and Coulter songs, and have
Martin and Coulter hits.
Andy from the band pointed out: "You can only go on
producing Bump records for so long. The BeaUes did
Twist And Shout but they were not a twist band and it's
the same with us and the Bump."
At the moment the band are playing one-off gigs
around the country until their debut UK tour begins In
the Autumn. When I met them they were about to shoot
down to Exeter as a late replacement for Hot
Chocolate. And in between these gigs they're either
talking to the press, recording, appearing on telvlslon
or working on their stage show.
"It surprises me what

problems. He'd had all
the big bands there and
had seen no trouble.
Because of this, no
bouncers were laid on. It
proved to be a mistake.

Son of Bump, yet Fancy Pants is

a

WILD
"The crowd went wild,"
said Chris. "And when
the gig was over we had to
walk through the crowd to
get off stage. "
"Oh well we thought,"
added Andy, "if we're
going to get killed It might
as well be now. " So off
they stepped and WAM!
Jan had his guitar
scratched, Rick lost his
shoe, had his arm cut and

can happen in three
months," broke in guitar1st Jan. "Our feet are still
on the ground but life's so

beetle now. The days we
aren't playing are more
hectic than the days we

are"

Just over three months

ago Andy Walton was a
trainee garage mechan-

ic; Chris Redburn a law
and economics student;
Rick Driscoll a travel
clerk; Chris Lacklison an

apprentice cabinet

maker; and Jan Style a
trainee manager.
Shortly after The Bump
was

released the band

turned professional, and
with their fingers crossed
hoped for a hit. That's
when they started the oneoff gigs, promoting the
record and getting themselves generally known
Into the bargain.

UNUSUAL
Then in January they
took the unusual step
these days of playing
dates to Ireland, the
Northern part and all!
They went down great

"Especially in Belfast,"

lost his satin Jacket a
sleeve at a time. Andy
had his Head tnoden on,
and Chris cut his leg.
"Eventually we got
pulled out," went on Chris
"So we hid in the van
outside. When the fans
came surging out, they
luckily chased a car that
was driving away thinking it was us. When
they'd gone we just went
back into the theatre and
got changed.,
"We're going to make

_

incy

sure there is good
security on our tour, for
us and the fans.

what happened in Ireland, but also because of a
similar Incident in Birmingham. This time the

is

band were totally
trampled on by the fans.

lot?

FINISHED .
i
n "es'p'la fried:'-" Wdn
finished the act and
because there were
people waiting at the
,

n,

stage door we hung
around until about one In
the morning, hoping
they'd leave. In the end
we thought it was safe, so
we went round the front
and walked straight into a
whole gang of fans. "

by Martin

Thorpe

r,

Damage this time was
negligible comQat`ed' with

vi

Ireland. although
Chris(R) did

"They're so
entertainment there that
they go mad."

Altogether the band
planed ten dates In ten
days and apart from the

now

customary
went

checkpoint frisks it
off without any hitches,
The only trouble was
caused by the tans'
enthusiasm.
' At one gig we came out
of the club chased by

fans." explained Jan
'

We had to pass

through

"

That statement comes,
not only In the light of

added.
Chrls(R) starved
of
when they get something

In

Ireland. The manager
said beforehand there
would be no' crowd

have his

earring ripped off,

pierced through hla ear
though It was. In the end',
they managed to escdpe.

They're not just a band of pretty pants
.

the barricades and I don't
think the troops really
knew what to make of it
all. They give us a swift
pat and let us go quick "
Chris went on. "We
were a bit, afraid before
we went out but It's not as
bad as the press tends to
make out. All the trouble

'We're going to make
sule there is good
security on our tour
for us and the fans'

Is

concentrated in

a

tiny

part of Belfast and the

restart the town Is qk ay.
"At the concert there'
was a great atinósphgre.
'Everyone was there to enjoy themselves and now
we can't wart to go back. I
recommend any band to

goover there. Everyone's

so friendly, even the army
said It was nice to see us

coming over,"

The crowd reaction in

Ireland is Just another
example of "hat can

happen in three months.
In that Ume the boys have
come to be recognised

Y'see It's Just as
dangerous In Birmingham as it is In Ireland,

Next week the band are
heading for Germany and
at the moment feelers are
also being put out for

America where The
Bump is bubbling just
outside the charts.
Meanwile back In Exeter

250 KENNY POSTERS
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
you've read the sort of antics
Kenny are getting up to, how about them
visiting your home? Well we can't actually
manage the personal audience bit but the
next best thing is to have them looking down
from your wall isn't it?

SO NOW

,

So we're offering you the chance to obtain
a full-size Kenny poster for your bedroom
wall, or wherever else you want to put it.

There are no questions to answer, no
drawing out of hats, just put your name and
address on a post card and send it to oat
You don't even have to put on a return
stamp.
The first

people to write

in will
receive a poster
it's as simple as that. So
send off your post cards to: Kenny Poster,
Record Mirror, PO Box 195, Benwell Road.
Holloway N7, And be quick about it!
2511

-
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ony Jasper talking to Jim, Gilstrap'from L.A.
JIM GII. TRAP, currently swinging his daddy
around the charts, isn't particuarly well-known. But
his name, which lends itself to all sorts of
connotations, isn't one you easily forget, -and there's
no doubt that it is genuine.
"My parents had the name and they
O.K.
with it" he explained over the phonewere
from Los
Angeles.

"People have told me to
change It but I'm proud of
it. That's me, I love it.
wouldn't change it for the

world!"

They tell me you got a

'I don't wont
to get into
a groove,
I'm flexible'

recording contract for

Swing Your Daddy because
at the time of auditioning
your voice was affected by
the flu. Do they still like
your voice now the flu's
gone?

"I

ain't sniffin' no more

and

I'm still recording,

guess I'm
you know

so

I

alright. But did

it was my voice
(without the flu) at the
beginning of Steveie Wonder's Sunshine Of My Life?
Not many people know that
but it was me, sure was."
For the most part Jim
tells me about his past.
ACCIDENT
been around a few
years, right since 1988. My
recording career began by

"I've

accident when I was

working in a post office and
a friend asked me to take
her to this audition. Well,
she didn't make that group,
but she heard they were
looking for a first tenor and
recommended me. I was

)

Són-of-a-Gun will be shooting
up the charts with their single,
La maison de lamour.

tried out and accepted. "
The group was called the
Doodletown Pipers, but in
just under two years Jim
had moved on to higher
things. He joined Stevie
Wonder's Wonder Love.
The stay was only for six
months but it was a
memorable period in his life
and he has kept in regular
contact with Stevie ever

explained.

"He's a genius that man"
went on Jim, "I toured in
Britain with him and it was

album: "1 gums B will happe
soon, but I have been darning over
material for a fol lowup single. I'd
hate to give you a tine and then
things changed, but it might be

since.

beautiful, just great.

Do
you know he gave me the

platinum album of Talking
Book? And I'm so glad
Syreeta is doing well. I

.

think they want to up
promotion here, that girlher
is
dynamite. "
Jim's contact with Stevie
has continued because
Motown have virtually
moved everything from
Detroit to Los Angeles.
DIVERSION

"You know everyone
is here
thme day». Diana Is here
Syreeta and Smokey Robinson. and
It's
some place!"'

However away

RC/1

from that

diversion and bark to Jim
and his
musical career.
After the great
experience with Stevie.
be joined a
band called Side
him the experienceAffect It gave
he wanted, the
trials and tribulations
of being un
the road. The
current
single
followed that
"1 did it a few months
bark". be

There's no story
behind it, in spite of the title. Al
least as far as I know there isn't
Kenny Nolan wrote It. played it to
me and when I heard it 1 flipped
out!

"After

It was recorded and we

heard it properly, It sounded real
dynamite. Now It's taking off over
here and I'm right pleased,
because the West (oast soul sound
is just beginning. I wouldn't be
surprised U someone like Thom
Bell didn't arrive one day!"
As yet, Jim has not recorded an

song called Take Your Daddy For
A Ride. But 1 don't want something
too close to the present bIt
don't want to get into
groove. I'm flexible. I have a wide
range of material and I'm being

"I

very careful. You can easily
a

mistake."

retake

Outside of singing. Jim also
finds, produces and records other

artists.

"I'd like to tell you about
Rebecca Lewis. she's dynamite. I
want to find more talented people
like her because we're growing fast
as a company and I'm in love with
all aspect* of music."
Behind mach of what Jim does
Iles a particular goal. to tell people
everywhere, to stop Ugh tine
"If I were Jim Oilstrap of tar
Post Office, no one world Ratan to
nr, but when you get up an II"'
-

record stakes then you haver voice
people wilt hear. I want to tell
people to love and nut hate.
You know when

I

came

brrt

front Vietnam, no-one met ow.
Maybe we thought we were herons
but nobody showed any interned
Vietnam has told rnr I Betas MO
people in whatever way I cart
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Presented by EMPEROR ROSKO
5th April LIVERPOOL EMPIRE
6th April MANCHESTER OPERA HSE.
9th April BRISTOL COLSTON HALL

10th April SOUTHAMPTON GAUMONT
11th April BIRMINGHAM HIPPODROME
12th April IPSWICH GAUMONT

13th April CROYDON FAIRFIELD HALLS
17th April HAMMERSMITH ODEON
Rosko unable to attend al Bristol
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by Jan Iles

FR

A

:A?
THERE'S

SIN awful lot of narcissism within the music
so it makes a
change to meet someone as natural as Clifford T. Ward,business;
who stands out like a
wild rose among manure.
His music, like his character, isn't self indulgent;
has that rare quality
of being able to write about love and relationshipshewithout
sounding too
namby pamby or ostentatiously swanky.
But all is not welt Clifford has hart a multitude of problems with his Escalator album. It
had to
he postponed Indefinitely while
-

technical problems were sorted out. Now the album has finally
been released, Mister Ward Is bewildered.
I've just about had my bellyful of it, he Confesses. "It needs me to Ignore It for a bit
because
I've been living w Ith the thing for so long
it's Impossible to be objective "
Actually the album was completed last
waiMuun.
L1A(% r
November but Clifford was dissatisfied
with the finished product so decided to rerecord some of the tracks.
"You know 1 recut it seven times
before I felt it was right. Seven times!"
He squeals, raising his voice an octave or
two. "Now I'm completely saturated
with It and I just don't know what It's like

'I'm sure they think writing
songs is as easy as opening
a pack

of cornflakes'
/,r.

1llfE

anymore.
"Last year was a very funny time for
me. I seemed to lose my thread because
everything started to sound complicated
and contrived. It took me a while to get
myself together musically and now I'm
glad to say everything seems to have
fallen back into place

.'\ 'ENE(
t,

u

L

COMPLICATED

"It's hard

to actually describe what
mean, but I was writing in such a
Complicated fashion that it essentially
I

needed very
arrangements

- dramatic

orchestral

which is all very well it
you wish to please nobody but yourself
but It Isn't much use if you're catering for
the mainstream pop buying public,

IFT

.

l

"I think It's terribly important to be
able to write a song and get the message
across In a simple, uncluttered way. It
takes a lot of doing: and yet every Tom.

-

Dick and Harry thinks they can write a
song. I even get people coming up to me
in the street and saying. 'Hey bet you're
doing all right for yourself, lucky sod.'
I'm sure they think wilting songs Is as
easy as opening a packet of cornflakes!
Mind you there's a lot of trash being
released these days, so no wonder!
"I think If you set yourself a standard
whereby you really get Into what you're
hoping to portray, then that's half the
battle. Paul Simon. for example, really
had things under control. he's a master of
his craft and so are the likes of Gershwin
I know I keep saying It. but
and Porter
It's true. To really master your craft,

-

whether you're a bricklayer or

a

carpenter, you have to work at it. "
But doesn't It sometimes have the
opposite effect on some people? They
start by producing monumental gems
and suddenly lose their knack,
"Yeah, because there's so many side klcks in this business and sometimes
artists can become preoccupied with how
they look on stage or how well they'll go
down at the Speakeasy! If you remain
receptive enough that sort of thing
shouldn't happen.
It could have happened to Clifford
but he didn't fancy becoming a slick
soctatite, instead he concentrated on
improving his career.
"In a way Escalator Is my watershed It
has helped me find my musical direction
and now I'm going a step further in
learning my trade on a simple level and
learning to portray the Irony, the venom,
the beauty and all other aspects of

-

LOVE

UNLIMITEDI,

writing."

ák

Escalator has Clifford's indelible mark
of genius stamped across Its backside
Not only did this pastoral wizard from

THE NEW SINGLE

itthoehanse
MCA182.

MCA
RECORDS
A ...+,u. W. ,r+, W1 1r.
r ,rr u.+R

yv,.rd n

I

Kidderminster pen all the tracks, he
produced the album as well.
"Produtlng is a very satisfying aspect
which I enjoy the most
well no, that's
not true, writing Is the most fulfilling
aspect of all but then again if you've

-

i

written, played and produced the whole
shebang It's ultimately rewarding when
you see your name credited for all those

things on the sleeve
I suppose it's a
kind of ego thing, really,
Clifford has always produced his own
work but is toying with the idea of
bringing in a producer to help him on his
next ventures.'
"If I did get someone to produce my
work it would take a load off my mind and
give me more time to be creative. There
again, I'm also very wáry about what
others may do to my songs as they'll
obviously leave their stamp. There's a
producer called Dave McKay who had
done some things in the past with Cilia
and the New Seekers and he's rather
Interested in working with me. What
we'll do Is work on a couple of tracks
together, as a trial if you like, and see
how It goes. I'm not that dogmatic not
to
recognise a competent producer who
could very well make my songs fresher."

INIMITABLE
Clifford's ' compositions are mainly
about his 'own and other
experiences which he defines people's
in a florid
Inimitable style. He never emulates
his
contemporaries but admits to being
mildly influenced by some of
the
things
he hears.
"I merely try and
to people's
own experiences and if'relate
they can ldentlfy
with my songs, that's great.
I think I'm
quite normal so they should
be able
to
i I don't try
and write over the top
of people's heads because
I
want
them to
say: 'Oh yeah, I know what
Whenever I listen to records he means.'
able to relate to them. Barry I like to be
Manllow's
song Is a prime example;
simple but it says so much: OK It's very
"Oh
Mandy
you came and you gave
but I sent you away. Oh without taking.
Mandy well you
.

.

kissed me and stopped me from shaking
" He sums it up in those few lines,
it's a gem . . . Now why didn't I think of

that!"

You may laugh at the above
mentioned remark and think it's a bll
foppish but anyone who's as perceptive
as Clifford knows that it takes a great
deal of sensitivity to be able to write well.
"Perception and sensitivity are key
ingredients. f know a lot of people who
haven't got those qualities
but, well

-

that's their hard luck!"
Now that Clifford has charmed us all
with his vinyl masterpieces
the next steP
is to captivate the concert - going public;
although it's doubtful whether any tours
will materialise just yet.
"I'd like to get back on the road
because I used to enjoy touring when I
belonged to a band called the Secrets. We
had some great times!
I don't
want to go on the However,
road until I'ttf

absolutely prepared.
"I want to do everything properly. It's
no good touring with just a small rhythm
section
I want to use a string sect"'
too, A nationwide tour looks fairly
Imminent but I'm probably much too
vulnerable at present so we'll have to
wait and see how things turn owl'
Meanwhile I'm going to carry on with tiny
other projects until someone corners une
and says 'get off your ass and play'. Till
then I'll avoid touring like the plague!

-

-
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THE Et"RO%ISION SONG CONTEST causes much despair in Britain
but. w title this year it had one of the dullest arrays of songs ever, there
are several rays of hope pointing to a more promising future.

RECORD MIRROR,

NOW, CAN WE
HAVE SOME

ouadays,

nobody in their right mind expects the contest to produce
great song as Its winner. That has long been the exception rather
than the rule and it's not hard to see why.

p...

it

Songwriters, faced with
the wildly different tastes
of the various etenpeting
countries, long ago pinpointed the one kind of
song that would appeal
right across the hoard

-

jelly, marching kind of
thing with a fairground
a

feel. safe, instantly

memorable, but scarcely
great popular muster_
So, In the absence of
something that stands out

Y

-144'1

REAL SONGS?

head and shoulders above
all the others. there Is

generally

a close -run
finish with the song that
best fits the Euro'formula

i

Ray Fox -Cumming

coning out

on top. And so
this time. White
Italy and Luxembourg, in
the opinion of most
pundits, had the best
songs, neither could pick
up enough votes all round
to secure victory. It
became a battle bets een
the best formula songs.
silk the Netherlands'

It was

on the great

Euro -song bore

Mir

Dingo Deng beating

Britain into the second
place, which we now
occupy almost by divine
right.

It would

be

right,

however, to gripe about
the low standard of
entries in this, the 20th
Eurovislon Song Contest
without praising the
efforts of the organisers in
getting it to take place at

all

For years, the country

tr

sinning the contest also

had the doubtful honour of
hosting, and footing the

,T^

bill for. the following
year's event. Now, In a
rare display of Inter
national co-operation, all
the competing nations
have agreed to chip in
their whack towards the
cost, su. on the financial
score. the contest's future

`;

./a a11

looks assured

At last too, the
organisers have managed
to work out a voting
system that's as fair as
possible, even though this
year it nearly left Turkey
in the humitttatfng post
Urn of not scoring at all
and with a song nowhere
near as dire as Its paltry
score of three would

_

-

indicate.

Political nastiness.

which nos creeps into
everything. could easily
have ruined the contest
and It is lathe credit of the
organisers that It wasn't
allowed to They remained quite unruffled
when Greece, on discovering Turkey had
entered, walked out of the

Concert. They also managed, behind the scenes.
to dissuade

the

Port-

uguese singer from
appearing in military

'
,

uniform, which if allowed

iiouid have become

precedent for all mariner
Of

birthday next year. the

a
r

unwanted banner-

waving nonsense
It may seen unsportsmanlike to say so, but.
with the marked reluctance of some countries to
award votes to their
neighbours, one can't but
think there Is a political,
element In the voting. It's
hard to see, however, how
it can be eliminated
For the contest's 21st

organisers are
ly toying with
replacing the
a Itji musical

apparent-

the idea of

lay juries

experts.
wouldn't
Personally.
welcome the move.
because any advantage of
added prestige would be
I

more than outweighed by

an inevitable new rash of

professional public bitching over the outcome

Surely loo: ordinary

record buyers are more
than capable of deciding

what they do and do not
like. without the benefit of
any technical knowledge?
From Britain's point of
view. this year's contest
was remarkable for the
number of celebrated
performers who allegedly
turned It down before The
Shadows were offered the
job. There Is no more
severe Indictment of a
contest which has an
audience of some 400
million people than major
stars a anting no part of it

-of musical
and it's not a question
snobbery

Quite understandably.
many performers buck al

the idea of hiking on the
job s Ithout knowing what
the tools are in advance
fly accepting the job of
representing the nation.
they also have to take potluck over the song and

big names just
aren't prepared to take
the ask.
Next year, in order to
most

attract international

stars to the contest, they
are thinking of altos lag
the chosen performer to
do one of their own songs
Thal of course is what
should have happened all
along, but it's still not
ch'arhos they'll work it
Do you Invite, say Elton
.lohn t who turned it dean
this year) to write six
songs then let the great
British public choose one
of

them?

Or

does

he

simply write one. which
we have to like or lump?

(tr. more grandly. do Wey
envisage him. and
a hole

a

bevy of stars all

offering their songs and
services soh the linenvhible prospect of ending
up grinning acidly like
failed Oscar nominees
when the voles are
counted?

Who knows? Hut
whichever happens It
should be

a

lot

more

interesting and we might.

fora change, even have a
real song to go In with.
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LONG BEFORE Northern Soul put
Wigan on the map musically, George
Orwell gave it a place in literature with
his novel The Road To Wigan Pier. But,
while the town has unquestionably
become a Mecca for thousands of
gymnastic young dancers, its pier is a

disappointment.
All that remains of
it nowadays is a lone
stump that looks like
the bottom of a fat
telegraph pole.

genuine Wlganers /

Wlganites / Wlganlans
(please yourself which)

not like Wigan's

Chosen Few, who were
and still are a bunch of
American session musicians. However, you

won't catch Wigan's

Ovation bitching about
their rivals masquerading as the real thing. The
most you'll get out of them
on the subject Is:
"Anyone could do It You
could have Wigan's Tom
Jones or Wigan's Frank
Sinatra and," they laugh.
"you probably will."

Obliging
The group strongly
believe that, as far as
Northern Soul's con-

cerened, we've only seen
the tip of the Iceberg and
that it's destined to last,
however many people
jump on the bandwagon.
anyone thinks they
are going to make a quick
killing out of Shy banging
out a whole lot of

"if

records," says Jim

McClusky, the group's
singer and chief
spokesman, "Let me tell

got no
you they've
chance. The kids lust
won't have it "

Wigan's Ovation place
great importance on what
the boys and girls In the
discos think, and are
determined not to grow
away from them, As Jim
syJ,a: "We don't want to

be stars. The kids up
there don't want'to know

e

i.
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Despite the short-

comings of its lamed
pier.
for
Wigan's
Ovation, who were born
and raised there, the town
possesses "a certain
magic." It is not, they
say, something that's
shouted from the rooftops,
but operates In more of an
underground way. The
only evidence of it that a
casual observer out and
aboutto the town might
see would be a large
number of eager people
scuttling through the
streets clutching Adidas
bags containing their
dancing kit, or, as the
group put It. "tackle. "
Wigan's Ovation, let it
be said once again, are

r

the strength of Sking In
The Snow, to write the
group off as mere
copyists. Up In Wigan the
B-side of their single? one
of,their own compositions

called Northern Soul
Dancer, Is getting as

much attention as pie A
side and they are busy

'The kids up

there don't

.Z

r.

-J

Wigan's Ovation (/ to if: Jim McC/usky, Phil Preston, Pete Preston, Alf
Brooks.
about stars anymore.
twenty quid
and that's record In less than an
They want their groups to no exaggeration.
hour and the result, says
be people they can talk to
Ovation decided to drummer Alf Brooks, "Is,
and have a drink with."
make their version as If anything, better than
Wigan's Ovation are only close to the original as the original. The
brass is.
too happy to oblige and
possible and spent long stronger and the' vocals
say they spend most of hours working out the- clearer."
their free evenings In chords, which were often
Of course, while the rest
among the dancers and tricky, and played the Of us are cursing the
the music.
original over and over present
winter
The group's ,hit single, again at various different weather, belated
every sign of a
Skiing In The Snow, was speeds to work out all the new snowfall
sends the
originally done by The words.
group Into transports of
Invitations way back
"The original," ex- delight. "With the title
around 19(19 and, before plains Jim, "was done off Sking In The Snow," they
Wigan's

-

Ovation dirt it,
the few copies of the
original In circulation

a

here were changing
hands

bootleg and it was often

fairly indistinct" Once
everything was
painstakingly worked

for upwards of

out,

the group

cut the

point out reasonably, "a
bit of actual snow does
help and we're praying
for all we can get "
It would be unwlse,on

ARIES
Oder 21 to Apr90)
Before you begin to
get the notion that a8 is
Iwo and ulcers, are

recording their first
album and, says Jim,
"We hope most, if not all,
of It will be our ,own
be

material."'

Original
Moving on to the
dancing side of Northern
Soul, Jim pointed out:

"The amazing thing
about it Is It happened on

Its own, not like in the old
days when It took a
Chubby Checker to teach
us how to twist or an Elvis
Presley to show us how to
wiggle our backsides.
"The kids have worked
It all out for themselves
and It's become highly
sophisticated. They practice all the time, working

howl, but one 'thing's

'dear, you're coming

into tome dough, That's
all, we're gonna 'say:
Now how many lumps
ve ymirtea?

rearing their ugly

heads, we'll lust affirm

SUPERSTARSoLI®RuF

that from now on your
life will' he Homing as
smoothly as a guy In a
Take Slx three-piece.
NO more Speedy Con.
:ales schedules to meet

(Sep

GEMINI
(May 21toJune 201

of sheepish Bouts you've
x

A change of scenery
won't do you good 'cue

or appointments to keep
you'll be a tree agent.
Another juicy piece of.,
news Is that 'someone
who fancied you ymks
ego still wants to get

you'll be pining for de
old roots. Brat, in the
long run you'll find that

-

new faces and contacts

will

be very beneficial

(lout this

their clammy Ciutehea
on little ole you.

TAURUS
Apr 21 to Mey 90)
Somewhere over the
rainbow there te that pot
of gold
so -don't give
up " jug because that
rainbow appear% neverending. Take it from us
y'ºil, the tome you try,
the easier 1t becomes.
So just adopt the Bruce
and the. spider technique. And Vat first you
don't succeed try, try
again!

Ina few weeks they will

"People are hitching lifts
up to Wigan from as far
away as Devon," says

about stars

anymore'

Northern Soul nights In
places like Portsmouth. "
If you are a novice
Northern Soul dancer,
you might care to know

out new Ideas, and the
dancers watch each other
to see what new steps they

need bags, sawn off / well
above the ankle so you

won't

be

apparent for maro,

moms), MeanWhile, Ire
time to do obit of spring
cleaning around the

1

house

-

-

so get Out the

duster, and tickle the

mother
'

-

in

-

law's

tongue!
CANCER
(-tune 21 to Jut 90)
Towel have b beware

rlppera.off and
hangers-on
of

this fronts

because you'll be In one
of your naive m^Adx. If

you want our ,adeloe
you'll stay with the flock

grown to depend upon
and make your own kind
of pastoral entertain.

meat
LEO

(July 21toAugl1)

.

Feeling a bit schizo.?
Well, before you pounce
on the postman or nick
old uncle Will's walking
stick, thlnlrabeut all the
goodtimes you've had to
the past iwhich are all
too outlandish to print
'here) and just jig along

A

full-length mirror
peas nut'

SCORMOthea
(Oct 25 to Nov 22)

Spring haw sprung,
the birds are athirping
And the flowers are abuddbng -. there's a
pig in year heart (and

to the focal jazz joint Or
baapot and put yerself
Meseta
know- what
we mean'

quite a few epoca all per
face).. u your lrkIn and

VIRGO

below

bit-

t (

Aug

=to Sep

22)
-crrtal
what do ve
ball?

Ah lie
to to

IV* a bit nett d

its

general health
their norm

eibrnt

stun

up'.a qtr
uP

been in the sugar

any trouble In them. "I
know It sounds corny,"
says Jim, "but when the
kids have stopped dancing they've no energy to
fight They don't want to

fight anyway.
"Do you know of
anywhere where you can
leave your belongings, go
and dance and be sure of
SAGITTARIUS
2 %to Dec 2d)
(NovYour
ruling si gn Is in
Venue which Cleans that

story

lord

to your local
and
tl

h

Casanova or Lady
a ter

u

b

MveerbH

um

tah

ºmasheroo time will

be bade« You don _t miss
Om Honest, sometimes
you're so slow we doubt
If you'd oaten the black
plague if It was doing
the munch Be more
adventurous, take two
deep breaths, have a
good look at yourself In

a

can pick up."
One of the nice things
about the Northern Soul
clubs Is that there is never

onCb

B to Od 92)

there when you get back?
You can up there."
Northern Soul, say the
group, Is no longer
restricted to the North

want to know

writing more original
material.

finding your things still

Into
oftiopmueynl aoeto

unot

bese

careful there's a lot of

doubtful characters
around.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 21 toJantf)
A surprise ts in store
Ore been hdtnq away in
the closet wlthoui you
When you're

feel ing
ig!)Partleularly
cock -sure you may ae
well open the has *but
don't take the money.
will pal, and find out
what it 1e
AQUARIUS
(Jan TOW Feb fat
G

erne

nice

Resrn

qulea

-bi

Iree-b^' a y
e
d
(f

return

ps'id nr
few

r;. y'n

.

%.

eru

sett

toe
se
for

be=sts^- you st=eer arrowR
when

turn,

tie tab.,

1I

Jim, "and already
they've got regular

what the right "tackle" Is
for the Job. Well, you start
with the Adidas bag, then,
for your lower halt, you
don't trip over them. On
your upper half, you wear
a
bowling shhlrt and.

when you go to buy one,
don't worry (If you are a
bloke) that it buttons up
the wrong way.
"I went to get one."

says Alf, "and all the ones
I was shown buttoned up
the girls' way, so I asked
the manager of the shop
about it. He explained
that they were girls' ones
and said I wouldn't want
a man's one because it
would be too big.
Apparently they are all
imported from The States
where the guys who go
bowling must be very fat,
because their shirts are
huge. Come to think of it,
the women's ones aren't
small either!"
To complete the outfit
you need flat eboea

Apparently one of the
reasons that girls are nn'

as good at
dances Y
the boys is the
that
Insist on trying to do uses"

they

in platforms and IoK
tight sk arts. "They're

pretty good at

the

backdrops though," sets

Jim.

Right

so

now you've

got all the gear, all Yoo
have to do Is train l Ike pass
were In for the nexi

Master les
splits, acquire a passabM
backdrop and do a whasl
or two, then try It out to
public. Don't worry for
much if you fall over a M
at first.
times and If you
does
laughed at, what Use esu
everyone's got to begin
somewhere.

Olympics.

every
_
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by Sue Byrom
SHE'S

Ylt

Child star beaten
black and blue

year, old,

and April I1 sees the
release

of her
single. It there'st*th
an
omen there somewhere, Helen Shapiro isn't looking for

While We're on statlatics and numbers,
Helen's
now been in the business
for 14 years
February
lo. 1961 being the date
her
One big hit, Please Don't
Treat Me Like A Child.
was released. At that
time. Helen was 19, and
the following year
her as the country's saw
top
female vocalist. Success
followed succeaa''At

=i

-

.

the time

remember eingto
told that
it wouldn't last, but
I was
lust a kid then, and didn't
really listen. I suppose
the first time I really
realised that things were
changing was when
Queen For Tonight didn't
make the top ten. Then
the next release, Keep
Away From Other Girls,
flopped badly. That was
early 1963. I was still
having hits abroad, but it
was the beginning of

another era in this
country

-

the Stones.

the Beatles,
I was pre -

Beatles.
The slightly chubby

14 -

year - old school girl star
has given way to a very
slim, attractive woman,
but that incredibly deep
voice is still there.
Having heard Helen
recently, I said how black
her voice sounded.
"That's funny, because
I've got a cousin in the
States and she played this
record to her friends, a lot
of whom are black, and
they all said that I
sounded like a soul

sister!"

The single due out any

\

,

,,1
.,

ON THE FUNK FOOT: HELEN SHAPIRO
day now is You're

A Love
C h i l d,
by the
gentlemen currently en-

joying chart success with
another of their songs,

There's A Whole Lot Of
Loving. It's an insidious
record
really creeping
upon you after a couple of
spins, and It's the first
record Helen's had out for
three and a half years.
"It's the first single in
that time because since I
left Pye I haven't had a
record contract. It's as
simple as that Obviously
I'm pleased about it. I've
still got goals, and I want
to prove that I'm not a has

-

-

been.

I

always

remember reading a head
- lane that said 'Is Helen
Shapiro a has - been at

16?". It hurt then, and I
suppose that all the time
that I've been out of the
big lime ; light, I've been
trying to prove that'I'm
still here, and that I'm
capable of singing today's
songs.
"I've been lucky In that
I've always been able to
work. Being a solo singer
it was probably easier for
me to adapt than for some
of the groups of the same
period. I've always loved
jazz and black music.
Ella Fitzgerald Is my all -

time favourite singer

-

and now a lot of the songs
I'm including In my act
are jazz / blues / soul
orientated, Bill Withers is
a great favourite of mine,
Stevie Wonder, the Phllly
Sound
that's the kind of

-

music I like. Mainly
black music."
Whatever happens to
Helen's new single, the
most likely follow - up will
be an up - tempo funky
sound, Ideally suited to
Helen's voice. She's as
keen on success now as
she ever was: "There's
still that bit of magic left
I'd love to make It in the

States, because I think if
you can make' It there,

you've really succeeded.
But I wouldn't want to be
a novelty star again. "
From child star to
regular star is a difficult
transition to make, and
there aren't too many
people who've been able
to do it. Helen cheerfully

admits there's nothing
else she's trained to do
apart from sing. She's
also motivated by the

desire to prove herself.
Her last album was way
back In 1964, but she
hopes to start work on one
In

the

not

future.

ton distant

"There are three tracks
for It already, which I

°:.411.
recorded some time ago
as a showcase". she says.
"And paid for It out of
my own pocket". Rueful

grin. "But they're ready,
and there's a lot more
stuff that I'd like to put on
an LP. I might include a
couple of my own songs,
which I've written with
my brother. "
So, after a comparatively long time out
in the proverbial wilderness, Miss Shapiro is now

waiting, with fingers
crossed, to see what
happens. Meanwhile

there's no shortage of
work, although Helen
admits it would be nice to

play concerts Instead of
clubs. Meanwhile, she's
very happy with her
band, her new recordtnt

contract and the visible
enthusiasm of the
her.

11

when people come up and
say that they've got a bet

about her age.
Apparently the wives

on

usually reckon she's 39

"but luckily

Ronnie's only 12 years old.
Yet he's al ready won'the
International Opportunity Knocks
contest.
He's a good singer,
He's ?good dancer,
And.you have to admit
he's good looking.
To crown it all, he's just released
a fabulous single called 'Angelina"
Id`s going to drive the gi rk'cra7y
But who'd be a guy when Ronñie's around?

o

-

Ronnie sings "Angelina"

N

/

eres~.

I)

nab

-

the men

usually say 2?."
Either way, they Awl
treat her like a child
anymore, that's for sure

n

rM

with

For someone who was a
household name at It,
still makes her smile

wv

Ronnie's going to make
a lot of guys jealous.

people

currently connected
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Paralow, can

Mr.

sag'

IL0T

this.

jenkleman hear the
tapes.'
I think
he's out . . . Mr.
Pars low? He's In
Ah yes, his
bead's been ripped
oft, just a second I'll

.

C,

"HELLO, MK. Par.

slow

-

m

.

_

-'

I

get yew another."
Yea folks, at last
the 1975 Pilot show.

And now more
about those infamous
tapes. High above

-

London's teeming

Oxford Street are the
AIR Recording Studios where the four
Scots have been
laying down tracks
for their new album,
Second Flight

Ladies and gentlemen we interrupt the easy reading flow
of this newspaper to bring you a public service message:

-

David Paton
very much with the

-

band

leans back

on the leather settee, and
says he's pleased with the
way the album's been

going.

Bill Lyall and Stuart

Tosh are joking around

while lead guitarist Ian
Bairnsc:- is enthusing
about the B-side of the
new single.
It's called Do Me Good
and it rocks out with an
extended jam ending
tighter and different from
accepted Pilot music.

-

"We did originally
decide to take the end bit
off. I finished the guitar
part throughout the tune
and then the end bit came

so I just kept on
playing," says Ian.
Sanity has finally
arrived you think.

off of their past two hits.
It's got a harder, tighter
beat with a more subtle
hook line than the easy

melody structure of
January.
OK, It sounds like the
Beatles, and now It's been
said.

"Yes I can see the
similarity between us and
the Beatles," says Bill
Lyall. "But what do you
say?"
What indeed! Ten years
later and the sound Is still
there.

It

was

a

difficult

decision to release Call
Me Round because most

on

Wrong.

"Ask

by David Hancock'
of the tracks on Second

Flight are potential hit
singles.

Take for instance
David's Heard It All

Before which is dedicated
to an un -named music

paper.

Ian's guitar

almost sizzles and the
vocal is a ringer for J. L.
Pilot are giving us some
of the classiest pop in a
long lame.
Wait a minute. Ian's
found some Pilot transfers. It's off - the wall
time again as he rubs
.

me another,

them on the back of a
postcard and shows the
portraits to the other boys
In the band. Everyone
cracks up and falls on the

floor.
A

.

.

serious bit: Ian

Bairnson has his first
song cut on the album.
It's called Bad To Me,
nothing to do with the old
Billy J. Kramer hit, and
though a lot simpler than
David's songs it has a

strong typical Pilot
melody similar to

January.

I

David Paton the best

Theré's even- a bossa
nova song
To You
Alone
which opens v{Ith

- acoustic, guitar

example being his Do Me
Good cut. He's also

and
develops into Its Latin
an

rhythm.
Then there's Dear
Artist by Bill Lyall which
they didn't get round to
playing.
"It's about a pavement
artist, that can't get any
money," says Bill. 1I
thought it was about time
I wrote one. "

In tact Bill, who is
arranging the strings on

the album,

is

an

accomplished songwriter
but in a differnt mould to

written a track called
Your Devotion as well as
co -writing You've Got To
Get Me' Higher with Ian
Bairnson.
The band have recently
started a fan club (38,
Hasker Street, London,
SW3) and already have
had about 5,000 appllcatlons, and there are
hundreds more each day.
Ian is silly again:
"We've got four quid
We've got four
pounds 15 shillings . .
and a lot of stamps. It's

.R

o'

Michael." says Ian and

the Monty Python mim-

ickry

la back.

"Hello Bruce,''

Stuart Tosh.

..

-

.5-4i

s.

fBra
-

"Can I have a
conversion on this cat
please. " Eventually, we
get to the A -side of the
new single, Call Me
Round.
It should give them

Q.>

only 35p. Would you like
one?"
But when they are in
the recording studio It's a
different tale altogether.
Here are four very astute
musicians who know
exactly what they are
doing.
David and Ian are
laying down the vocals on
To You Alone. They
sound good.

"No, it was that
beginning bit, can we do
that again?" asks David.
Monty Python is out the
window. It's back to
work, and work they do.
"I suppose it's eaaler on
stage, but on record you
can't fool anyone," says
Ian.
And they don't fool
anyone. The new' single
and álbum should prove
that Pilot have arrived In
a big way.
The album tracks are:
Call Me Round; Do Me
Good; Your Devotion;

Passionate Peace;

January; Bad To Me;

Love Is; You've Got To
Get Me Higher; You're

My Number One; Dear

Artist; Heard It All

another chart -topper.

Before;

Here the distinctive Pilot
harmonies and the sound
they achieved with Magic
and January is reinforced.

It's another David

ti4-0

Paton song but not a rip -

444.

and To

You

Alone.
And, Incidentally, 1f you
think David Paton's split
from the band you're
wrong. Pilot are very
much together.

PILOT: the classiest pop in a long time
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is for you ...Ciao Baby!

A.1.ES,
EMI Records Limited. /Q, Manchester Square- London WI
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Tony Jasper
looks at
fan clubs

IDENTITY

Bracelets

ENGRAVED

FREE!

FAN clubs are alive and well and
indeed some of them are pretty
flourishing concerns. Naturally
IWITH EVERY PURCHASEI the kind of service you gel differs
markedly from one to another, as it
with most things In life.
JEWELLERS, dnea
The best fan -club V for the
Osmonds. Membership is curDIAMOND -CUT
rently just over 112,000, a figure far
;
ahead of anyone else. Membership
fee is 85p and for that money you
"/
J
get masses of material plus a
rather unique system.
Basically a new member
/r. J14 p
receives a 'first -year' member's kit
and this kit changes year by year
and when you're into second and
third year membership you receive
extra items.
5.
A few minutes ago I received the
1.0.1 r+,n,e.,.m toOnws or
'firstyear' membership kit and
really It's Incredibly impressive, a
paged Os* ...<.e,
whole mass of Information which
will give an Osmond fan hours of
e,.
s
tam., .. ..,.. b. o..,.
fascinating reading.
The package is enclosed In a
cellophane wrapping and thus
ensures everything is clean. There
is information on the Wondertour
'75 In which some 280 Osmond fan
club members are flying out from
¡¡t..
.....1ENGRAVING!

7

f<

ofirii!n111

Essex Fan Club, P.O.
Box 37, Waltham Cross,
Herts, EN87EF.
A member receives a
fan -club folder, full David
story details told by his

i

f

man, a flexl disc with
some greetings from
David, a personal file, a
b/w photo of David, an

r

info sheet on David
merchandise plus
badge.

..¡11Ar.cliu,1

,arr
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,
.q1i91101j

Britain this summer

95p
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£1.25
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PERSONAL GIFTS
(p) Avondale Works
Morecambe, Longs,

35p.

ADDRESSES

Just

a few fan -club
addressee, Gary Glitter to
contacted via Sue Drake.
P.O. Box 78, Landon Ell
2HW. Hello are at P.0
Box 4BT, Landon W1A
4B7, and the lady fungal
it is Ann Ford. Gllla ran
be contacted via TB1. U7
Hanover Street, Landon
W1, and the cost hero U
50p. The Rubettes club is

Barry Blue can be
contacted via Carole, 83
George Street, London
WI. Carole, like Pat &
Sue tells me she answers
every letter which cornea
in but as In all cases, a
stamped addressed envelope please.

members took part In the
filming of Slade and 600
attended free of charge
the premiere of Flame.
And perhaps I should
have added a special blo

binder .Is given for

keeping all papers togeth-

er on Slade and a [Val
disc seems on'the cards as
well. There's a good
poster service offering a
choice from six In
different sizes and colours

at

a price
50p to 90p.

ranging from

The David Essex fanclub Is now working well
after a move and the new
people responsible say by
the, end of this week all

at P.O.

Box 31
Stockport, Cheshire SW
83U. Wings address ii
P.O. Box 41W, London
W1A 4UP. Johnny Math
Is, c/o Lesley Charlie, 2
Links Road, Marple,

Among

members' gifts comes a
with Barry's name
printed on it, a large
photo for an extra 20p of

Stockport

pen

Get. on the club-foot

flR

STRONG

BlU.jE
-

CAB CALLOWA

A/q CROW-

4L

lipLinty fit
W

GU`lHRIE

%

inDrother,

bG/l yr.TaN

Can You
: Snare
A

;
V

Dime?

FROM

TOMORROW

d

have no
Record

Clubs. So we're sorry
please do not write, ya71
only waste money. To!

Is contacted at
London W1A 4ND, and the

ANDREWS SISTERS

r

stamped

to deal will
inquiries about the many,
many artists with he
Suit

Mirror

LOWS Aam

BEssiE smt

a

I'm afraid we
staff here at

And
there's more.
The David Bowie fan
club

address for this fastgrowing club Is David

SKe 7NX.

addressed envelope

blos and lifelines.

been cleared up. Membership costs 90p and the

.

Always send

Barry in cowboy uniform,
regular newsletters plus

back -log should have

a
Is

short time. The col

dise.

.e
..11

applications wllhls

clubs are found, namely
membership card, bins,
tour lists, background
information and general
prices on Queen merchan-

_t«

America and taking in amongst
other thing's an Osmond concert in
Las Vegas.
Next Is a well written and
illustrated booklet describing the
Osmond's history, a tan club
members' Osmond Secret Code,
news vouchers, information about
a special wallet, some plcs signed
'
by the group, some stickers, F
masses of Info about Fan Fare and
consequently details of all the
Osmond goods which can be
bought, fan -club newssheet with up to date Info
on the Osmonds, a
coloured poster and last
and not least, a next disc
with the Osmonds saying the 'specials' Is Slade In
a big hello!
full colour for their Slade
The address of the fan In Flame film poster.
club Is The Osmonds Fan There are crystal medalClub, Maureen Street, lion bea rrlero, they glow inLondon W1A 4YE. And the dark and tell everyone
really If you're an In the disco that you're a
Osmond fan and not a Slade fan!
member, you're daft!
Slade have a pretty
good fan -club. The cost is
80p and address Is Slade
OPPORTUNITIES
Fan Club, P.O. 4SF,
London W1A 4SF. A
The fan club makes use
member receives six of a computer and so
newsletters a year and in everything gets mailed
basic membership there out in proper
fashion!
Is a Slade discography Fan club
members get
and Info on all the some special
merchandise you can buy nities. During opportuthe last
at reduced rates. Among year, for Instance,
many

East

Lothian, Scotland, but be
prepared to wait for they
have received so masy

the basics found in most

F...rs-.

.r..w .n.~s.1.,,

..

visit

Prestonpans,

David writes to his fans
and there Is also enclosed
a facts sheet from his
manager. One member
each two months receives
the actual letter written
by David, rather than the
duplicated version.
Queen's fan -club operates via Pat & Sue,
Trident Productions, 3 St
Anne's Court., Wardour
Street, London W1.
Membership Is 75p and all

',

af;ib

us

to

club

a

Every two months

p

.'oxate.r/
-

(.:l

Bow-

manager, Derek

1!.a:

cost le U. There is
membership kit, three
photos, discography, a
programme of David's
concert at New York'a
Madison Square Garden
and a quarterly newsletter. And there are
special offers.
We've already said lots
of words before about the
BCR. It operates from 77
Preston Grange Road

^L1

ST""MNea,
ODEONMARTIN'S

LANE

136
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ALL you wow,wn who find glittery glamour far too outlandish
for your deli. ate
frame of mind will be pleased to know that the Glitter 'land
men are toning down
their Image and becoming more chic and less kitsch
(please
note picture).
Metamorphosis has occurred and their new look Is positively
Gerry Shepard the honey - skinned hombre, says: "We'd more botch.
love to dress in jeans
and t - shirts one day to shock everyone,
for now we'll be dressing in a more
subtle version of how we used tolook. Of but
course we won't drop our glitter image
completely we'll just look a lot more individual
from now on we won't look
like a glittering military band."

-

-

The other less obvious
reason for their change of
style is cash
the guys
reckon they can pay up to

-

At last!
the glitter

for suits, which
usually end up being
ripped to shreds by over
demonstrative fans.
"Sometimes we walk off
stage with our sleeves
missing which means we
have to fork Out more
money an new suits. Even
our flippin' cleaning bill
can come to fifty quid a
£1,000

-

time!"

The mascara and eye
make - up fad will be
going too. Honest! No
more multi - coloured
stars on their cheekbones
or sun . ray patterned eye
liner from now on the
band will go on stage with
faces as bare as a baby's
bum
"It's great not wearing
make - up," enthuses
pretty boy John Springate. "I prefer it to all
the stuff a e used to slap
on. Besides we've got to
rater for our audiences
who have grown up over
the years. I mean, when
we started. these kids
were twelve, thirteen and
now they're about sevenleen, maybe even
eighteen, and they Come
to our concerts or

disappears

whatever to hear our
music rather than
what we're wearing."

see

DESERTING
Even so, the Glitter
Band aren't deserting the
image that helped them
crash through the ban
Hers of obscurity because
Gerry. especially thinks
that glitter and gleam
isn't old hat yet!
"1 often seer replicas of
our band in local boozers.
These pub - rock groups
fleets In sequins and
aanv boots is bleb gives
me a bit of a kick to think
we sta rtfd it all oft. "
And so they did. With
their old buddy and
mentor, Sir GO they
began a new craze which
(rosined upon
Uncle

-

band, we're great, and
each of us knows this"
Everyone that Is except
for John Rossall who
recently left the band In
favour of a solo career.
"He wanted to do
something on his own,"

tilt

diets

and granny positively
loathed But now all
that's behind them and
today the Glitter Band explained Gerry. "He
musical
are stars without all that had a lot of new
us
gl..morout garb In fail Ideas and none of the
change
wanted
to
they ars-ro to he doing
even 'setter than the big band's policy, so he quit

-

how did
hiel himself
this grab 'em'
"We don't really think
of It In that way 1 mean
Gory and the band are
realty goad mates. we've
known each other for
years and we don't think
of out-waves as separate
s

Id ont iti,

'I'm lot being vain,"

John ays. "but we think
a e'er as big as each lather
really l I mean we still
perform aith Gary and
we enjoy that as much as
anything else "
"Gary's a very intense

Wr all sat down and had a
long talk about it and we
finally decided it would be

best for him to

do

whatever ke wanted. I
mean, we were sari to see
him go because he was an
invaluable member of the
band: but I think he's
gonna be really successful because he writes
beautiful songs. "

s>

PROFOUND

1

John's departure hasn't
had the profound affect
on the band's remaining
members as one might

-a

-

become the perfect

musicians we're not into
the ego trip thing You
don't get us polishing our
plectrums all night! I
think there's a lot of self -

indulgent musicians

around these days but
we're not interested with
all that Together, as a

a

riling hit material, some

of which can he sampled
on their second album.
Rock 'n' Roll Dudes, due
for rélease on April 1.
"All the material is
original and were very
pleased with the way It
has turned out. We
recorded it in Paris just
and this
like the first
isn't yes pretentious
Glitter Band stuff," they
say "There's quite a
mixture of things on the

- -

album. Including sores
rockers and some nice
slow things. We'd say it
was a new direction for
us, a rock and roll

"td"

and t -shirt

d

21

In leans

-

.

...just
just to shock

also they hope wo do alot

more writing .- for
themselves n general
and others in particular
"We've got so many
ambitions,"
éys Jonn,"that it's h!cd,,to 'same
an11y,
them all H
speaking I'd like to write'
ania

tover

anew single

and prortuce fora ruck n'
,

iis
On

'Si

'

untation

roll

releasing
called Today I Cry. which
isn'le track off the album

because they say it isn't
lair to the fans if they
have already gone out

and 'bought , the long
player
A nationwide tour Is

also lined up to coincide
with the platter's release
beginning .April l0. But

if you're expecting

a

diamante dlpperty ' don

be

"We're not going to use
lavish props m this lour."
they tell me. "we 're just
gonna

go nn stage and

play, and then we won't
have to worry whether the
motor - bike is going to
work or if the, lights and
smuke1iffeeis are going to
explode., we've` had an

many near

-

fatal

accidents in the past, It's
a

lguieb. and'

really

Friday (Starch rentnte
side of flings
the hods are ourriling
band."
a new single

performer," chips in imagine They're still, extravaganza you'll
sadly disappointed
Gerry "He's «cry p re.

true
rise and polished
whereas
professional
we're much looser and
impersonal: we try and
create a club atmosphere
wherever we play. Even
if It's at a venue that holds
say two and a half
thousand. That's our
scene. Noise OF us want to

by appearing fo ti wid
concert
audience
including colleges and the

'We'd love to

joke!"

In the future they hope
to move to pastures green

by Jan Iles

more an -'he'
for
'

UU I AVE LEN

U

AMBITION

"I'd like to compose a
confesses
Slim score,
Gerry, ' If the expense
account was reasonable!
My ambition for the band
is to he taken seriously,
musically of course. i.ike
it would be great has to do
more college states say
maybe once or. twice a
year at rags and end of
term' functions. we've

played at colleges in the
past and it was great to
see the long haired freaks
actually letting them
selves go and enjoying
our stuff. Why, one
spared - out hippy, with a
Wmdbme hanging from
the corner of his mouth,
Came up to me alter our
s. -t and said 'Hey man,
that si3s ton `much.' it
really shocked mg to
think he orders-trend what
we

sere trying totto

As the saying go., all
that glitters is not gold .

it's entertainment:en
terta inert!

LRÚCr1ROLLEr
Mike Batt as
Mike Batt
on agreat new singleYouWould Have Been
A Rock n Roller
t

EPC 3104
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They're
silly but
serious

e'

,,e

I'

r_

.º:

TELEVISION'S PET lunatics, The Goodies,
were bound to become chart regulars sooner
or later. Bill Oddie set his heart on it a long
time ago and like all short dumpy mad men, he
usually gets his way.
B11.á. even said, not so long ago, that he wanted the
Goodies mute to be taken seriously, but now admits:

"Thal

was really very stupid of me." Ile laughs like an
asthmatic monkey having a nt and proceeds to hold the
floor for minutes without letting anyone get a word in
edgeways. Oddie's like
that It's hard to Imagine
him doing anything that
doesn't involve a great

by Peter

gush

d .nativity.

last

Thursday all three

Goodies were bunched
arousal

a

lressel table in a

fifth floor rehearsal romp
at the Beeb's Acton

studio.. They looked for all
the world like a group of

dr,.ught,men plotting to
murder their boss;
Graeme Garden the

executioner, Tim Brooke Taylor the lookout, and Bill
fiddle the mastermind.

SERIOUSLY

Bill consider,

the ques-

tion of taking his music
seriously.
'1 suppose in a way that
still holds," he muses. "It
holds true for me in the long
run, but at the moment I
think we've just managed
to work out a far better
approach to doing thing.
which are representative of
the three of us."

Tim. whose private

per.onna is that of a
benevolent parish priest,
adds his serious bit: "If
you want to be taken
seriously. It doesn't neeemearBy have to be serious
made. A comedy record
gets played three times a
year on (Uildren's Choice,
as opposed to something
like Fun ky Gibbon which i,.
played a lot in discos and
kids like It etc. It Is not a
comedy record. It f. a
funny dance record, so to
that extent we are now
being taken seriously,
although it's not
serious music. Another
point is that Bill would like
to write some more serious
music. Am I making any
sense at all?"
Soddenly an three break
into a quirk exchange of
smart one liners, resulting

In another bout of

uncontrolled laughter. OM
takes the floor again.
lot has
"Quite
happened since the Deers
episode, or lack of episode.

Harvey

Bradley% which Is so much

better for us. We're far
more important to them.
Y'know, the managing
director also comes to Top
Of The Pops to make sure

we're alright.

"There's that lovely

feeling that they actually
care about it. and we
decided to play it much
more gently. ie forget about
an album at this stage and
let's try and work out a
single that will be a good
introduction for the three of
us. The basic approach
was more or less the sane.
we wanted it to be
musically acceptable hut
not 4s, serious. "
"Inbetweenies our first
single with Father Christ.
mas was Ideal in that
musically it was OK and

the B-side represented the
even more jokey naughty
side. Now the B-side of this
the sane
principle. We like to give
people Iwo sides; not just a
one works

on

throw away B-side."

Tim Interjects: "A

goodies side and a baddies

side. Schizophrenic
records

.

.

.

"

Bill rolls on: "There's no

point in upsetting young
record buyers by putting
something as strong as
Throwing Up Blues on the
A -side; it simply wouldn't
get played. The kids
wouldn't get it either. You
need to know. about blues.
It's an idea which doesn't
come through to youngsters
at all, whereas Funky
Gibbon is something we've
always wanted to do
actually. it just appeals to
us, the idea of a really silly
dance record. Musically I
think it's far better than the
first single. Certainly we
took far more trouble with

I think
reflection
was probably the wrong
angle for us. and I think
we've learnt from that
Vac learnt as a writer what
is a better area. Decca

rod got linked with

EXCELLENCE

"Difficulty

so

rlly

a

to

not neceo.

criterion

-

of

excellence
and you can
quote me on that Oscar,"
he grins. "But, aaaah,
everytlme we've done that
song live the band has
found it very difficult to

play."

"We've got some very
good musicians playing on

it."

says Tim. "Nand

picked. And that's what we
mean by taking it seriously
in that we really do handpick and try and get a
sound. It's not a joke
record that has been
written by somebody else to
cash in on the Goodies."
"I mean, even, who, en,"
Bill begins excitedly. "It
was one of the nicest things
I don't know whether one
should quote people who
but when
are nice to you
we did Top Of The Pops the
Tymes were on, you know
long standing heavy black
group, so slick and good
and they cane up to us

-

-

afterwards and said 'really
like that record'. You think_

well thankyou'. That

really does stand for
something; the people who

know that area to
appreciate it That really
was luverly."

question about how far
they are prepared to take
this musical flight brings
A

the inevitable "round the
Corner" response, but Bill'.
quickly on the trail again.
"Well It's nice now, It's
all working slowly. It was
all the wrong way round
before. Now we can take it
in our own time. We've
worked out the plan for the
whole year.
You know,
we've got some other
television things to do,
we've got books to finish
and that sort of thing. We
plan to issue at least two

more singles posslbley
three during the year and
we're doing an album in
summer
and It won't be
just the singles. Y'know
I've got to sit down in June
and write the material and
hopefully come up with a

-

couple more singles. We've
more or less got the next
single already sorted out
'cause we recorded six or
seven song» for the last

It wan quite difficult nice difficulty -to choose

one.

was just about the
favourite but there was
another that people were

on

were a bit impersonal
brraoae they are so big, so
we gut ant of our contract

was a bit annoyed how.
nastily It was reviewed by
one or two friends of mine.
"But I still like John
Peel," he concedes.

which one. Funky Gibbon

I mean Dees did
absolutely nothing with
that particular album. I
still don't think it wan a bad

K

It. I like It musically and I

a

'Cause

album.

FUNKY GOODIES OWN UP TO
THEIR MUSICAL ASPIRATIONS

1

equally enthusiastic about
It's not remotely similar
music actually but must.
rally it's probably a better
pop song: it's net
hilariously funny but it's
not straight. I think that's
the right angle. If there
was a mistake on the Dacca
album, it was to have songs
in there which really were
only straight "
Tim says: "The big

.11

thing's over now in that
people have bought the
record on it, own merit.
Once we got that one out of
the nay we we're OK. It's
up to us to make good
records now. We feel very
much that anything we do
that isn't the television
programme moat not be a
rip-off, because it's very
easy 41 cash in. It's a very
short term policy and also
no fun for us al all. When
we go on Top Of The Pops
we really want 4, make 11
good in the field we've
chosen."
They decided they would
not want to go on the road
since they might get

rundown, but seriously
(again) they would love to
do a

stage show which
would Inevitably include
lot of music yet they'rea
against a long run in

theatre.

a

SURPRISED
Momentarily Bill is lost
for words. "It's
" he
Rasps, "It's all going too

well."

brightens up, It's terrific.
We wanted to do something
like that but with a better
tune. I mean I'm not
saying we rival It
absolutely, the Funky
Chicken Is a great dance
record, but if we can get a

record played In diacotheques that cheer.

people up like the Funky
Chicken doe., then we've

succeeded."

They each agree that Top
Of The Pops gave them the

breakthrough.

It placed
the single (the first ore) In

pop context After that
the public could think of
them as recording ornate
as well as TV stars.
As for the Funky Gibbon,
a

BIB concedes It's a "touch
of the Average white

Bands."

"I've always

kind

of

liked that
music and it's

always been my ambition
to get that kind of soul
sound. I've had
theory
why bands like Kool And

The Gang and Tower of
Power, funky bands, by
and large
considering
how enjoyable I find most
of their music
don't do
that well in terms of

-

-

singles, especially in this
Country. It was that that

melodically everything
they

dull.

was relatively
But the rhythm Is
and It's why the

did

Graeme Garden says his
motherin,law is constantly.
surprised by it all, and Tim
admits: "We're pleasantly
surprised at the moment.
The Goodies have been
going for five years now
and we've tried to get a lot
of things off the ground

terrific

they're all actually happening.
don't wish to be

Band Is working because
there Is a tune. "
To get that sound, Bill
completely dropped his
original backing track In
favour of a session with a
clavinel, him singing the
bass line and a conga
player hitting the top d a
piano. Be then rounded uP
from
bra ss
Gonzales and thattwas 111
the
Nos why did
anyb.d)
think of that before?

before and suddenly
1

over modest though. We
actually like the Funky
Gibbon and we're not
surprised it's selling. When
we go filming and we've
had a cold wet filming day,
we gob the local disco and
we see people there and
they suddenly play some-

thing like the Funky
Chicken and everybody

. e,1r.1__el

Funky Chicken, although

one of the biggest disco
records of all time, has
never been a big hit in itself
here. There's no tune. So 1
want to start off with that
basic rhythm and then
write a tune over the tap of
It. The Average White

ll
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bands then chosen to go on to
An appearance on the
final, you'll appear again
is
just
the
Tymes,
The
same bill as
The rymes at
to
with
one of the prizes you stand
Palais on
Hammersmith
win by entering the RCA/
April 22nd.
Record Mirror Soul Search

THE RCA/RECORD MIRROR SOUL SEARCH
CONTEST IS RUN IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE FOLLOWING INDEPENDENT RADIO
STATIONS:

Contest

PICCADILLY RADIO

CI be a magical occasión.

There's an RCA recording
contract, a management
contract, and Bose speakers
and amplifiers for the winning
soul band.
And Bose speakers and
amplifiers for the runners-up.
To enter the contest, fill in
form and send it to
entry
the
your local radio station.
Piss that stage, and you'll
be entered for the finals of
the contest
On April 13th, you'll appear
at The Hardrock, Manchester,
with The Tymes for the semifinal.
If you're one of the four
The Tymes sole representation. Henry Sellers Urnited

TeL

You'll have your fans in the
audience, celebrity judges and
fabulous prizes at stake.
The winning band's song
will then be rush -released by
RCA. Who knows, perhaps it'll
be your record.
So fill in the

entry form
and enter the
contest
And you're
on the way
to becoming the next SOUL
big name
in soul.
01-39 3941

'tell//
RKORD MIRROR

RADIO CLYDE

261

PO. Box

Glasgow G2 7LB

Piccadilly Manchester

RADIO FORTH
P.O. Box 194 Edinburgh EH1 3LF

RADIO CITY
PO. Box 194
8-10 Stanley Street
Liverpool Ll 6AF
SWANSEA SOUND
Victoria Road Gowerton
Swansea SA4 3AB

METRO RADIO
PO. Box NE991BB//
RADIO HALLAM
Newcastle
PO. Box 194 Hartshead
Upon Tyne
\off
Sheffield S1 1GP
.
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Birmingham B6 4BX
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Love My Dog, LoVe Me,
but don't look at me
ki

11y!MElN

Shy-man Shelley

Ew9140-r(

11'
"114

wrote the bloody thing,
now try and feel it. " He

f

MI

.. .

is terrified!

laughs at his own

Om
sor445

Ineptitude.
I wish I be like a
mole," he says in a final
sentence on the matter,
"then I could just push
the stuff up to the surface
without ever being seen. "
Apart from making and

a

¡"r

o

r

i

fey

r

I

promoting his own
Is
records, Peter Shelley

o-;

11

kept more than busy
working for other artist-+.
He's a director of Magnet
Records and, apart from
keeptng Alvin Stardust
supplied with hits, has
nearly a dozen other
artists to write for and
produce.
The

o'

iáá

writing

presents

few problems. "The other
day I wrote three songs In
about 20 minutes," he
says and the burden is

shared with his old friend
Marty Wilde, who, says
Peter, 1s vastly underrated as a songwriter.

Production, however,
remains his first love. He
works principally in a
modest studio out In the
sticks with a a-ew of
Mends he has known for
ages. His only complaints
on that front are an acute
shortage of time and the
fact that he's never been
able to shut himself away
in work undisturbed as he

MOST- MUSICIANS with a single zapping up
the charts would be filled with feelings of
unmitigated glee, but not so Peter Shelley,
who was to be found last Friday afternoon
in an almost gloomy trains of mind.
Admittedly a day in the studio hadn't
produced all that he had expected of It, but
the success of his record Love Me Love My pleases.
Dog, seemed to be contributing to the "I'm now getting a
studio built in my new
gloom.

R

MIKE

I

"It's not that I
don't like making
records. I enjoy
writing songs, producing them and

singing them very.
much, but I just wish
the process stopped
once the record came

out
"Frankly, I don't
think I'm cut out to
be an artist. I hate

home," he says and for
the first time In the
Interview his eyes light up

'I hate doing

with real enthusiasm.

"It's

going to be fantastic
and at last I'll be able to
shut myself away from all
the pressures."
At the moment, Peter
says, he'd like nothing
more than three months

Top Of The

Pops'

complete holiday, but
see. no chance of getting
It "It may sound corny,
but the pressures are

-

doing Top Of The Pops
It terrifies me I don't feel

comfortable performing

and photo sesskns just
make me freeze."
Peter Stewley must be
the world's most reluctant

I

r

pop star and only
performs his hits in public

because he feels he has
to. "If people buy your
record, they expect to see
you singing It on TV and
they have a perfect right
to do so." he admits, but
that's as far as he'll go.
There's no question at the

Peter

E-

`s.

v
RECORDS

Also available on Needwn tapes
cassettes and carvlikres

from

a

chap called

he

-

that people usually

e
O

associate with MOR, but
classy stuff like
n'3
or country -flavoured muair like Glen Campbells.
I really would en joy doing
that a lot. It's done In a

much more leisurely
fashion and there's
always plenty of tame to
get things exactly as you
want them."

"I

don't know what to do
with my hands when I'm
singing. " He does admit,
however, that doing a
TOTP is not quite such
torture as it used to be.
"I've had a lot of help

the

"I'd like one day to get
away from it and into
MOR
not the sort of pap

the showmanship." he

NSPL 18417

in
that

me.

UNWELCOME

add' desparingly,

says

doesn't want to work
forever on material that's
aimed at the chart',
"Rock 'n' Roll and
mainstream pop music is
very hard work and often
1 don't think
It's really

"I

"I'm not like Alvin
(Stardust), who loves all

though, because I'm
fairly capable of resisting
them and I think I'm one
of the sanest people
business.

moment of him doing any
live concerts.

suppose that If I was
fortunate enough to have
a whole string of hits, then
I'd have to," he says
begrudgingly, "but I
wouldn't welcome tt

there and they do get to
you in the end. They don't
get to me that badly

In the meantime,

Brook ie, who's showed
me how to put the songs
over. He started by
shouting at me: 'You

Peter's stuck in the hurlyburly business of making
lit singles and, like any
true professional. he's
making the best of It.

23
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Atin PEEBLES brought her
husband over to Britain on this

visit, which was a clever move.
You see Ann, now sporting
bleached-alt hair, is a shy,
nervous, sensitive person
a
little reticent when It conies to
interviews. But her husband,
Don Bryant, loves to talk and his
favourite subject is Ann

-

Peebles.
"She will not visit Britain again unless
bring her own band," Don
announced. The two of them were
relaxing in the sterile comfort of the
Qn is rd Interne Clonal Hotel It was Don's
fir) trip across the Atlantic
He said Ann had been promised two
bands, but "hen they got here they ended
up using a different one again. "Now
sere not knocking the band at all," he
e.splained. "They tried very hard. but it
wbrdd be better if inn could have
brought her own musicians.
"We'll probably get a chance to bring
over," Ann inter'en
rupted.
Arty artist that comes
she can

In and has to use a new
band Is not going to be

aMe to do the same show

so when they have their
band," added Don.

own

'The

we've got are

one

dam' their best_ .'
In fact the Ann Peebles

Shoos in the

States is in the

soul tradition. The
fire -piece band play a few
numbers, there's another
t

r

e

girl singer, then Don
inbnduces Ann and sings
back-up vocals with the
girl.

It is reckoned to be a
al,ck professional show
that we've still to see.
Her gig at Dingwall's
(not London's best soul
vprueI was hardly like

-

she still
managed to come across
Ina top soul vocalist. Yet
fo: some reason she is still
being undervalued.
Ann hopes the new
single Beware will be as
bl as I Can't Stand The
Rain. Her last single
You Keep Me) Hangin'

that

On has

but

been

nominated

ANN PEEBLES

for a Grammy award

-

yet in the charts it
flopped.

"Yeah welt you see the
record after 'Can't Stand

The Rain was Put

Yourself In My Place,
which was a different
type of song for Ann,"
Don further explained.
"And it came out the time
the company was being
reorganised. Getting itself back together. And
the record didn't have a
chance to get off the
ground because of this.
"But I feel that right
now
like hey, the
things we have for the
new album are a little
different.
"Beware could be a
great disco hit especially
in Britain. I've noticed
since I of here that disco
.

RECOGNITION HERE

'You never
stop paying
your dues'

Husband Don
tells David
Hancock

.

IS UNCONCERNED ABOUT HER LACK OF

.

seems to be the thing. It's
not a big thing 1n the

States, you know, though
down in Memphis It's

catching on."
Neither seem particularly worried that Ann's
talent has not yet been
fully recognised.
"You never stop paying
your dues. It's constantly
being done, no matter
how big you get," Don
said.
Ann her self Interjected: "I do hope next
time we come over it'll he
a lot better.

I

Ann and Don have been

married for a year and a
half, though they met
seven years ago when
Ann joined Willie Mitchell's Memphis - based
Hi stable. They write
most of Ann's songs
together, he's her musical
director and on stage they
harmonise a few numbers.

"Yes, I've thought
a

e.

5,!..119

-

1

cutting

a

with Ann," Don freely
admitted. "But
know
my limitations.'
"He had an album out
over here about five or six
years ago ca led Precious
Soul." Ann bubbled.
"And at the 100 Club I was
so surprised because 20
people came up with
Precious Soul albums and
they wanted 'em to be
autographed."
Ann dropped all her
reticence. She was
talking about her favourite subject Don Bryant.
"Mere are some things

r.f'l

didn't know he'd

recorded, like Shop

TOGETHER

about

oy

record

Around (the first hit by
the Miracles)," she
continued.
Don came back: "I'm
concentrating on Ann's
career now. don't think
1
can ever get out of the
music business."
Then Ann was talking
of Don and bubbling over
and laughing again
.
Shy and nervous she may.
be, but not when you
discover what she likes
talking about.
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known through the
Comedians the children
ha ve become rather Naar,
about dad'ssuccas
"The older kids are
very Impressed by the
record, but the two young
Ones have grown up with
a well known father, SO
the record's SuCCesa cuts
no Ice with them "
Hut even though Mike
has kids of his own. and Is
planning to adopt some
more, he felt dramatically out of place when he
appeared on Top of the
Pops last week. In fact.
rather like an Ugly

WITH EVERYTHING that goes on In the charts nowadays, new
entry mike Reid might have been a black reggae singer from
Brixton, an agein soul star aho hasn't been seen for ten ,years or
next y'ear's ',bitty' or the Eurovislon;long Contest.
Only regular viewers to Yorkshire Televiston''s quick -tire
Comedians seties will recognise Mike as the aggessively
exaggerateri,cocln,ey comedian with the grinding voice.'So what's
he doing in the élaa-}ts then?
Well he's put out

a

T.Vcomic

very personalised
version of the fanny
K aye
m y
Steele/led Stew pot
ditty The Ugly

/Tor

iauckling, already In

the Top sl, which
has Introduced Mike

to the

1

pubescent

throb of Top of

the

Pops. And such Is
the popularity of the *one,.
he Is almost being forced
to Include It in his cabaret
set as well.
So what's it sill about',
Mike explain: "About
five or six years ago
used to Include seven nr
eight bars of It in my act.
When The Comedians'
shoo .1 11w Palladhrnt

let

1

earns.

a they wanted a
sung. Sc they said let's do
Ugly huekling, so we did.

RECORDED

"II toot

only one take

we Pt, I gut the orchestra
to ant, rerordorl
I
asked Perm if I could do 11
my a.
they said OK
and th. 1s what came

it

out.

a

'

lVi

"r

re ter
singles
hefor' ,
street

thin"

a

u t

alike has

coule

of
;,nil an album
y were just
.

angs which

much sales

i

ets the bird
Impaol and merely kept
Ins hand In as a vocalist.
Ile began lits career as
a singer nl the age of 15,
working In pubs around
the \fannr House area of

dually took second place.

Presley numbers. .Then
at Is he changed to dime
using, a tape recorder,
and sapped:a couple of
gags in here and there.
Then bad luck struck.
While humping a large
amount of gear he used
upstairs ids back suddenly went He'd slipped a
disc.. an injury whirls still
trouble. him today.
'That meant I, had to
glene tip tksk mime act
berm:~ I couldn't lid the
gear, sod a as elther back
to digging roads or
becoming it comic.
A comic et 'alas then.

another, dimension weth

l.nndun .singing RIvlk

'

through not a very
Iva ralise one until he

entered 11. Hudin s talent
competition in 1971 He
gol thr,Ngii to the nna l3 at
the Palladium and even -

Duckling.

r

That's where Johnny

Hanoi). producer of The
Comedians, spotted him
and slotted him Into the
show. And now Mike's
career has taken on

A

the successor the single

NERVOUS

"I

was very nervous
about the whole thing.
Everyone, was atanding
around In glitter suits and
there I was In ordinary
gear. Someone suggested
I should wear an open -

necked shirt and

EXPRESSIONS
"The record is basically me," added Mike. "I
don't normally talk like
that but do use all the

9

1

I

expressions off stage.
"(1f course for a 35 year
old comic like me the
success of the record Is
unbelievable. I never
realised just how many
sales it needed to get into
the charts.
With four children, two
by " his wife's previous
marriage and two Of his.
own, Mike Is very much
the family non. Hut since
he became nationally

-.

:.

show then you would have
noticed That he had most
of the audience laughing
In minutes, even In those
notoriously sombre and

apathetic surroundings.
The ability to carry his
humour to almost every-

one probably explains
why he's solidly booked
up until next February

Terrr-tf-Ic.

by Martin
Thorpe

0

of the New Seekers to:someWishfiilThir
an .d you've got Marty, Paul and Danny.
Marty Kristian and Paul Layton

i

.

:I

1

:

9

(ex New Seekers; have teained up wllt't
Danny Finn (ex Wislillil Ttnnktng to
lorrn an exciting new bar t1
Their ttrst sit igler s TUet1 r'nr .Ill
alive again" And it de'et',e;, to art 'ti ne
t i't
back where they beltinii7. in I.
'

L

rIc

a

cravat, but that's not my
style. I Just wore a roll
necked sweater, jacket
and strides In the end.
If you saw him on the

Rcn

tk

P

\,

\
r
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a

Paul and Danny sing"Coming alive again:

1,

i

1
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WHEEL will not be
appearing
ppearing at your local rock
rue In the near future.
Disappointing news that, if you
4hñ re my opinion that Gerry
Rafferty and .toe Egan are one of
lh e finest singing/writing partthis country's produced
nerships
ne
mare
nce Pete Townshend and his

--,41111

c 1E,LLLrRS

nn
Gerry and Joe were In London last week

doing Interviews to Ue In with the release of
'heir
he third album Right Or Wrong, and the

question
estlon of their reluctance and/or
Ifference towards live performances
as naturally high on the list of topics for
A15 cussion4 s it turned out, a brief look at the duo's

what turbulent history is in order
one can fully
n fore
reciate the reasons
wÍlpt they concluded that
ne it place was In the
recording studio, not live
n nc stage at the Brighton
Hippodrome and other
cted theatres. Such a
:elected
u tory also explains the

e

Stealers
heel -

9114,Átt

rauaée

A:.
gou,

for .real

development of the now
m

medlately

recognl-I-

le Stealers Wheel
-able
eu nd.

first met up about
years ago," Gerry
"when we were
troth sixteen or seventeen
n Paisley, a small town
,ar Glasgow.
Joe was the singer in
We

epa

en

began.
an.
h

trio:
n.

little band

pled
as rhythm
N
the

t-

and I

guitar

really hit It off

DEA ER

orally
ally and we started to
.lto together because all
-e groups were starting

rite their own

material as

a

result of the

um."
The pair played and
rn

an g together with
ous groups over the

vari-

next
three years and then went
their own separate ways
ar a while, as Gerry
1

explained:
xp
I became involved in
the folk scene in Scotland
through meeting up with
Billy Connolly.
I was
writing
rl
mainly folk -styled

material for acoustic
guitar
g
tar and Joe was
working
0
around the
iMecca
cca ballrooms with
venous groups."
Gerry explained that
the result of his working
on the folk circuit was
tthatt he picked up on a lot

,

oTEOpMEPER

by Giovanni

Dadomo
And Joe agreed: "People
ask if we don.'t have a
responsibility to our fans
I think we have a
responsibility to our fans
to make our records as
well as we possibly can. "
Which isn't to say that
the possibility of a live
Stealers Wheel- appearance is completely thrown

-

-

recent

work as stimulating. And no, he doesn't
hear the Beatles when he
listens to one of his own

'

WIT CMS TECMMICIIEs
APPLES PEACHES
60Si3th

records: "Everybody's
influenced when they
start but you eventually rived).
discover your own sound,
and as far as I'm
concerned It's been there
from the start with us. "
Okay Gerry and Joé,
I'm sure you're as tired as
I am of reading and
talking about your nom
live appearances and
your debts to the
Moptops, Let's talk of
other things; why are
your songs so miserable?
You don't look unhappy,

TH

what's In the pipeline
for the future? Gerry sees
the possibility 'of solo
albums, would like to
produce something that
was a complete work,
whilst avoiding the
obvious pitfalls and
pratfalls of a concept
album. He's also keen to
work on an animated
cartoon with Patrick, who

out
Gerry admitted
that there were Umes
when he did feel the need
designs the Wheel's
of country
sleeves, Incorporating
music and to -perform his songs
country blues, "And Joe before an audience and
cartoons, songs and
h atl Listened
music.
to a lot of that an occasional small
Happier
otherr things, so when we
o
gig might well be the
As far as long-term ve
eventually
Gerry answers first Stealers Wheel are.
met up again answer, although there's
we brought all
(Joe hasn't arrived yet): concerned, Joe doesn't
those nothing worked out at
various
"I think they're getting think the partnership will
v'
ous things together. "
present
Th result was Stealers
happier. On the first ever dry up: "With two of
The
Now if you cast your
Wheel,
T
originally con- eyes and mind back to the album It reflected what you there are always lots
ceived
elv
we were going through at of new ideas as well as
beginning of this feature
as a working
you'll recall the mention the time; we had so many songs that we've put aside
group in 1471, the band
were
w
song
-writing
problems getting a band for a while and will go
e almost immediately
the
of
nap
partnership of Pete together, seeing thou- back to. What I'd really
snapped
up by a record
company and put into the
sands of guitarists and like to see Is a few more
Townshend and his hooter
recording
co
It wasn't intended to drummers. On the second cover versions k ik i Dee
studio with 50s
vveterans
album the downers were a \did one of our songs but
rans Jerry Lelber Insult Mr T's na sum
and Mike Stoller at the
result of our dis- that's all so far." Joe
(mine's almost as big),
rod
illusionment with the added that this was partly
Production
console. The but to postpone the
due to their old publishers
outcome was one of the
obvious comparisons that business side of things."
most warmly received
He explained that he not having given the song
are made when ,the work
debut
Ps
hu albums of the last
of Messrs Rafferty and and Joe weren't too keen enough of a push but that
ll years plus a chart hit Egan Is discussed; in on working with Lelber things should be changing
with Stuck In The Middle short, people reckon they
and Stoller again: "The soon.
"Personally I just look
W'
main trouble wasn't the
Withh You. And then
sound like the Beatles.
N
things
began to fall Strangely enough, when production, because that for personal satisfaction
It's a great feeling
6Part
was pretty good; It was
Gerry and Joe that particular point Is
a
made in a pejorative Just that they wanted to when you finish a song
agree las they seem to on
just
si abouteveything) that
take songa apart and re- and that's the real
sense it's never developed
do them and we weren't reward."
the original group was
beyond the Beatles, 1.e.
But don't you want to
doomed
d
ed almost from the
it's generally assumed too happy with that idea. become
rich and farrous
We also wanted to take
no
sCart.
t. Gerry again: "The
had
the
Fab
Four
that
band
an
charge of the string and own a house in the
had only been predecessors, whereas
together
ge
John and Paul's singing arrangements because, stockbroker belt with a
a couple of
m
the but It soon
quite frankly, we thought Rolls on the lawn?
and writing were heavily
"We were probably
"creme obvious that It influenced by a great
their strings were just a
w asn
more ambitious in that
bit slushy. "
writers
many singers and
'1 goinganywhere.
yw hhen.
e thing is when
Things appear to have sense four or five years
before them, including
a
grouhP bas a chart hit then the harmony vocals of finally sorted themselves ago than we are now,"
U e Pressure
out with the arrival of a Gerry replied, "for my
Don and Phil Everly.
is on for the
Brou
And guess who else new producer In the form part I'm quite happy
to go on
the roadygroup,
started out doing Everly of Mentor Williams. making a couple of
promote It "
Gerryy continued,
G
Brothers. Darn right U it author of Doble Gray's albums a year and
conDrift Away classic and earning enough to live a
wasn't Gerry and Joe.
g that although he
d
Which doesn't mean they producer of Doble's three normal life outside the
great admiration
to
rPe
u like Elton John, didn't like the Beatles fine country -soul (for bu fIness. "
People
he
Joe concurs: "I have a
Personally didn't feel
want of a better ladel)
work and weren't unafhe could adapt
good Levi shirt and two
Joe admits
LPs.
fected by it
as sive pressuresto the
of wellington boots,
pairs
of
working
result
the
few
As
a
of
is
one
Lennon
Inv Iv
o ed in
with Mentor, Stealers and those are my prized
the kind of
people whose records he
matrutt
he adds,
possessions,
are
much
happier
Wheel
the
moment
buys
US
still
tour
that
° 0 le°th
Off the brief
like Elton and
they're available, al- with their new album rounding with
Boy,ple so
a grin.
often undertake.
than with its predecessor inventory
though he doesn't find his
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Ferguslle Park.
"We really got on well
with Mentor, both on a
personal level, and in the
studio," said Joe (breathlessly, having just ar-
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DON'T SOME people change over the
years? Flicking thru' our photo file the
other day, we came across old pics
taken of today's top pop folk, and
quite honestly they looked hilarious)
Have a 'butchers' and we're sure you'll
agree that they've improved with agel
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still in its embryonic stages,
Doogie Miller have an unusual problem
whether to develop the egg or the chicken

_

find.

Stone

-

-

"In that

CONTINUING OUR SERIES ON
NEW UP-AND-COMING GROUPS
way, Mike Can

use his guitar in the most
constructive way pos.

sible, as a solo Instrument," said Andy.
"There's no sense in
having a rhythm guitar
just for )tie sake of it. and
we don't'really need one.
"Another thing we've
dispensed with is an
electric plan, s, Rich has
been a greatly over -used

Instrument over the past

two years. If
use one,

we were to we'd probably

have more of

an

American sound. "
Because the band relies
so greatly on
rhythm /
percussion section. Pete
Harrison's role in Doogie
Miller as a percussionist.

It

is essential to their
overall sound.
"I won't be playing
many solos
my job will
be to complement the
drumming and lay down
a firm foundation for the
rest of the band.
"I can see the band's

-

percussion developing

along not only ethnic
lines, but also along
concert lines as well. We
have already used wind Chimes on our songs, and
experimented with different specialised cymbals,
and we feel this is an
avenue we could explore

further."

the

band are completely
independent of agents
and management, preferring to do everything
their own way,
"We want to keep our

AS A band

prove themselves in a live context.
They were formed from three members of former
Southampton band, Smacky Davis: Andy Duncan
(drums), Pete Harrison (congas) and Chris Porter
(vocals), who joined up
with ex -Casablanca bas0,
slat David Mlles, keyboard player Andy without giving totally the by a break of Afro
Duncan, and guitarist wrong impression.
rhythms.
Mike Lentrt"In some ways, our
"But ft's safe to say that
Mike the band's main we've achieved a sound music is very American,
writer, Is an experienced that Is both round and but the chord structures
and melodies are more
session man having
clean. Mellow, even.
played with the likes of
English," said Andy,
Mike D'Abo and John as"You could describe it "but we don't set about to
'international music' deliberately
Congas
as well as, as
make It like
because
when
takes
it
he puts it, "hundreds of
that. We just play
other less memorable off, it wtII do so both In naturally, and the sound
this country and the that
rock bands."
comes out Is very
States. "
Although the band itself
distinctive, We've obTheir music. In fact, Is a viously got our various
Is still relatively
new,
strange, and subtle, Influences, but the mateeach member has very
mixture of various styles. rial we write and play is
definite Ideas on ahat
musical direction it A track called Fair lady, unique to us. "
which was written by
should take.
None of the band's
opens with a songs feature rhythm
"Our music is really Mike,
Crescendo of cymbals and guitar. The rhythm
fresh
Really
glass wind chimes, and section Is supplied, in
said Mike, "but natural,"
It's very
breaks into a Fleetwood
by the percussion
difficult to
describe Mac guitar solo, followed fact,
and keyboards.

natural-

At the moment,

British melodies...
that's Doogie Miller
- Pei
80PP/1V
They've been together for a relatively short lime -a
matter of weeks In fact. And as yet, they still have to

develops

As with many other
developing bands, Dangle
Miller are very much

aware of the importance
of creating a personality
that they will be able to
project on stage.
Lead - singer, Chris
Porter. has Just the right
amount of bare - faced

cheek and audacity

needed to keep things
alive on stage, but the

band don't intend pushing
things too far.

"Our main emphasis
will always be on the
music," said Mike "It's
going to dictate totally
what we do on stage.
Whatever kind of Character we may have as a
band will depend on what
we are

playing. We're
just going to wait and see

independence to be able to
decide for ourselves what
kind of direction to take
We don't want to be
pushed either one way or
the other by anyone
outside the band," said
Mike.
But whatever they may
lack In backing, they
make up for with a
generous amount of
confidence.
"A lof of people are
going to want to sign this
band up, because of Its
freshness and originality.
But we are going' to be
Careful about whom we
choose. We're not going to
rush Into anything," said
Mike.
According to Andy, the
band's going to make It
or fail
on the strength of
their material. And he
doesn't think they'll fall
"If your material is
strong, you've got potential. If you can ally that to
a determined approach.
you are in a very strong
position to succeed," he
said.
'Whether or not record
companies will see selling

-

-

power

1n

our songs

remains to be seen. We
think they are cornmerdal enough for people
to want to buy them,
without being mushy mushy 1n any way,"
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'The days of the long cloak and eye -holes are coming back'

If spoofers refuse
MORE
--SCHMALTZ
THE
BETTER'

l

to come out

THE

YOU MAY or may not have heard a
merrily from your radio speakers.

little spoof entitled If tripping

No, not THE vers'on! This particular rendition, with Butch
Soap making up a double A -side single, is beautifully executed
literally by a coup e of guys who want to be known as Yin and

Van.

-

-

Your mirror

can become
an ugly
place...

Don't let an upset face
spoil your looking -glass
looks. Blemishes, spots and
pimples easily and quickly
cleared up when you use
Propa PH lotion.
Propa PH was formulated
by an American pharmacist
for his own teenage family.
It's clear and colourless so
it doesn't show and it works
quickly.You should see
a difference in three days.
Don't let an upset face
get you down. Go to your
chemist and ask for Propa
PH it's in the bottle with
the bíg blue spot.

-

pROPa P.H.

The gimmick Is in their

indentily which, unlike
their purpose, Is a wee bit
hazy Their purpose Iles
squarely in the piss -take
stream. To them nothing

YAN

who
are
they?

'

by MartinThorpe

-

'

"We made it up as we
went along," admitted
or no-one Is sacred.
Yin
In a moment of
Now speaking to a pair
of lunatics like this over sanity. "Wecouldnt let -If
the phone from Wales is get to number one without
something "
difficult enough knowing doing
Yin did most .of the
nothing, but nothing talking.
Yan was apparabout them. It just makes
it that bit harder when the ently chained to the
guy who answers calls lypewrtter penning
himself Theo and sounds tracks for their forthcomnot unlike die Mr. Theo ing album which is very
much In the same style as
Ko)ak.
Of course the voice Is a
put-on. I think. It's the
voice Theo Yen uses on
the single to ape Telly
Savalas on their version
of If And like all good "1
wonder who they really

are" mysteries, there's
very little, if

no,

factual

information being di-

vulged.
So what do we know?
Well, it's Theo Yan and
Howard Yln. Theo de-

scribes himself

as a

Jewish oriental, the worst
kind_ "My mother got
around a bit,' he
reckons.
Howard sketched his
background a little more
vividly:" Mummy played
violin, we couldn't stop
her. Dad played the
bagpipes and Grandma
the Jews' harp. which Is
hard when you wear false
teeth.
What wit these lads
have got. It even comes
through on the single
which has Yin posing as a
record producer trying to
instill into Yan (Telly
Savalas) that he need
only speak the words, not
sing them.

the single That is why
they are in Wales.

"The album's about
half done," went oil Yin,
"and I'll tell you no song
is sacred. People are
taking themselves too
seriously nowadays, they
should laugh more. The
more schmaltz the better.
Perhaps they're keeping their identities secret
to, avoid any resulting
legal action, and they
certainly take great pains
to keep it that way,
"You remember Jonah
the whale." Yan croaks in
the background. "Well,
my daddy was the
whale."

Yeah, and Yin's dad
was Jonah.
"No, my dad was a

bagpipe player, But I
once was an entertainment officer on a whaler,
doubling as bait. I
decided to give that up, it
got a bit dangerous. Now
I
would call myself a

gypsy."

So you've done a bit of
travelling I asked, realis-

ing I should have known
better?
"Only around the West

flY

rl'f

I

a

West End

gypsy."

What did Yan do then, I
added, hoping he
wouldn't hear.
"He was ,y 'talking

wall."

Oh, of course, should
have known.
Sanity returned for a
moment: "We're secretive," added Yin, "because why should we give
ourselves away? I think
the days of the long cloak
and the eye holes In the
hat are coming back. We
may expose ourselves
later, politely of course,"
Okay then, be like that,
but tell me how did you
get on EMI?
"We just swanned up,
knocked on the door, and
said hey we hear this

American cop is at

number one and we think
our version might level

things out

answered Yin.

a

bit,"

Fair enough. so then .1
asked how old they were.
Ít turns out that Yin is 21
and Yan Is "come on, hot

that one again".
At this point Van found
that his chains could
reach as far as the
telephone, so the obvious
thing to do was to question
him about that gruff voice
of his.
"I've had It quite a long
time," he Kojaked. "It
comes from drinking a lot
of Bacardi and shouting
at the wind. If it shouts
back then you're In a lot of

trouble."

Ask a silly question
. Okay then fellers, so
what's the future hold?
"Well, we may take a
band on the road If the

record's successful,"

came back Yin. "We're
thinking of taking the
Albert Hall so that Y-an
can talk the whole of
Handel's Messiah, back-

ed by a

Guides.

choir of 2,000 Girl

"We're going to lower

Yan stark naked Into a
tank of cold water while
he juggles with loose soot.
'Ne think that concerts
should be more visual
than they are."
By this time the whole
Conversation had taken
on an air of devout
silliness, and anyway my
head was beginning to
hurt and the wall didn't
look too healthy either. SO
in abject desperation I
played my' final ace.
Unfortunately they saw
me cheating.
"I've never been so
Insulted In my life,"
shouted Yin. "I thought
Jonathan King was dead.'
Huh, everyone's gone to
the moon
It's enough to

-

drive you to Venus."

Goodness, Earth

doesn't half look small
from up here.

Now or Bye Bye Moses.
But If you want to lend
yourself to a touch of
sermon songwrlting then
grab your hymn books, be
nice to the RI teacher and
complete the other three

i

iz

(_

End. I'm

reverent symphonies (Bishop
bop to you).
Neither does It herald
the release of Mama
We're Al) Eccleslastical

ro

Tell your

(~

SPOT THE difference. No, your
two favourite pop groups aren't
turning their attention to more

ALBUMS
TO BE WON!
FREE

Hates
acne
pimples.

b cyfriends.hout it.

á
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lines of a well known
Sunday ditty,
For the best two entries
we will come forth
hearing gifts of tw'o album
tokens which will be
despatched to you post
haste. Send In your
entries before April 7,
1975. to Choir Competition. PO Box 195, 1.
Benwell Road, Holloway.
London, N7.
Complete the remaining
three Ilnea, in rhyme, of
this popular song with the
words you think Slade or
the Rollers might be
singing.

Record Mirror choir competition
All things bright and beautiful

My name

ís

(block capitals)

Address

L--------
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31.10 : (LOOTER: Metrninr To My Nightmare
j \nehor ANCI 2011).

Even by his own
standards, Cooper em.
ploys the very tackiest

,d shock tattles here to
,tve us an X-certlticate

album of ultimate bad

It's trash for

taste

trash's sake and no one
could do It better.
Maybe ICs the result of

°I

all those Budweiser
beers he drinks. but

I

Alice has the sleaziest

nightmares you ever
experienced. They are
peopled by black widow
dead

spiders,

t

women,

schizophrenics, and

trifle overcllched and

though. ft's

-

far

I

Jeff

EPC 89117 )

as

sure there must be a lot of
people who'll agree with

Since splitting with

me
the

original Jeff Beck
Group. however, he

to have gone
slightly astray In his
musical direction, occasionally hitting some
great highspots but more
than often failing to fulfil
appears

course their Instrumental
capabilities have never
been In any doubt. A

though, should change
things as It's now obvious
that Beck's got down to
doing what he's best at
namely damn fine rock
guitar.
This is not, as the title
suggests. just a serles of
indulgent jam sessions,
but a superb collection' of

-

out 'in-

strumentals from The
Man That launched A
Thousand Licks.
assisted

jazzy

11

R

Ably

instrlcacies

of

Diamond Dust. The whole
album was produced by
one George Martin, and
it's probably more by
design than coincidence
that the Beatles' She's A
Woman( appears on the
second side given a
reggae treatment
One of
the

\

outstanding

for me. Is the

tracks,
beautiful

F

.

t

by Phil Chen
Max Middleton

(bass).
I keyboards) and
Richard
Bailey (drums), he gives
us a wide selection of
styles ranging from the
pure funk of Stevie
Wonder's Thelonius to the

r

t=u--.-

¿

ii;

r1

if,

1

Lovers, In which Beck
pulls some heart-rending
notes from an agonised
guitar, sounding not
unlike Roy Buchanan to

whom the track

Is

dedicated.

Overall, a great album
that will appeal not only
to guitarists, but to any
lover of excellent music.

track and you have

sophistication,

and
though a little acquired it
Is á sensitive set.
D. H.
JOHN HOWARD: Kid Inu
A Big World (CBS 80479)..
CBS are spending so
much money promoting
this,guy and his record

Who are the

hasbeens?

,

that they must think
they're on to something
good. In the long term
they are probably right,
for although the album's
creaky in several ways,
John Howard clearly.has

considerable talent He
has written all the songs
contained here and gone

changed to the harder,
driving rock because this
softer brand didn't sell
particularly well. Maybe
it didn't have enough

Plus: Detroit Spinners

the best charts
and the very
best in soul

originality. Whether it
will sell now in the light of
recent successes is

anyone's guess.- For my
money it shows just, how
versatile and talented the
band are at playing any
type of music.
M. T.

E. P.

and

as she weaves her way

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY OF RECORD MIRROR
EACH WEEK

round nine classic tracks

production and arrangements match the perfection et her voice giving
many of the cuts the same

NAME

classy feel she got on
Jessie from the KUlln' Me

ADDRESS. .

outing. Stevie Wonder's I
Can See The Sun In Late
December clinches the
whole thing as it flows on
for more than 12 minutes

with an exceptionally
delicate arrangement

8''B

R

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND HAND
IT
TO YOUR -NEWSAGENT

that éle dedicated to
Quincy Janes. The

Throw in the great title

J

Presumably they

3111
ALICE COOPER
Muse We've Ended As

`7,1

ROBERTA FLACK: Feel
Like Makin' Love (Atlantic K50049)
Some of the silkiest
emotion around has come
from Roberta -Flack and
trills Is no disappointment

JEFF BECK

;/

II

-

,

well -planned, well
-

MUD

stylish easy listening

album that hovers near
the , wallpaper category
but has enough variety to
demand that you keep on
listening.
P.11.
BACHMAN - TURNER
BACHMAN: As Brave
Belt (Reprise K54098).
Fore -runner of the
highly successful BTO, an
album first released In
1972 'and cropping up
again no doubt due to
BTO's recent success.
Apart from the lead
vocals there Isn't much
which constantly Identifies them as BTO. The
songs are less harsh, and
because of that perhaps
seem more melodic.

^r

M

Riot -torn

the Shads now show a lot
of vocal Class and of

the promise he originally
show ed. This album,

thought

_

might well persuade a lot
of people that this album is
worth having for those
two songs alone.' R. F. C.
,THE SHADOWS: Spec+
Appeal ( EMI EMC loee).
OK, if you. feel sorry
tha11.our ruck 'n' roil
founding fathers blew It
on Saturday, Just show
your respect by buying
this album. It contains all
six British Euro songs of
1970 plus another six
Instrumentals. With the
addition' of John Farrar

Telecaster, and I'm

to a

4

Deadfj' Nightshade.

guitarists go,
Jeff Beck has been my
idol since I was knee-high
Os

a

he

Goodbye Suzie and

P. H.

BLOW

ROLLERS:

at present lacks economy
In making his points.
Still, I'm sure we'll hear a
lot more of the fellow and
a listen to the hest tracks,

definitely safe mainst
ream music. scoring for
Its novelty value only.
Department of Youth.
though included, barely
Ills the overall concept
111.0W BY
Reek ( Epic

all out for variety. taking
In, among other things, a
bit of reggae, a spot of
Latin and a touch of sc1-0
camp. It's to his Credit
that in trying lobe a Jack
of all trades, he never
makes o fool of himself.
Heis, however, hampered
by arrangements, which
typecast him as a
romantic. Having said
that, however, Tony
Meehan's production does
work well within its self lrnpcsed limits. The best
of John Howard's tunes
are excellent and his
lyrics have some good
lines, although they are

Vincent Price. It
really Is sinister, and
quite brilliantly put
together. As a rock
.

album

week's RM
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ROBERTA FLACK
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.
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MEMO: The Sun Has Got
1111. Hat On (F.MI2277).
In my exclusive tittle
clique we sing this Me
ditty in French (my

SCIW1
I
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MARTY, PAUL AND DANNY

,

J

personal translation

available free

on

request), but Jonathan
King, who Is about as chic
as a leg-iron, still does It
in English. Under the
name of Nemo, he sings It
In his best Noel Coward
tones with lots of jolly
brass behind and it's
really quite dandy. Of

course, Bryan Ferry

ought to have done It, but
wouldn't dare, so we have
be grateful for
Jonathan's version. It's

to

r

Í"

Infectious and silly
enough

to be a hit and I
very much hope it is, even
though it's been out

,

MARTY PAUL

& DANNY: Coming Alive Again
(RCA 2420).

before.

New (Improved') Seekers Marty and Paul with
secret Ingredient Danny
Finn make their long-

THE KIKI DEE BAND:
How Glad I am (Rocket
PIG le).
This was recorded
yonks ago by Nancy

Wilson and covered by
Kaki (En her days with
Fontana). It dldn'tdo her
very much good then and
it won't do her much good
now, either. The arrangement, though quite funky,
doesn't do the song any
favours, and Kilt's voice
is so far back in the mix

that her efforts are
virtually wasted. I can
see no wisdom at all in the

decision to put this, one
out, because' the band
have no shortage of new
material that would make
ideal singles.

-

awaited debut

ami it's

they

dent acoustic. Should get
the trio off to a flying

start.
GOLDEN EARRING: Ce
Solr (Track 2094 190).
Starts out very promis.
ingly apd sounding a 1ót
like early Doors, but then

the effect by

loses

overdoing It. The use of
strings is very clever and
admirable, but somehow

from the

HUMBLE PIE:

Rock

And Roil Music (A&M
AMS 7155).

a good one. The song is

written by the three of
them and It's not as
syrupy as you might
expect. featuring some
punchy harmonies, spirited drumming and stri-

detract

song, which really doesn't
need the full works. With
the amount of airplay it's
getting, however, It
should still be a minor hit.

Again taken from an
album '
Street Rats.
Pie's version of the Chuck
Berry classic Is curiously
lacking in urgency. The
vocal is pitched low, the
pace is almost stately
and, while It's undoubtably a classy record. it is

-

doubtful proposition

a

commercially.

BARRY BLUE:

You
Make Me Happy (When
I'm Blue) (Bell 1415).
The- Orchestra ton this
almost drowns out Barry's voice altogether and

after that the vocal.
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ROOMER (DEPT PM'), 27 BEDFORD MILL

sound it's more fitting for

(Charisma CB 247).
From their LP Please
Mind Your Head, this is
one of those singles that
always make acceptable
LINDA KENDRICK: listening wihout standing
House Of Cards (Dawn a cat in hell's chance of
DNS 1109).
making the chart. It's
Elton John and Bernie medium -paced and quite
Taupin wrote this one for funky with a contrasting
Linda. which was pretty quiet break midway but
decent of them. Perhaps lacks any real disthey should have also lent tinction. Somehow I feel
her producer Gus Dud- String Driven will always
geon because Vic Smith be hard put to finding
hasn't done too good a job themselves a hit single.
of putting 1) together One
of these days the splendid GARY U. S. BONDS:
Miss Kendrick will surely Grandma's Washboard
have a big hit, but this Band (London HLAv
11425 ).
ain't gonna be It.
01' timer Gary reckons
DOROTHY SQUIRES:
The Impossible Dream its time for him to come
back again. He could be
(Pye7N 45440).
Couldn't bear to pass by right, this Is a fine disco
record that might just
the old trooper's offering,
even though that ex- catch on In a big way If
ceedingly lived in voice given enough airplay. If
ain't much without the you do get a chance to
physical presence The hear It, you will notice
Impossible Dream comes that the brass Is
shy, particuover as just plain peculiarly
impossible though no larly near the beginning.
doubt all those dear little YIN 5 Y
IC? Butel,
hairdressers who flock to Soap( EMI 22112)
' her
concerts in droves
If the artists' names
will find it divine beyond sound like a joke, watt
belief,
until you listen to this
RIVENDELL: Gotta double A sitie disc
Love ate More (RCA It's enough to make Ito
2539),
Kojak choke on his
I thought this was a
lollypop. Both sides are a
dear litUe band I once very camp send-up of Mr
saw upstairs at Ronnie Savalas' voice attempting
Scott's, but don't think it to sing, and if he made it
can be. It Is, of all things,
to the top there's no
a Lyn Paul sound -alike
reason why., this
and not much cop at that
shouldn't. Very funny.
TONY ORLANDO AND ItALPII McTELL: El
DAWN: Look (Tito My Progresso (Warner Bros
Eyes Pretty Woman (Bell K 16537)
Taken from Ralph's
1410).
This isn't as strong as a Streets album, which is
lot of Dawn's previous currently doing great
efforts and it's not one of business in the Charts,
this does not seem likely
those that worms its way
Into your head whether to repeat the success of
you like it or not Miss.
Streets of London. Lots of
strumming guitars et al.
BAIRBIRA NI ;SON: From
but however pleasant the
Ills Woman To You
( Buddah ISIIS 125)
Hard on the heels of
Shirley Brown's Woman
To Woman comes the
J 1ti.
reply from the other
woman
telling our Shirt
she
to
that
doesn't have
.
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background music in a
Majorca calf than the

charts

MCC: Life Is A alinetrone

(Mercury 0008 010)
Great sound from 10CC
taken from their new The
Original Soundtrack al-

-

bum
lots of word play
food and assorted
digestive appetites. Zips
along at a merry pace,
and shouldn't have any
difficulty equalling the
album's success.
RUBY PEARL AND THE
on

DREAMBOATS: the

- A - Lang Song
(Magnet MAG 25).

Shang

Super oldfashloned

sound that reminds me of
The Hollywood Argyles

(remember Alley OOP?).
The song is a Peter
Shelley
Marty Wilde
Composition and they've
done a great job of
conjuring up a byegone
era. The production too
sounds very authentic
'50s. It's hard to tell how
much of a call there is for
this kind of thing, but it's
a goodie anyway.
KEN 4IEMSLEY: In The
Morning (Bronze BRO

/

15 ),

Solo venture by Urlah
Heep's keyboards man,
preceding an album out
next month. It's a total
non -runner In the chart
stakes, but makes a good

trailer for the LP.

Nothing fancy but Just a
goodish song well-sung,
played and produced.
THE BAKER GURVITZ
ARMY: Help Me (Vertigo
51179

211).

This is a track from the

band's album, which

proved a big hit on their
recent tour. It's good
meaty stuff, but scarcely
singles material and
since most Baker Gurvitz
freaks will already have
it on album, I can't see It
doing much in sales.

-
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KIKI DEE
continues to fight for its
life all the way. Apart
from a few neat touches of
brass, this one is jolly
boring and can hope to
give Barry nothing but a
big flop.

Records

Oo..,,n.y B nom bade
(Tel 021,Kí20171

buy the man, she does it
all with love, baby. Of the
Love, Shirley's song wail
the stronger and that
didn't do loo well here.

-

last one alone, this Is
bound to be a big success,
but It's nowhere as good

January. It lacks
Pilot's customary jauntiness, hasn't much tune
and the lyric is thoroughly mundane. Never-

as

theless the harmonies are
quite nice and the playing
is clean and simple, but
that's scarcely enough to
make this one a landmark
in Pilot's career.
CB.!FE If.IC11A RD: It's
Only Me You've Left
Behind (EMI 2279)
With his old mates, The
Shads. In the Charts, here
comes their ex -load
singer. Mr Webb. The

Isn't the most
inspired thing Cliff's ever
song

done: a sort of mid-tempo
bollard wills a few old
hand -claps at the chorus

It. T. EXPRESS: E
press (Pye IN 25671)
Their last single, Do

x

it
ITII You're Satisfied)
nearly made the charts.
and certainly notched up
a lot of success in the

discos. This one has the
same kind of heat
lots
of kink and great to dance
to. Hslde Is a special
disco mix of the A -Bide.
and II stands at least as
good a chance as the last

-

one.
K. C.

& TIIF: SIINSIIINF
BAND: Get DowT. Tonight (Jaylloy 93)
Another one from the
proflilc talents of Howard
W. Casey
appearing
here as K. C. and the
lads. Definitely one for
the fool -tappers; lots of
vocals over solid rhythm.

-

JOHN 110L1: You Baby

(Trojan Tit 1953I

Gentle-Reggae beat for
John Holt's follow-up to
Help Me Make it Through
The Knight Laken from

his 1000 Volts of Holt
album ApparenUy this in
the one that the public
wanted as a single, and
with the current appeal of
this sort Of reggae who
knows. .,

'f IIE UNDISPUTED
TRUTH: Law Of The
Land (Tama, Motown
TWIG 443)

Will probably be played
out of curiosity. but can't
see ii doing too much
GLADYS KNIGHT &

THE PIPS: The Way We
Were (Buddah BDS 429).
Live version of the title
song from the Streisand
movie, taken from the
album I Feel A Song.
Long introduction then a
masterful rendition of the
song, which wilt no doubt
get played for years even
and I
if it isn't a hit
don't think It will be.

PILOT: PAM Me Round
(EMI 22:7).
On the strength of their

+
f1

4P

OA '4
1114431111"..1511.

GLADYS AND THE PIPS

Originally made famous by the Temptations
under the guidance of
Norman Whitfield this
version moves along at is
very smooth pace with
plenty of good vocal
work The Truth were
formed by Norman
W hitiield some years ago,
and although there are
currently five in the lineup this record feature the
three-piece line-up, Classic song and a good
version

J
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FORMER RAUIO

One

smart ltenn is the
Itadlo laxemheurg
lie replaces Kid
1).1,
Jensen en .tune I and will
take ever the late night

STUART!IT'S

'

soar
new

Dimensions slot

is

t

on

ssiorday and Sunday

night between 4311 nm
and

3 a m.

in future the show will
include a regular spot
given over to soul music
the area In which
Henry built up a strong

1

During weekday everings the new DJ will be
featured at various times
within the British service
which runs from 7,45 pm

such scope to
the music I am

associated with and

enjoy. After the years on
Radio One I knew f
w anted to travel further

afield than Britain. I am
very excited to be able to
achieve this and at the
same time remain with
the people to whom I owe
so much, the British

'
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recently, Bob Stew-

art of

Radio

Luxembourg was
having his socks
dry-cleaned

,

.

Incidentally, Luxy
have just been hosts
crowd of 208
club members lookto a

ing

around the

Grand Duchy, studio

os

night

and

clubs.
The fellows at the
-

1f3Á

,

,

keep reading

this column to find
out what's

happen-

ing around

the

commercial stations,
Bob Noakes
from Caroline is
working with Chris

medium

91.9 VHF.

ti

pm. on

wave and
et'

1k*'**TY-tlrtf
F

CAPITAL chairman

Richard Attenborough Is
thanking all for the "get
well" cards following his
favourite teams crashing

eI

7-f defeat against
Wolves? (aan't believe the

Y
p

Quickies
LONDON

IN

r

Bob llarels, who presents
BBC TV's Old Grey
Nhlstie Test, will hlrst
BBC Radio London's
Breakthrough for four
weeks beginning Monday
March 17th. Break
through is Radio's only
rockeltat nbtgaxine pro.
gramme and is broadcast
on Mondays at

public."
In future Peter Powell
tt ill host the Saturday
night Party Time slot
from 9 to 12, Tony Prince
will introduce a net. disco
:now
100 miles per hour
dance music
between
130 am and 3 am on
Fridays. and all six DJs
will undertake a nationwide tour Of 40 British
coastal resorts, beginning
in July.

i

HARRIS
JOINS
RADIO
LONDON

'

I

11

warn.

featureature

I

J

¡

Beebe

I

I

'I

34

Identification with the

f

r'

J

-

Stuart said this week:
'I am delighted to be
Joining a station which Is

ft

1.t

e4la

ANOTHER geed idea from Capital Radio , ,
they're Interviewing night-time people in and
around London for their nightly maCseine
programme. Here David Cash get. the bare
(acts from a topless waitress,

Spangles, Muldoon

Carey in Lon-

don.

...

The RNI ship, the Mebo
Is still no nearer coming

out of harbour
Interesting to see how
many offshore friends
applied to 2f18 for the
vacant Kid Jensen post
Swansea Sdund
audience figures producted recently give them
the highest audience
percentage of all the
commercial stations
Radio Caroline recently
.

.

dogged by poor weather:
Last week the ship was off
the air for long periods

Excellent reaction

from the local stations to
the recent dee laying tour
by Elton John .
.
Ex=
RBI Arnold Layne, now
Greg Bence, heard doing
trailers Sn Radio One for

shows Including the

recent Adam Faith
programme..

.

Crisplan

St John's birthday was a
week last Monday. Boo
Hoo!
Radio Invicta, the soul

pirate station

music

broadcasting on stereo
VHF 92 4 can be heard on
Easter Sunday from 10
am until 0 pm. Using
custom made jingles and
star interviews, they will
be featuring one special
track In quad at 11 am.
The broadcasts will also
go out in mono on medium
wave, 270 metres.
Invicta In the past has
been subject to a mass,of

media publicity. In-

cluding airtlnie on
London Broadcasting's
Nightline show with

Adrian Love. They have
been In the Sun.
Evening News, Black
also

Music,

and Blues and

Soul

stories we heard that (a)
he had bought the Chelsea
team lighters because
they were losing all of
their matches, (b) he was
thinking of renaming the
Capital Radio football
team Chelsea.
Up on Merseyside
where Robb Eden is, to
the 'regret of all there,
about to become a former
Radio City Production*
Manager. Robb's growing Interest In Dutch
hands (which stemmed
from days ItNI) seems to
be the major reason,
strengthened by the fact
that his first job Is In
promoting the forthcom
Ing Kayak tour; not
'Content with that he also
hopes to get sufficient
freelance work radio
wise to keep him busy In
between the time
phewl During the tour
Robb and Kayak hope to

-

visit most of the radio
Stations and obviously
hopes

to see

a

few

familiar faces from days
gone by. Meantime Radio

City will be looking for a
replacement, don$ alt

a,

Broadcasting Awards.

Congratulations are obviously in order to
Jimmy, but also lets not
forget the people who
made them and actually
decided on using Mr
Saville.
Over al Radio 2, tieing
,In
In with the film en TV (or
It the other way
round?) part2 of the Fred
Astaire story on Saturday
(29th) 12.1)2 1.00, and
country fans out in force
-

at Wembley Easter
Weekend. For Mervin
Conn's 7th Country
Festival will be able to

for

working In

the guys
Germany
for the
er

British

Rod Smith who runs the

Black Knight Disco
says
travels as much
Mlles to a gig, as 150
Usually restrlCts which
him to
weekend work only.
Mind you a jock can
he

saes £100

for Friday and
Saturday night but it's
often hard
earned and the
cost of
living
that of Britain.Is double
.And. of
Course,
singles cost T1. 10
each, Then
there's no
national health
service.
the
telephone system Is
the most expensive
on the
continent, and aceom-

things can't be too bad:
Unfortunately Rod
didn't send us a Top Ten.
But wetve got one from
Phil Summers In Essex
who says 1t goes like this;

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK
I

2
3

4
5
8

7
8
9

10

-

The Goodies
The Funky Gibbon
4vensge White Band
Pick Up The Pieces
Make Me Smile Cockney Rebel
Sharpe Shame Shame Shirley& Company
Private Number Babe Ruth

-

- lady Marmalade - Labelle
Funky President - James Brown
Reach Out - Gloria Gaynor
L. O. V. E. -.Al Green
Only You Can Fox

-

tell!

Prize of the week, no the
year. must go to John
Foster of LBC: with a
budget of 49p he has
amassed 35 LBC staff for
an LBC "Greet Race"
Gough Square (LBC's
home) to Notre Dame
back to Gough Square.

-

a t

e d

S

-

to get to the steps of Notre
Dam, give a script to a

passer - by, ask them kt
lead it, adding the time
they are actually doing It
all and then with that on
tape to dash back to

London and Gough
Square.
1

{

AURIEIIENDERSON

Radio CarolineT(tv (NC;c;.t

l

Slur,

Radio
Caroline

future Country Ulub

r

The prize everyone's
breaking their necks to
get
a day off! The ides
is that each competitor Is

_ew

u n d a y

-

Matthew
Top Twelve, the

\
hl

'I I.

My

('UI;Ut'k

second
new series which opened

51.1-:1i\'I.

last week with Nell
Diamond, that's Saturday
29th at 1.00. In Concert,
the same day features
Backdoor and McGuiness
Flint
did you listen to
Klki Dee and the Band
last week? Whilst the

another series returning
Sounds on Sunday.
opening with the Bellies.
This replaces the Quiz
Kids '75 spot
you mean
you missed the finals?
Story of Pop re rune to
part 19. Back in the USA.
Highlight of the whole
weekend must surely be
EJ the DJ: Elton John
putting the 'good' ,into
Geed Friday with his own
choice of music for 13/4
hours, starting 9. 30 p.m.
Not content with that.
LWTs Russell Harty
prgrdmme in the evening

also features Elton,
London viewers will be
joined by those in the
Anglia, Channel. Tyne
Tees and Westward
regions.
Three of those clunk
click ads that Jimmy
Saville appeared in last
year have won Hollywood
Radio and Television
-

Society International

n`1

..,,,,.+111-".".

has Chas Chandler
discussing with Brian

-

hjs own British type night
club for the forces. So

of the Irish).
When you hear, remem
ber we told you first, but
were ton diplomatic to

programmes, that, Bob
Powell, BBC It adio
London's 'King of Country". will he Interviewing
art inter for his highly

rush
you've got to be
the tops!!
r Meanwhile, at Broadcasting Rouse Radio One

following day sees

modatlon ain't cheap.
Rod left the army last
year. He says 12 years of
n joke was -enough and
now owns four discos and
is the agent/ manager for
more than a dozen.
He now wants to open

rice! (luck

see Colin Chandler
produce another admirable series of 'live'
show's hosted by "Uncle
Wal" and David Allan for

-

O E knew
you jocks on the
road have
a hard time,
but spare a thought

-

.

t

eta

,DOIBI

M.

..ate

\..rr left

in

"Gen.

All.ln

OR CASSPT` E OPWER
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Raw log the lent term hew es m erne
and laeto.M account al tee_
of Radio Cwohn Teets is U.
oetcial story of tine emNd s
most
und mw Oelntu Rodeo
to n Appro.ea by Ramo
olinsrm the °Incise LP
The Radio Caroline Pomoneeel horn prose
and per
recall the
of the tt
Fermi Monlmem to Worn.
OI sumo. and dwe,ms Nowth
anon was set up. Problem.
encountered, Now the manor, operator,. From
its
pPren In 1964
Bawl
Caroline wolf wwn their
aboutt nnrw hone and

halos

sao

afternoon shows.

Having fought his way
through Glasgow's rub

high Clyde's Colin
McDonald arrived at

London's Finsbury Park
for the Over the Rainbow
concert to interview most
of the artistes on the show
for the pleasure of Radio
Clyde fantastic listeners
no wonder the ratings
are so geed!
With no joy from any of
the commercial stations
se far, Andy Archer has
joined the staff of Tyne
Tees Television. Andy,
we could do with, you on
air and as you hail from
East Anglia, Orwell how
about him?
On the subject of
Ipswich's ILA. is it true

-
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Radio Cwallne deep, Tony Allen narrates
the Mom. winch
Ormenied en documentaer
Lyle. Includes en mcm ,r
em
4ronne Cmh Cahn, Carotene
Jingles led erw.we
d names N.er - Spann Dee,
Don Allen- Andy Archer
Spanepal
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ACTUALLY THERE are probably not many people less suited to
that 'Rig Bad' prefix than Leroy Hutson
he's actually a soft
spoken paragon of politeness who describes himself as 'a real
homebody'.

-

'

-

bad

various harmony groups
and gospel choirs.

4

His

vocation for music led toa
five year course ,at
Howard University covering all aspects of music
and music theory, both
modern and classical.
Ii so happened that
Leroy's room
mate al
Harvard was a young guy
name of Donny Hathaway; the two collaborated as songwriters and
among the results were
Donny's The Ghetto and a
couple of songs which
were eventually to be
recorded by Roberta
Flack
Cone Away and
Trying Time. Leroy's
work with Donny led to
his name getting recognised In black music circles
and when he graduated
from Howard in 1970, he
was offered the job of
replacing the mighty
-

-

Curtis Mayfield in The
Impressions
no mean
feat for a hardened
professional, let alone
someone straight out of

-

school. Nevertheless lie
rose to the occasion
not
three days later he was
singing on stage with the
group at Central Park.!
Leroy was the Impressions' front man for two
and a half years until the
responsibilities of mar-

-

riage and starting

a

Incompatible with life

on

family proved

to be

the road.
"It takes a certain kind
of person to be able to do

rood work," Leroy

explains: "a special kind
of person." He added that
the split, when it came,
wab totally amicable and.
this Is amply underlined
by the fact .that he'd
hardly have been asked to
rema In at Curtom had it
been any other way.
Not having to be on the
road all the time allowed
Leroy to develop his other
talents. As well as
recording a fine album of
his own, Love Oh Love. he
also began to spread his

Of.

(AVCO 9'509 /NlS)
.
get really peeved
do all
when I read (as
too often these days) that
the Stylistics are getting
too schmaltzy for their
gel really
nun good.
annoyed because I always enjoy their records
rehnwltr or not there's
very few challengers in
the soul ballad stakes oho
can hatch this group's
harmonlex, the strength
.

1

1

1

-

much effect on his
attitude to the kind of

'vows

music they're making at
Curtom.
"It's a definite advantage, It allows me torelate
to a lot more people with
my music," he began,
explaining that in his soon
be - released second
- to
album, "there's a whole
lot of different kinds of
music. What T want to do
is to relate to the whole
spectrum of pop and Jazz
and not just R&B." He's
quick to add that his
classical training never
cut him riff from the
rootier music of the
streets. "I was raised on
R& B so I've never found
the
it hard to relate to
only thing Is that the more
education you have in
music, the harder It
becomes to please yourself," which is also an
asset, so far as Leroy's
Just
concerned.
means you work a whole
lot harder at what you're

,`,,f>/

Leroy...

-

Hutson?
bling

a

- produced
album is about to be
released.
Of his own career Leroy
speaks with 'calm assurance: "So far as I'm
concerned it's worked out
it was
really well
always my intention to
work at things slowly in
order to get It just right
and to Improve as I went

second Hutson

-

along. And It seems to be

-

All

in

mind,

although he stresses that
he wouldn't want to work
every night, "because I
have a five - year - old
daughter and a boy of
'four months at home and
I'm not about to neglect
them for anything." The
prospect of working In
England again however,
is very appealing: "I
really love England
I've been there twice
already and really liked it
the people are sk
relaxed and so much
more dllberate. In fact

I've been thinking

coming to Ilve there for
while with my family."

-

adding that there'd never
been any arguments
about his work. What he
didn't mention was

Curtis's oft

soul gossip

resurface

be about to
according to

grapevine rumours.

News is that the original
group, who split up In '68,

are getting It back

together and a recording
deal with a major label is
In the offing. Con
gratulallons to Supreme

-

apparentMary Wilson
ly the lady's preparing to
produce a soul child. That
naughty Wilson Pickett

may be facing a jail
sentence as a result of the
widely - reported shooting

Incident involving Isley
Bros a few weeks back.
In your shops this
weekend Is the Three
Degrees' newie Take
Good Care Of Yourself

of their material and the
impeccability of their
productions. If you'reofa
sImllar mind then get
who
close to this album
could reulst You Make Me
Feel Brand New followed
by Betcha By Golly Wow
and Rockin' Roll Baby?
And that's just the first
three tracks on side one
the seven that follow are
just as fine, and anyone
who argue. gets a big fat
knuckleaandwloh7
GD

-

anJ

,wily

had one of the potential
great Soul voices of the
last few years and she's
pretty hot stuff as a
songwriter too
all she
needs is a great song and
she's made. Great songs
don't grow- on trees

vestigate. A pity, because
there's o lot of stuff here
that's as good as any
other funky lady you'd
care to mention. Still,
Lonette's day will come,
I'm sure.
GD

-

JWt(I

.

though and their absence

(although there's quite a

few good ones) from
First album from the lunette means this is just
lady whose Save It is still u very promising debut
high on my list of nlltime that only owners of Save
disco favourites. lunette It will probably In-

-

I

LONe:TTE McKEE: Lonette(Sussex LPSxB)

IlVetv ll)Uf'VY

tb./+

401

e

e

J

-,-,me.

f-

right!

4

is

a

welcome asset to our
label, one that we feel will
continue to grow. "

c/w If And When. The

girls' oft

delayed

International LP should
follow shortly. Motown
rush
releasing Corn.
modores'

I

Feel Sancti-

fied following mass

Import demand. Belated
congratulations to Stevie
Wonder on his four
Grammy awards: this
time round the lad netted
Album Of The Year
performer and producer
for Fulfillingnesa' First
Finale: best male vocal
pop performance, also for
F. F. F. , best R&B male
vocal (Boogie On Reggae
Woman), and best R&B
song for Living For The
City. In addition, as you
know already. Mr Wonder also played a part in
Tell Me Something Good,
.which earned a best R&13
group single award. And
that's not all Stevie also
received a special award
from the National Association of Record Merchandisers for his musical services to the
industry. The Moments
all avid fans of comedian
Richard Pryor, as your
Soul Gossiper discovered
after taking tea with the
trio
the laughter
resultant from all three
Moments' superb renderings of Pryor routines
resulted In aching face

-

-

-

muscles and cheeks
practically streaming
with tears.
Johnny Bristol single

Is

Leave My World.

r4
THE STYLISTICS: no arguing

quoted

"Larry

remark:
(

a

spending classic, may

around one - and - a - half
to two years on my solo
work . "
Leroy also points out
that he's well aware the
single's success would
mean a return to live
shows. He's already
taken that Into account

we spend very little Ume
he's never in
together
the studio at the same
time as me and the only
Ume I get any feed back
is when the product is
finished," he began,

of

I

on

"He and I are' both
Geminls so although we
respect each other's work

-

Because Of You is
certainly the fastest - THE CONTOURS, whose
moving single I've had so First Look At The Purse
far and I'd always is an all - time soul

figured

And how about working

in the shadow of Curtis
Mayfield, how does that
work out?

group with just

that end

wings as a producer.
scoring hits with the
Natural Four and producing them on album as well
as having worked extensively with the Voices Of
East Harlem, whose

that

doing."

and is currently assem-

by Giovanni
Dadomo

doing just

"It

album picks
'í11E ST)'IJSTICS: Beat

.

t

t1rF

Leroy was on the Transatlantic pokier tha other day talking about himself, his
past, his new single on the eurtom label, tilled All Because Of You, and several other
little bits and pieces of more than a little interest to soul fans but before we get into
that, let's have a spot of Background Information.
Born In Newark, New
Jersey. on June 4. 1945,
Leroy began his involvement with music at

school, singing with

Coming back to his
I
asked If his
Classical training had
music,

Thought For The Week:
Will the Philly sound ever
recover from Elton John?

WILSON PICKETT

US soul
1

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7
6

9

9

10

10

11

e

SHINING STAR
Earth. Wind and Flre Columbia
SHOESHINE BOY
Eddie
Kendricks
Tamla
LOVIN' YOU
Minnie
Riperton
Eplc
REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD
YOUTO FORGET
Tavares
Capitol
LOVE FINDS ITS OWN WAY
Gladys Knight & The Pips
Buddah
WALKING IN RHYTHM
Blackbyrds
Fantasy

-

-

DANCE THE KUNG FU Carl Douglas
20th Century
ONCE YOU GET STARTED Rufus
ABC
CRY TO ME
- Loleatta
Holloway
1,0-VE (Love

I

-

Al Green HI

Aware
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YESTERDAY'S GROUPS cenentlly
hold bout as much interest as last
week's

newspapers

but

notable exceptions.

there

are

How,

for

dismiss a crew like
example,
the Drifters who, after r2 years In the
business, ire not only still In there
fighting bit enjoying their highest
ewe you

peak of meows. OK. so the line - up'a changed over
the yea,. and none of the present
quartet were anwng those, who, with 40
late Clyde Mc
r
lead

transformed' White Christmas" from
a piece of sentimental schlock into an
early soul masterpiece At least lead
singer Johnnie Moore did join early on
and can claim to have sung lead on

more of the Drifters' greatest hits than
and that Includes
anyone else

Ben

McPhatter.
teats.

E King and Rudy

Over the years. nearly
30 singers have passed
through the Drifters'
ranks and on leaving

at have
e Drifters
9

Identity

about going there, what
with the apartheid question and all, but things
seem to

be changing,"
said Grant Kitchings,
who joined the group
several years back from
the equally legendary Ink

Spots.

"A couple of limes

we

were able to play to
Integrated audiences and
we were the first black
group to play down there
with a white back - up
band.

"How'd it go? Well,
sensational. Soul music is
really big down there and
they don't exactly get a
lot of visiting artists. A lot

a

"You see, it's the older
generation, the people
who grew up with u., who
Come to see us in cabaret,
hut ti's the kids who are
our biggest fans when it

r
rr

t

of people refuse to play
there because of apar
theld and I can respect
that, but I think It's best to
go and see things for
yourself then you can

"South Africa's

a

beautiful country you
know and hopefully the

political situation
will change rapidly.
whole

1

think it's inevitable,

they've got to get Into step
with the rest of the world.
"Still, I can't say I'm
not glad to be back in
down there helps to break
Britain, I never felt really
down the racial barriers.
comfortable why le we
The white people want to were there, but it was an
see them perform. They
experience I wouldn't
come out and enjoy have missed."
themselves and then go
Britain Is something of
back home respecting a home - from - home for
black folks just that little the Drifters. After all.
bit more.
their records are now
much bigger here than
back homeln the States

really comment on them
with authority
"Nol 'only that, every
black artist who goes

and they spend several
months of every year
w orking here
This time round It's an
week tour so
I1
-

Kitchings will be flying
his new bride 1n to join
him "Normally she stays
home when we are out on
because she's
got a really good job and
that means even if the
Drifters ever did come to
which they
an end
won't we'd be alright "
The Drifters' steadily
the road,

- -

growing stature, thanks
to their alliance with
writer producer Roger
Greenaway and the
subsequent string of hits,

i

football team. Players
may leave but the team
still keeps the same
Identity through the years
a

can

Barred

with Arsenal?

"Really it's thosame as

nobody

Y

0

-

and

ti}

vt

KEVIN ALLEN FINDS OUT . .

"You wouldn't get a
bunch of ex - Arsenal

"111

wisow

Arsenal

so

why should

anyone take it, seriously
w hen ex - Drifters try to
do the same thing?"

Currently

MASSIVE SOUL
PACK CAMPAIGN
real funky
month this, with four major
record companies doing
their darndest to get the
cream of US Soul, both live
and recorded, to Britain's
ever increasing horde of
eager Soul beavers and
believers . . . .
First off come PhonoGONNA BE a

gram with a 20 -record
package entitled Soul
Peeper (named after Act
One's underground Soul
smash Tom The Peeper,
which has sold 60h000 copies
without ever entering the

charts). Soul Peeper
comprises a browser box of
twenty disco 'singles from
the All Platinum, Chess,
Janus, Avco and Mercury
labels. These will be placed

AdÁ

th,

it's Charlie

recént Soul albums by
'James Brown, Gloria

reach them through

Concert.. "
Newest addition to the
group is Clyde Brown.
who'd been working with
Atlantic Records as a solo
singer.

Brown joined the
Drifters when Long - time
member 11111 Fredericks
decided to stay on over

here and go for a solo
career at the end of the
group's last UK tow.

"He's fitted In just

right," said a happy Faye
Treadwell, still very

much the mother figure of
soul music's most consistently popular group,
"BID was a very strong on
-stale personality, in fact
he tended to overshadow
everyone else
to take
things over.
"I was worried about
how to replace him but

WATCH OUT!
FOR THE BEST DISCO SPECIALS

FROM

BLACK MAGIC
RECORDS

Gaynor. The Fatback Band
and others. Radio promotion will help give you a
taste of what the music's all
about and a full - tilt
newspaper and magazine
campaign will remind you
it's there for the asking.

The first three singles on our new label aimed at the disco

comes news of the first
releases from the newly transferred Curtis Mayfield
label Curtom: it's Leroy
Hutson's US hit All Because
Of You and will be follówed
shortly by new material

Two superb versions of this great song on one record. A very in
-demand
dancer and a sure fire hit.

From Warner Bros.

from the Impressions,

Natural Four and others,
plus re - issues of older
Curtom material. Another
Soul campaign is due, this
artists
in almost every record time from Decca
store in the country, which involved include Al Green
is
Hits
album
will mean that Soul fans a Greatest
won't have to put up with imminent), Chi - Lites,
that tiresome and all too Hamilton Bohannon, Bloodcommon remark "If it's not stone, and newcomers the
in the Top Thirty, we Courtships.
haven't got it" when they go
What all this boils down to
looking for their rave disco is that our green and
sounds.
pleasant is all set to become
Next in the Soul race are the funkiest place this side
Polydor, with a campaign of the Atlantic dancing in
entitled Hunk of Funk, the streets should com-

-

-

involving

Butch Leak e. "They
can't get Into Cabaret
clubs because they're
under age, but we ran

along came Clyde and
he's just right. He fits in
Rowell, he's got real stage
presence and he's made it
so that all four of the guys
share the spotlight equally, which is a much better
(rang. "

players getting together
and calling themselves
the

comes to buying
records," explained

-

usurp

that.

week working me
But now they want to
expand beyond that intoa
concert art and with that
aim In mind their UK
agent Henry Sellers Is
planning a big t.andrn
dote

venue.

common

Thomas. who was with
the real group several
years, who has been
trading off the Drifters'
name, and keeping clime
to the old Drifters' style
continuing tradition, as well. "He's dropped
linked to manager 'Faye the Drifters' thing for his
Treadwell whose late latest record though and
husband George pulled I'm glad to see it. He's got
the first group together a talent of his own, so it's
all those years ago.
stupid trying to cash In on
"Yeah. people come the success .we are
and go but It's still the having. People will
Drifters," explained the always see through
affable Moore, looking tit that"
and relaxed despite just
The South African
having stepped off the venture has been quite a
plane after a long eight pioneering effort for the
from South Africa..
Drifters. "I have to admit
we were pretty wary
several have formed their
own groups of "Drifters"
but the real ones, led by
Moore and signed to Bell
Records. are the only
ones who can claim a

means they've been able
to move up out of the
gruelling round of
fighters and en Inonethemore lucrative and leas
demanding cabaret scene
where they can spend up

eight new and mence any day now!

market:

BM101
BOB RELF

Blowing My Mind To Pieces
PAULA ROUSSELL
Blowing My Mind To Pieces

BM 102
THE SHARONETTES
Papa Ooh Mow Mow (Vocal)
Papa Ooh Mow Mow (Instrumental)
The biggest ever in demand record from the discos, this Is the one they've all
been asking for
just watch it Genii

-

BM 103
FATHERS ANGELS
Bok To Bach
Disco Trucking
The original disco Hit Version. ACCEPT NO SU RSTITUTES10111

RADIO ADVERTISING ON CAPITAL, BR MS,
PICCADILLY, HALLAM AND METRO

AVAILABLE THROUGH CBS AND SELECTADISC

BLACK MAGIC RECORDS
162 - 176

CANAL STREET, NOTTINGHAM

Mud pact

week 1 promisoM to tell yam
what happened to row at the Maul Search rontest Well,
as yea wauki have read last week it was a bit of a gas. I

IF YOU remember last

Dear Face
We are writing
to
strongly disagree
wit), the
called loyal Mud
fante
ro
Faso; who
the new Mud style thinks
is dead
boring, Wei disagree.
and
as for saving
Les Gray

l

OK, here I

and Ilia three cardboard
believe
e noloyal Mud

would say

s

was going round trying to give away topics of the paper
but everybody sWl thought they were being ronned.
The three members of Record Mirror who were
propped up against the tsar were Martin Thorpe,
Eamonn Percival and myselt; We certainly left to a
better frame of mind than when we arrived. The
funniest thing of the evening was when we noticed a girl
eyes out Naturally we
sitting in a corner crying hershe
teak one look at u< lot
went over toaster her up, but
well. you e.n'l win them
Oh
again.
Into
tears
and burst

m Nee.,,

The Face. Anythtag
yoe want low rite boat,
argue boot or coin
plain aboatt- here's the

Plate to send It to Mai
your commenio la The
Fare, Record L Pop'p

fan

swop Mirror, 3 tlight
Route, I Beowell Road,
London. M.

against them anything
Rachel Roberts 1.1- ntng-

all.

ton

I du nno about
that quite
often crlUtise my
favourIle band,.
o

Blown
Dear Face,
Please

an

you pass on

thin message to the
bouncers at the Rainbow
stop blowing out our
encore candles! 'they did
this to me at the Qualm
concert,
Quetro FanChelmsford
You're lucky they didn't
punch you in the stomach
and kick you in the head ,
then stamp your Candles
into dust. Anyway the
Ra/nbow, she hush

tided.

Dear Face,
I am disgusted ,that a
freak of your age should
argue that you positively
don't tlkr the best group

going

the Bay City
Rollers' Are you one 01
the knacker
wetting

lids

you so often

have to mention?
A true Roger fan, Ipswich
Whudulyu mean a freak of
ms ago. I'm only 95.
An) war; what's prong
a ill' sehusuairls?

R. P.
Dear Far
So

road

or have come

al c

to the

:eat era In the

must wane), lam talking

of course id the break up

lies

cif

first we hear of

Marc an,? ?sticky splitting
and than surio cab T Rex

diahen't.tnk. ,From a
at i' n g
b m,
elf la a sine alloy. T Rex
werg Joe. about as big as
thr.BeuC'ya 'they were a
houa!halr 'tome until the

critics gr ito.d of them It
waa veri .nfalr to see
form p' . r omit art nearly
.very 'he ahoy did and
,

as

n

a

the inevitable

ha peer an the split,
Jura

mss,

t.erc stet

think that y at are being
(Taira don't
%era uo
pull crest to truss for no
reason ,,1 ,45 on the , hole
1

crttir

was jua1l
fled. A (Cr the end of a
great rr , It just Isn't

the
1

Gary. North Fmchley
That's ahat I like about
our readers, they're so

Dear Face.
I read the letter In

RM dated March 15
about the Beatles who
were said by a certain

arm

nu..

grO
Aggro
Dear trace,

Lally`) pay no
to the ignorant
idlut; that write trash, but
upon reading Teddy's
letter /rum Hefna i G reen
decided to take action.
alit ntlun

1

The loony doesn't know a
thing about good music.

to be weak
compared with Paper
Lace. Ho ho of course he
was joking, he better be

the'forthcondng Bay City
Rollers tour.
Peter Harper, Chelms-

charity. Some people just
don't care. I hope that the

ford

those tickets are ashamed
of themselves. If not they
deserve all they got and

print thin letter
to enable you lot out there
to see the type of letter
I chose to

that unfortunately I
cannot deal with due to
the lack of space. If you
require information

of

kind please nee the
I'll knock his bloody this
News pages, that's what
block off.
Angry Beatles fan, they're for.
or

Northampton
Yeh that idiot from East
London has caused quite
a stir with his Inane
remark and us u result I
have been swamped with
hundred» of letters

slamming him. The
above represents your
views.

Dear Face,
I like Donald Duck,
Sinbad The Sailor, Olivia
Newton John, Reggae,
Rupert Bear and 1,111
Amin, but most of all I
Like you coz you're nuts.

'-I

subtle.

Fab four

Nuts

f

Genesis, Beatles etC. R he
wants to puta brick down
your threat Face I will do
the same to him and
supply the cement.

child

Rolled

schon?

Paper Lace are rubbish
compared with the groups
he puts down, Slade, Mud,

Ashamed
Dear Face,
I was disgusted,o hear
about Elton John fans
forging tickets at his
show, after all it was for

people who bought or sold

more.

Julia Athfleld, East-

bourne
SORRY JULIA, you have
got the wrong end of the

-,

1

r

Do you eat worms? And
have you got any cars coz
I can't see any in your
photo. Oh well, hear from
me again soon, I'm Just
off to swim the Pacific
Ocean.
No name or address
supplied
Thank you. I quite agree,
I am nuts. I eat worms
only occasionally when

.

e

.s,

1-141`'

a bad mood and I'm
not quite sure
I have
any ears or not Donald

I'm in

I

stick I'm afraid. It wasn't Duck's pretty good too.
the Elton John Fans who
forged them hue umcrupulous touts who are
always looking for new
ways to make money out Dear Face,
of kids attending concerts
I rarely see anything on
and the tans brought your page directly conthem in good faith cerning or praising Alice
believing them to be Cooper. His present
album Welcome To My
straight tickets.
Nightmare is his , very
best. He has ex-

Praise

ALICE COPPER: at his depraved best

`

.M

t.,
,

d.
e

r

h
,''

v

CURVED 'AIR:
béc* together &

Macaroni

just

SONJA

perimented with this
album with his new
backing ban" and has
brought off a winner.
This is Alice al his
depraved best
Adrian Buck. Burton On

Dear Face.
Why does everyone
knock Lena 7iavaronu? 1
know she's young, but,
she's got the greatest

Trent

Yea I quite agree. I've
gut a copy of the

voice I have ever heard.
Otu
stage she is so
professional. I've never
seen her make am,stake.
Lena fan, Dyfed
So you like little Lena eh.
1'ersonully her goody
goody sweet little girl
image snakes na Ill.

`

J

1

also

v

album and you can't beat

favourites was, Back

nice blend of death and
terra. Goad clean fun
Eh.
a

Street Luv by Curved Air,
a group that I've heard
nothing oLaince that.Can
you help me?

Waste?

I

Martin McWalters, Birnungham
SLIME CAM Martin.
About n year ago they
split but now they are

Dear Face.

Crummy

Why does your paper
waste so many pages on
Éamonn Percival's gui-

Dear Face,

back together agalr. and
,are currently undergoing
a, British tau. Recently
released has been (heir

tar pages.

I'm sure
hardly anybody reads

Who the hell tab you
think you are, God or

something, what gives
you the right to sit up
there at your Crummy
little desk and pick great
bands like Mud to p,eCes,
Carolyn, Worthing
No I don't think I'm God,
my deal isn't enrmmy,
actually Its a fairly big
one and I've seen Mud
live and didn't think there
was anything particularly great about them
although I admit they did
work laird.

I

them.
Anti EP person. $Colhend
DON
FORGET male
paper» are for people who
play music and are
involved In music as well
a» for people
you who
like to read about music.
It's for those other people
that Eamonn write» the

Ilk

guitar feature
month.

once

a

Together
Dear Face,

r

Dates

I've been a pop fan now
for 'nea'rly seven years
and during that time I've

seen quite a number of

Dear Face,
Please will you print a
list of the dales and
venues when finalised of

groups and singers who
have hit the chart only

once: One of
.r_

my

new album Curved

,

tIr

IJve.-ltonja Win rooks a»
beautiful aa ever WO.

Annoyed.
Deal-Face,
Isn't R about time that
you realised that there
are more devoted Rollers
fans out there tun you
can contend with, so just
shut up and stop knocking
the group. Us Rollers
fans would like to hear the
name of your favourite
group so that we can write
in and get a kick out of
annoying some slily
journalist.
Roller fan, Luton
I CAN tell you that I don't
get annoyed very easily

bathed to'let you get your
own (rack Mere are the
names o1 my current fas
bu nil»: Genesis, Bad

Company, Pink Floyd,
Led Zeppelin, teen"'
White Rand and Rabbi

rroaer.

TV Topper

Dear Face,
Tell Telly Savalas that
Kojak kc top of the TV
ratings anti he is welcome
t0 tome Over here
anytime We love hue
and his bald hrambox.
but.why dues he have W

kill

our earhoiea

e

+

by

spoiling that great sung
If? Tell him we will suck
lollipops, sntoae eigglew,
wear dark glas-ea and a
truby, even shave our
heads completely ball
promises never to sing
again.
Dan Draft and has bum
he

WELL

l' al

Chum

not

particubarly great la of
Telly's single or his TY
prag but I d,e't think I'd
go that far to stop hie
singing. Bose my lovely
crop to hair. , - no way.

THE;-'I'S'LE.Y'BRQ
+

es

beeutiful es ever

4
.

:

-.

isalbuntsalimnt
Suinsa[hum
STEELY 045: Katy
Lied (Import ABCD

545).

lyrical
There's
awareness running

through Steely Dan's
songs that is quietly
disturbing. Cynicism
and irony have always
been the cornerstone of
Becker and Fagen's
work and this collection
Is just as sharp as the
last. Not as immediately accessible as the first
three S. Dan LPs, this
one serves to reaffirm

standards of excellence realised on
the

Pretzel Logic. In fact
now minus
the band
the steel / blues guitar of

-

-

h
e
e

e

e

If

th

,t

,

e
e

d
.t
y
s
d

é
e

,t
e

I

ing better material than
this! She Called Me Baby
is as weak as cat's pee
and twice as nasty! He
sounds out of loon on most
tracks and does them in a
weak half-hearted way.
It may appeal to aunt
Ethel when she comes out
of the pub on a Saturday
night
but young, fresh
faced folk will find it very
jejune. May get a few
airplays on Jimmy
Young's show
though
don't bank on it Charte!

sight.

He's

exciting

found an
groove and

deserves to be heard.

BUFFY ST.

P.H.
MARIE:

Changing Woman (MCA
MCF 2594).
As

the title suggests,

Buffy is a changed
woman these days, which
has obviously been
brought about by love.
Her songs are softer and
gentler than ever before
and it looks as though this
Indian tigress has at last

American East Coasters

Ilvin' in California?
without the vitality and

attack of their formative
work, this is nevertheless a fine album.
P. IL

VARIOUS ARTISTS:

Reek° Raadehow vol 3
(Auantic K50119)
Rosko has done more
than any other dee-jay to
get soul ott the ground in
Ws country and if you
like his shows you'll dig
Ws. Al the big gun
various artists are here
with Ous Redding's Can't Tarn You loose; Wilson

.S

_6

411.

`"
BUFFY ST MARIE

k

1

11

I

,

GL
+

that produced

certREED
conLOU
Rock

'N' Roll Animal

some nine months ago,
You may wonder why Lou
wants to unveil a second

monument to last year's
achievements. One can
only suppose he's playing
up to those who reckon
Anna and see for him one of the living dead
M. T.
and selling his stock like
yourself.
,there's no tomorrow.
SMOKEY: Pass It Whether or not you liked
Around (Rak SRAM 510).
the way the tracks on
Smokey are Chinn and
Rock 'n Roll Animal
Chapman's new proteges were dressed (I didh the
and, naturally enough.
execution of them was, by
Chinn and Chapman are
and large, unflawed, but
predicting great things that can't always be said
for them to the extent of
of this lot. Of the six
labeling them "band of tracks, which take up as
'75". Personally I can't
near as dammit 40
see anything to get that
minutes, two
Vicious
excited about: Certainly
and Sad Song -- are
their music is not boring,
exquisite and the vastly
but neither In It elongated Oh Jim works
desperately riveting. It only slightly less well. Of
gives rise to no hard
the three cute remaining,
feelings, but inspires no
I'm Waiting For The Man
sublime ones either. The
isn't worth including,
only surprise Is how little
because Less has done tt
Chinn and Chapman have
much better, In various
impressed their own forms, countless times
stamp on Smokey's music
before. The other two,
and they've only contribSatellite Of Love and
uted two songs
the title
Walk On The Wild Side,
track, which is quite have undergone complete
catchy, and I Do Declare,
transformations (sorry)
which Is rather boring.
and Lou has bent the
All the other tracks are bins around a lot. Thar
penned by the group.
perfectly acceptable but
None of them is worse
It H disconcerting when
than mediocre and the he veers left and right of
best, If recorded by name
the notes at which he's
artists, would probably
aiming. Of course,
be hits. They Include the
though, Ilke any Lou
juanty Oh Well, Oh Well freak, I'm pleased to have
and Coin' Tomorrow, this album for Its good
which sounds like early tracks, but
if it now
days Moody Blues, Less
means waiting a long
successful are My Womtime
for
the
already
an, which alms to be
studio LP Coney
pretty but neglects to finished
Island
Babies,
than
I'm
have a decent tune, and
not so pleased.
Headspin, which lacks
the musical gumption to MAYNARD WILLIAMS:
make the best of mock Ten-Songs (MCA MCF

-

.P

t
/
ol

711

HUMBLE PIE
been tamed. Her quivering, emotional voice and
unforgettable melodies
make this album one of
her best to date, and if the
world has any sense, It
should be a colossal
success. Tracks like
Love's,Got To Fly and
Take Me Away have a
magical simplicity that
makes the listener understand what it's like to be
head over heels with
someone. Romantics at
heart should have this
album handy especially if
they want to woo their
fancy bits after the

JI

HUMBLE PIE: Street

It;

Spinners' Then Came You
and Sam And
Dave's I
Thank You. Then there's
Arthur Conley, Archie
(Jell, even Average White
Band. AU the
tracks have

1111

-

boozers close!

Dionne Warwick and The

r

-

-

his cohorts here
Sandy
falls to deliver any truly
memorable songs. It's a
shame, because he has a
happy knack with lyrics,
but the melodies rely
heavily on rhythm.
Nevertheless, there are
few young British singers
with his musical fore-

M

-

-

these

Pickett's Don't Knock

c.

funky and while he's lobe
congratulated on his
admirable good taste
Gonzales and Average
White Bard are among

-

from

"e_7

more capable of produc-

1-

O'Sullivan has gone

arrangements, unusual
rhythms
Latin, bee
bop boogie, and at least
one strange time sigmalure
all take their
place with startling
percussion, perfect harmonies and Fagen's
mocking reedy voice.
Three songs: Doctor
Wu, Everyone's Gone
To The Movies and Any
World, come nearest to
commercial standards,
but that hardly matters.
What else would you

expect

tf

l

EMC5O70).
On his second LP,
EMI's answer to Gilbert

-

d

(RCA

J. I.

familiar ring, making
the overall impression
slightly hollow.
All this is hardly
justified however, since
the two inovators in the
band appear to have
mastered their stylistic
approach and like any
artist onto a unique
pattern, are resolutely
slicking to it. That
means the precise

e
'o

Me Baby

ISA 3203).
Charlie Rich of The
Most- Beautiful Girl In
The World, fame, Is far

through a megaphone at
300 yards and Ralphs'
guitar retains some of the
basic traits, you could
swear Usis is just another
munch '0' roil album like
so many around. The guts
and thunder is slowly
and
disappearing
what's this, strings on
Weep No More. Forgive
them for the Little Wing
guitar phrase on Shooting
Star but that's far enough
towards convention lads.
Let's ket back to the
originality of your trademark sound. Thal Is Bad
Company. Listen to their
only concession to'the old
distinctive blues' days,

SANDY DAVIS: Back On
My Feet Again (EMI

studiously prepared exercise and therefore
begs some criticism.
It's melodies have a too.

a,

Called

lot and some

instantly recognisable

-

Into a category of Its
own. This is their roost

e

D. H.

a

allsnit

of that earlier Free
influenced crunch has
gone- It It wasn't for the
fact that Roger's voice Is

-

have
Jeff Baxter
become progressively
more refined In lifting
their music from rock

g

mellowed

Rosko's red hot hip
patter between tracks. If
you want to pa-a-a-rty the
night away this'll help.

CHARLIE RICH: She

a

d

voice seems to have

to

(old) Dan

d

lulL

proved themselves so what to say
except that the album
never slows down thanks
already

The new

d

nmti:dMmiti:dh

Rats (ARM AMLS 8112(12).
This, they'll have you.

believe, Is their final
album before the big
split It seems that they
want to bow out on an
uncontroversial note, so

they've tempered their
music to more manageable proportion's. Gone Is
Marriott's walling vocals
in preference to a much

straighter style, This

representative
whole album

Is

of the

which

le

very neat, and individually packaged in It
tracks which include well-

known numbers like Rock
and Roll Music, We Can
Work (t Out, Rain and
Drive My Car. Is this
goodbye to Humble Pie or
just another false alarm.
Only time or the success
of this album will tell.
MT

DEMIS ROUSSOS:

Souvenirs ,(Philips 6325
201)

seasonal appeal partly by
his own magnificent volee
and partly because some

of the melodies his
sidekicks write for him
are truly devastating.
This album, however, is
his weakest to date,
because the ballads are

insufficiently

good

ve-

hicles for his voice to be
shown at its best, and
because he's wasted quite
a bit of time trying to be

funky, which he just plain
ain't. Only one song,

Winter Rains, comes
anywhere near the

standard of say, Forever
And Ever, or My Only
Fascination, and one
decent track in 11 isn't
much of a ratio, R.F-C.

Much of Demis

BAD COMPANY:

holiday romances are
remembered by, but he is
saved from havingpurely

D,PS 9304).
Well it's Bad Company
alright Just about The
music, like Paul Rogers'

Roussos' music is the
stuff the Continental

Straight Shooter (Island

-

,"M'DNIGHTd

RC

lament lyric (about
alcohol -Induced impotence). As 1 say, it's all
quite reasonable and
pleasant, but surely
people demand more than
that from an album if

they're to part with
nearly two -and -a -halt
quid for it?

R.F,.C.

LOU REED: Lou Reed
Live (RCA R31007).
For once Lou Reed has
an album oil while he's in
Ws country; quite some-

thing though this is
scarcely up to date. It Is
culled from the same New
Academy Of Music

KY

2595).

Here's a guy who's done

almost everything

* ON EPIC 3034

1

In

music. He's played in
numerous bands, been In
the chorus of the Black
and White Minstrels and
in the stage production of
Joseph And The Amazing
Technicoi our DreamcoaL
This is his debut album
and contains mainly
Andrew Lloyd Webber /
Tim Rice songs plus a few
of his own, Nell Sedaka's
Our laat Song Together
and Harrison's I Need
You- It's pleasantly sung
in a definitive cabaret
style.
MT

*OUT NOW

*
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VeELSH readers
must he praying
even harder than the
rest of us for some
decent weather over
the holiday period.

first open air
event
The

of

is

1975

to
take place on Easter

Kung Fu stage

Monday, March 31
at Swansea's City

bands include Marmalade and Nuy's
Band. Tickets are
front £1 £1.50 and
the concert is

headlining the concert and this will be
his first appearance
in this country with
his brand
new

DR

CISCO, Speakeasy,

A

don WI
REES MAKE:

FEELOOOD, Win
Ming Post, TwiCkenha m
NOE, Golden Diamond,
Nottingham
RONSON,
HUNTER
Fairfield Halls, Croy-

show. Support

Football Ground.
Carl Douglas is

RE

-

don

jo.

scheduled to 'r'un
from 5-9 pm.

GEORGE MELLY, Cambridge Art Theatre

RUBETTES. Village

1

Bowl, Bournemouth

FRED WEDLOCK.

Centre Folk Club,
Centre Hotel, Port-

smouth
BLACKFOOT SUE, Golden Diamond. Sutton in
Ash field

BANDANNA, Newlands
Tavern, 40 Stuart Road,
London 9E15

Arms,

W

ellgate

100

NW1

SIN

AFII. Marquee,

90

Wardour Street. London WI

G001) HABIT. The

Granary. Bristol
HUNTER
RONSON,
Town Hall, Leeds
CURVED AIR. Winter
Gardens, Malvern

MUSCLES, Zero
Southend on Sea

8,

CISSY STONE WITH

BODY & SOUL, Tracy's, Gloucester
GERRY MONROE. Side
Saddle. Doncaster
FAST EDDY, Windsor
Castle, London WI
FBI, Hope & Anchor. 207
Upper Street, London
N1

ALY IN LEE

&

CO.

Mayfair. Newcastle

JONATHAN KELLY,
Central Hall, Chatham

Holloway

I11FF0

London
JOHN BAI.DRY', Shakes-

Hall, Lincoln
WISPER, Merry
ens. Reading
ItRF;TT MARVIN

.110(11V TIIE,

peare's Head.

THE

l

BAND
Windsor
burn

Arms,

SASSAFRAS, Amman ford Civic Centre
WOMAN. Civic Hall, St
Albans
GAS WORKS. Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, London

ants.

O' Punch Folk Club,
Black Dog. Havant

CALLER O,
Hall, Black-

FRIDAY
MAI(('11

SCARECROW, Lord

NW1

RONNIE LANE'S SLIM

2111h

Palmerston, 018 Kings
Road, Fulham, London

M1111.

CHANCE, Glen
room, Llanelli

Pavilion, New

Brighton

RALI'Il MCTF:LL,

SWG

PRESSURE, Speakeasy.
48
Margaret Street.
London WI
YELLOW 111111). Western
Counties, 8 London
Street, London W2
N0ON. Brec knock, 227
Camden Road, London

v Ille

California. Dunstable
ItIG K KAT & THE COPY
CATS, The Granary,
Bristol

Lock, London NW1

AVON CITIES, The
Granary. Bristol
CISSI STONE WITH

BODY

&

SCREAMING LORD
Sl'TC11, Gresley Court

Hotel, Burton on Trent
HUNTER
RONSON,
Friars. Aylesbury
OSIIIISA, Roundhouse,

SOUL,

Squires, Warock

GEORDIE, Calster Holt.
I

day Centre, Great
Yarmouth

A LBEItTOS,

Dagenham
CISSY STONE WITH

Albemarle,

BODY

Romford

GLOBAL VILLAGE
TRUCKING COM
PAN Y, Red Lion,

Leytonstone
WAX SHOW, While
Horse, Willesden
FBI, Golden Lion, Fulham Road. London
STRANGE DAYS, Spinney Hill, Leicester
COSMIC LOVE, Rocket.
Great Yarmouth
W 11.1)

ALVIN LEE &'CO,
Leascliffe Hall, Folkestone

JONATHAN KELLY,

THE BIG NOISE
IN HI -Fl MAGAZINES

Before you buy
hi-fi equipment
buy Hi -Fi for Pleasure,
the magazine that
gives sound advice
on equipment
best' buys
Hi -Fi for Pleasure
Monthly 30p
Hi -Fi for Pleasure, The Adelphi,
inhn Adam Street, Strand. I nnr±nn WC2

Corn Exchange, Cam-

bridge
GEORGE MELLY', Playhouse, Harlow
JUDAS PRIEST, Windsor Hall. Blackburn

SASSAFRAS, Town Hall,
HorncasUe
BROTHER LEES, Caesar's Palace. Luton
JESS RODEN BAND,

Assembly Rooms,

Edinburgh
SLACK ALICE, Birming-

Ball-

STEVE IIARLEY' /
COCKNEY REBEL

Wood -

Hall, Gravesend
A It551) CALLED 0.
Dingwalls, Camden

N

-'

COCKNEY REBEL: SAT -TUBS

FERRET,

M011NTAINIJ NE, Jug

Nag's Head, High
A

Gt

Stratfield Turgls,

THUNDER BOLTS.
Wycombe

JUDAS PRIEST, Quaint
ways, Chester
TIM ROSE & THE
MOVIES, Calder Valley Festival, West
Yorks
MOON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock, London NW1
STEVE HARLEY AND

-

W1

Wellington

Maid.
&

THERAPY, Angel, High
Road, Ilford

Marlborough Street,

London

'IUD AS PRIEST. Drill

_

&

SOUL.

Squires, Warwick
SIINDANCE. Castle Hotel. Llandovery
M USCLES, Tricorn. Portsmouth
111cc, Kursaal, Southend

MANFRED MANN'S

EARTH BAND, Corn
Exchange, Cambridge
WAR LORD, Scothern

Hall

KURSAAL FLYERS,

Clarence's, Halifax
CURVED AIR, City Hall,
St Albans

WILD WAX SHOW,
Pembury Tavern,
Hackney

FBI,' Sundown, Charing

Cross.Road, London Wl
GEORGE MELLY, The

Dancing Sltpper,

Bridgeford
RUBETTES, Pavilion,
Torquay
COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL - GEORGE

JONES /
PARTON

DOLLY

/ MARTY

ROBBINS / MAC

WISEMAN / VERNON

OXFOItD, Empire

Pool, Wembley, London
BROTHER I.EES, Caesar's Palace. Luton
BLACKFOOT SUE. Bath
Hall, Scunthorpe
CISCO. Speakeasy, 48
Margaret Street, long_
don WI

FUSION ORCHESTRA,
Cloud 9 Disco, Reddltch

SUNDAY
KALI'II McTELL,

Farm House, South

Harrow
STEVE IIARLEY WITH
COCKNEY REBEL,
Palace Theatre, Man
chester
OSIBISA / GONZALEZ
A

CURVED

A I R

,

Greyhound, Croydon
BACK DOOR, Humberside Theatre. Hull

ALBERTOS, Golden

Lion, Fulham Road,
London SW II

SUNDANCE. Barba-

rella's. Birmingham
CISSY STONE WITH
BODY & SOUL Rainbow, Gorseinon

MANFRED MANN'S
EARTH BAND, Woodville Hall, Gravesend

STRIKE

A

LIGHT,

Cabbage' Patch, Twickenham

WILLIAMS. Queen
Elizabeth Hall, London

TUESDAY
APRtI.
1st

RALPH McTELL. Fairfield Halt Croydon
STEVE II ARLEY WITH

FRIER BAND/
MIKE HERON'S REP-

ANDY'

UTATION, Usher Hall,
Edinburgh
,IA('K THE LAD, City
Hall, Newcastle
RONSON,
HUNTER
Colston Ball. Bristol.
1occ, Free Trade Hall,
Manchester

Morecambe

HUNTER - RONSON,
Odeon, Hammersmith
ANDY FRASER BAND /
MIKE HERON'S REP-

:5T

UTATION, Royal
Court, Llverpaool

BOB KERR WHOOPEE

BAND, Golden Lion,
Fulham Road, London
SW8

Wheel, West Bromwich
CISSY STONE WITH
ItODY AND SOUL,

GLOBAI. VILLAGE
TRUCKING COM
PANT, Fishmongers
Arms, High Road,
Wood Green, London N2
JOE PASS r DANNY

MOSS QUARTET

WITH JEANNIE

LAMB, Ronnie Scott's,

47
W1

Frith Street, London

MICK RONSON:
Fairfields
TUNDRA / VULCAN'S
11AMVIER, Medway
Folk Centre, Old Ash
Tree, Chatham
BRETT MARVIN A THE

THUNDERBOLTS
THE FLYS,
100

100

/

Club,

Oxford Street.

London WI
BROTHER LEES. Oasis.
New World Centre,
Rotherham
ROCOCO, Greyhound,
Fulham

MICHIGAN FLYERS,
Kensington. Russell

Gardens,

Holland

Road, Iondon W14

FACTORY. Sir Wellington Arms, Stralfletd
Turgis

MARMALADE.

GEORGIE FAME & THE
BLUE F'1 -AMES, Ding
walls, Camden Lock,

MICHIGAN FLIERS,
Newtands, 40 Stuart

TANGERINE DREAM,
Royal Albert Hail.
London I April 2)
STEVE 11ARLEY &
COCKNEY REBEL
Town Hall. Leeds
April 2)

CARL DOUGLAS /

Farm, London NW1

MUCKS DELUXE, New lands, 40 Stuart Road,
London NWI
TRACE, Marquee. 90
Wardour Street. London WI

Swansea City Football
Ground
GEORGE MELLY, Travellers' Rest, Middlesex
WISPER, The Dug Out,
Bristol
BROTHER LEES, °gals,
New World Centre.
Rotherham
DESNIOND DEKKER,
Drell Hall, WeblIngborough

Road, London SEIS
SHOW ADDYW ADDY,

Harvey's. Ross on Wye

London NW

EVERTS

1

MANITAS DE PLATA,

Royal Albert Hall,

London (April 31
MUD. Queensway Hall.
Dunstable (April 31
GROUNDHOGS, Kings
Cross Cinema, Laldon
WC)( April 41
RONNIE LANE'S SUM

CHANCE. Mayfair.

Newcastle (April U
F'RIA:PP. Stadium, Liverpool (Apr1151

SATURDAY

MICHAEL !IIESNIITH /
BRYN II .AWORTII,
Victoria Palace. London ( April 81

29th

RALPH McTELL, Bristol
Colston Hall
ANDY FRASER BAND /
MIKE HERON'S REPUTATION, Free Trade
Hall, Manchester

/

BAND CALLED O.

Roundhouse, Chalk

London
.1ULIAN BREAM /JOHN

MUD, Pier Theatre,

Sussex

Lido,

Douglas, Isle of Man
SLACK ALICE, Tithe

ham Polytechnic, North
Centre

AI ARCH

Palace

Portsmouth

COCKNEY REBEL,
Town Hall, Birming-

Pentagon, heeds
Theatre Royal. Drury OSIBISA, Top of the
World. Stafford
Lane, London
FRUUPP. Queens Hotel, 'STRANGE DAYS, BentIck Welfare Club, Notts
Southend
JUDAS PRIEST, Mr GAS WORKS, Langton
Memorial Hall. Battle,
George's. Coventry

MUD,

Folk Club. Fratton.

ELLA FIT7,OERALD /
OSCAR PETERSON.
Royal Festival Hall,

ham

MUSCLES. Steering

MARCH 30th

Gardens, Holland

Rood London W14
CITY WAITES, Railway

Steam Machine, Stoke

bourne

Waltham Forest Precinct
GItANII SIANI. Golden
Lion, Fulham Road,
London
1101(501. Windsor Castle,

HONE).
Kensington. Russell

COCKNEY REBEL,

McTELL, Congress Theatre, East-

ItA1.1'11

North East

GEORGE MF:I.1.1', Tiffany's Derby
RIIIIETTES, Guild Ilall.
Plymouth

!DAY

MARCH 31st

London Polytechnic,

MUD: ABC.

'

I

Road.

London N7

ytechnlc
SASSAFRAS, Mansfield
Collegea of Education

OF.,CAM ERON. Town
Hall. Cheltenham

Windsor Castle, Harrow Road. London

Fulham

CISCO, Sundown, Charing Cross Road, London
WI
t'LZA NA, Lord Ne son,

MI O. ABC, Chester
SIIAWADDYW ADDY,
Central London Pol.

WOMAN, Revolution
Club, Cardiff
(WMANDE, Dingo ails,
Camden lock. London

AGNES STRANGE,

ARENA, Greyhound,

MAIt(T12ah
FRUPP, Kings Hall,
Derby
YIN GARBUTT, Masons

40

Margaret Street, Lon-

OS

a/SA: Roundhouse Saturday

JONATHAN KELLY.
Playhouse, Derby
April ill
GONG. Top Rank,
Swansea 1April81
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BOMBERS
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40

MOW.
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3
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ElfO PACKS UP
ENO, forever the
genius, has created
his own I (iing.typr
Park of cards.

Called Oblique
Strategiethere
is a

They have been devised
by Eno for use during

various

Creative situ-

ations.
You don't get It? Right,
maybe the instruction
card will help. It states
SIMPLY: "These cards
evolved from separate

limited edition of 500
sets of the cards.
of the
Each set contains observations
underlying
113 cards plus one principles
various musical situinstruction card ations encountered in the
and, of Course, a recording studios. Some.
they were recognipersonally signed times
sed in retrospect (Incard.
tellect catching up with

t

Maw-"'"

and pitch
Manchester United's international forward Lou
MacarL
"How did the game go

Saturday?" people ask
ex -String Band man Mike
on

Heron.
Lou answers them, but
Mike hasn't got any idea

used

were happening;
sometimes they were
formulated, "
It continues that they

a pack or
by drawing a single card
and trusting It even if IVs
appropriateness is unclear. And, oh, yea they
are not final
.

1

'

:í

to being

receiving encouraging
reviews. 'finally got
together with his face sake Lou to sort out some

of the misunder-

Saturday?"

good gig on

Culture shock
IF YOU want

you

Turning round to face
the man Daltrey realised
the words were directed

comes out

athim. "Yes", said Daltrey.

"Service men aren't
allowed above the sixth
floor", replied the offi-

him

for years.

A

superstar on the continent

- here
nothing.
Now, though,

things
look as If they are
changing for the man who

though he has a multitude
of platinum and gold
records he regards this
silver one as his most

important achievement
Born In Alexandria of
Greek parents, Demis

d1at

lets and other assorted

wanderlust. piled into a
fleet of Daimler. (swanky
eh?) and headed for the
scenic charms of Broadway - one of the prettiest
villages in Worcester.
shire - to listen to Fox's
forthcoming debut album
over a slap up hunch.

arrived at the
Hunters Lodge, an olds
English establishment
We

which servo. the tastiest
cuisine that side of the
Cotswolds; to be greeted
by Deice, Fox's manager
and large helpings of
various alcoholic delights
which we supped around
a homely log fire while
making small talk with
PR people and a lovely
lady who Wine starred In'

--

9

x

1

Daltrey, we understand
livid. If It had been

was

Moon, goodness knows
what would have happened. It wasn't Moon
though, because he and
fellow lunatic Oliver Reed
were housed' In another
part of the hotel, along
with the plumbers and
electricians from the film
set, where their unconventional habits would be
less conspicuous.

imagine

KNOCK h\11('Is

I'apkin

l;\' ;I11'Itlllll

2
3

1

5
n
1

Unfortunately,

couldn't get close

I

in

cuddly Kenny Everett
because he was dartin' all
over the

place (meto-

phorlcally apeakin'

a

course!).
Beautiful Nooscha Fox
who looked like a modern

day Marlene Metric*,
was dressed In natty
ninon apparel and a rose
printed shawL
She looked more suited
to "the dansant" than a
boozy get - together, but
nonetheless has an aura
of mysticism and Is as
-

bewitching

as

Harlow

was in her heyday.
After lunch we beard
album and although
sense of the tracks were as
yet uncompleted it was
still easy to predict that

the LP

will 'be'

a

men tonsata4 hit bwwsre
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and went solo In 1971
when the band split up.
On stage he wears a
long Kaftan, and he says
his music Is based on
Greek Byzantine music.
whleh isn't exactly glamrock.
Now about this guy
Freddy Breck, whose
gone gold seventeen times
in Europe

Koh and

011:111:.

W'I111'S

1970

1111,

I

2
3

:1

started his singing career
with the Dutch group
Aphrodites Child In 1998
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SOMEWAY, SOMEHOW
KEEPING YOU
Tymes
RCA
t
COCHISE
Paul Humphry
ABC
THE WAY WE WERE Gladys Knight k The Pips
Buddah
I'LL BE HOLDING ON AI Downing
Chess
WICKIE WACKY The Fatback Band
Polydor
GAMES UP Hello
Bell
LOVE CORPORATION Hues Corporation RCA
I FORGOT TO SAY I LOVE YOU
Chi-Lltes
Brunswick
STOP ON BY
Rufus
ABC
KINGS OF SPEED HaGvkwlnd
United Artists

-

- - -

-

-

Sssh..
GREEN Carnations dear,
honestly they were all over

of Angle Bowie who stepped
our la a full length white

-

Watford

the

place this week
something la do with Oscar
as U you hadn't guessedmind you they only eat 24p

eich from
florist In
Homchurch... anyway the
name of Oscar's flower powered disc Isi Mad About
The Boy- and It's Just NOT
camp enough, so there
.
but we couldn't say the same

..

most

of

mink to that gruesome

o

Demand inovator Dave
McAleer end Buddha label
manager, Barry Maostoff.
They go to work for 20th
Century
Why? Rock 'a'
roll's new recluse: Stew
Harley . . he's not talking
to

anybody.. Steinman to
Itself M singlet?

re -name

the bona

are

oozing with com-

merciality and are every
bit as appealing as Only

You Can. Tracks which
turned me on were the

labyrinth Imagine

Me

Imagine You, (probably
Fox's next single), and
the whimsical Red Letter
Day. One of the things
that never falls to amase
me about Nooscha is her

Meanwhile Snowle Bowie
has ditched Ms Cherry and
left New York to Join Claudia
Linear In California

vocal range.
There may have been
one or two sour looking
faces In our midst, but
talking from experience I
can assure you it wan't,
anything to do with
Nooecha's singing
ICs
Just that these block -

-

had mistakingly
put salt in their coffee
Instead of sugar!

hack at the farm, Decea stall
sees drinking champagne
after the unprecedented

triumph of two *Ingle*
entering the charts In the
same week (straight In at 41
and 48). Aod what Is middle
of the reader, Freddie Breek
doing on the Rollers' Show?
What's our office groupie
doing In the collusive
envino. of Trammps disco,
end more to the point what
were half of BBC TV's Top 01
The Pope crew doing there?
Mind you, they were In good

..

company

was bopping

Maorees,

David Essex
with his eats,

Brute Forsyth

was rapping to Rod Stewart
but the table husked for Gary
G. was empty. Now, must
dash, the poodle's barking

... ... BYE BYE m

New Priest

Green Tide
GREENSLADE, WHO begin
their first tour of the States
on April 4, and have a new
album Time and Tide
released in the UK on April

It la the first album
featuring new bass player
Martin Briley.

uncanny chameleonie

heads

night club

Honda... tier escort was
hebby s private snapper,
Lees Childers, who like
Ang{le, Is a shameless
ppuhlielty seeker. And the
famedrala goer on. Latest
deserter are Pye Disco

...

Foxy tales . . .
Hiatt

%nds

SIe:1n1

A Star? Who is he?

Demis Roussos, and

Cronoswwds

11

14

CHRIST, he ain't half
big. Se big In tact that he
sold 7,000,000 records reel
year and had seven top
ten singles In Europe.
, And U that's not good
enough he weighs 17'4
stone, which means you
don't argue with him. But
in fact the British public
have been arguing with

IO\L,

111.1.1\G IN

111.1.1

\I 1TI:It.

F 11

Harstn

nn

\l:.
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WRONG RUBETTE

speaks seven languages.
including Greek and
Arabic. You see he was In
London this week celebrating the fact that his
Forever And Ever album
had just gone "silver"
with British sales of more
than 200,000.
Who Is he? Oh yes,

LAST THURSDAY a
group of dashing journal.

The Faces and
Alice Cooper
GET IT TODAY!

x

co -

Ian Hunter of

on Deep Purple

-

Di

LAST WEEK we said in the Rubettes feature that Tony
Thorpe had got married- but we goofed! The RobeUe
who had Just got marled was Mick Clarke. In actual
fart.Tony and his wife Shirley have been marled for
some time and are erpectiag their that child.

seems that ex -Beach

EVERYONE ELSE
TRIED
BUT WE DID IT
WHAT'S THAT?
An interview with

... Exclusives

,

11

release.

They've been working on
it for about eight weeks
now, though no release
date has yet been fixed.
There have been some
well-known names dropping in on sessions
including Carl Wilson and
Harry Nilsson, and
rumour further has it that
Cassidy's musical style
has changed along with
his appearance. Among
tracks included on the upbeat paékage Is Be Hopis
L u La.

Plus

1.1

I

DAVE CASSIDY, that
once balo stall wallpaper
manufacturers has finally emerged from his
winter hibernation with
his first definite Inkling of

Hollywood studios.

L

be

That's what Roger
Daltrey found during the
filming of Tommy. There
he was walking along the
hotel corridor on floor 13
with one of the roadies,
when an official beckoned
them with a shout of: "01,

producing Cassidy's first
album since he moved to
RCA, at the company's

course
ONLY 'IN

to

recognised as a star these
days, it seems you still
need to wear a tie.

Cassidy

Is

6

°7

Y

Boy Bruce Johnston
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By the way Britain's
top non -musician is
asking just Le for a set

Ill

11101/1; I., 115 I:It TI011
NinuR, und /;u rlunkel

.f

can be used as

affirnWE aimYta

mistaken for the soccer
star.
So Mike Heron, whose
new band Reputation la

what they're talking standings.
about. Well he has
"Hey Lou,
nowadays, because he's

they

EDITED.' Pf rE R HARVf

got

f---

they were Identified as

-.Ij, Atisi

Who's who,
IÍ
on stage
"HOB DID the game go
on Satu rday?" people ask

Intuition): sometimes

rwl'1T{.rl;

ITC VVTUTrrnTam

Doyley date
THE

More Board
EXTRA DATES have been

DOYLEY Brothers,

whose current single

JUDAS PRIEST have a new
single out this week, called
'Delta Rolla. title track of
the band's current album
Al the moment the band
are in the middle of their UK
tour.

Sea-

redycat is approaching the
charts, are to play their first
London date on March 28 at
the Lyceum.

Holy Grail!
MONTY PYTHON have a
new album Monty Python
And The Holy Grail due out
sometime inMay.
. -

added

to the

current

Chairmen of the Board tour.

Leicester Bailey s (March 23
for one week) and
Spenoymaor Tbp Hat (April
4

and

51

Riding on
ERIC CLAPTON has a new
called
single due out April
Swing law Sweet Chariot, a
track from ho There's One
la Every Crowd album.

ll
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Printing

ADM MATURE TO MO.
ROCCO. Inexpensive 17-

-day overland trek..
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disco., promotions, etc.
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Stamp for details.
Multi Screen, Southlll
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Brief. details of yourself
to:
Soulmates. 52.
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y

.
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sat SeeRrln

cause only we combine
computer technology with

coinastrological
For
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House,Burnley.
J 4NF. SCOTT for genuine
Mends. introductions op' posite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott. 3 RM North
treet, Quadrant, Bright¡ on:Sussex, BN1 3GJrrPENFR(ENDS at home
and abroad. All ages,

for free
European

ley

ENT! The best services
Tor Dating / Penfrienda or

manee or Marriage.
ousands of members,
ages. England and

Fan Clubs

EX

1

road. For free details

MUSIC FANS Penfriend
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Charlton Road, Tetbury,

end S. A. E.
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to

Club, S.A.E.:
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74

ark London, N16. -
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set-

send

- Sheila
Cavendish

S.A.E. to:

Mitchell,

'

noting (RRM/3), 109 House, Crossgate, South
eleen't Road, Reading. Shields, Tyne & Wear.
rNNA MARIE. In- MUSIC CLUB. Pop.'
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S. A.E.
Dave, 14,
Sh11ton Road. Harwell,

oductions opposite sex.
Incere and confidential,
athan wide service. Free
Malls.
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Photograph
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CAN ANYONE HELP??
I'm after three old 78 rpm
discs called "How Radio
Came To Toytown". Also
"Tchaikovsky One:' by
Second City Sound.
Colin, 578 6576 (London).

-

-

Peter
Radio L/P.
Lenton, 101, Pythcley
Road, Kettering, North-

S.A.E. Soulscene, 88
Stafford Street, St.

To
CARDSb POSTERS DIM

George's, Telford, Shropshire.

Moor Strom
BIRMINGHAM 4

amptonshire.

-

North Highland Hollywood, California 90029,

(sae): Robert Noakes,

30,

Sneyd Hall Road, Bloxwich. Staffordshire.

1

15

- 96_5'299

C1

PUBLICATIONS STD.
Publisher. .1 RECORD

Rajack

quency, complete with
modulator, PSU and
meter, all In one cabinet.
150. Other transmitters
also available Including
EC. Details. S. A. E.
please.
Blg 0, 129,
Wiltshire Close, Chelsea.,

tob..65.5

nature

YOUNG MAN
(16-171
for Ma as .agar eh el Penroom

-

dunes,
area boght

-

p+p.

Electronics, 466, Walton
Road, Mulesey, Surrey.
NO CRYSTALS RE.
QUIREDI 25 -watt MW
transmitter, variable fre-

SPOTLIGHT

If you

-

Clifton Gardens,

London, N. 15.
MW TRANSMITTERS,
good 50 -mile range, CI5 +

00.00 DANCERS, al

Interesting Mies

yang man,

hooky, 10 meae came, m
naInm et ad,oraer,a this

London, SW3.

,

Sou

-

could be the bottom map el the

he

ar,h,but

you have

d

ere husenry and

,o

TAILOR-MADE JINGLES featuring your own

mow w,th and e.wmmna
aganaausn. Ne.krs the
Phn n weeks' annual holoays.
LVs and MITI
Phone our SeeounbM,
Mr.NIran,, on 01.607 MIT
have a that and arrange an

John's Wood Studios.
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial Radio.
Tel. Jaynef Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

-

into your

appo,nlmen!

Better sine. gel

SOUNDSINCREDIBLE

-

-

-

SQUIRE'S. "(Disco

Centre), 178 Junction
Road, London, 1419.

Telephone 2727474.
SOLAR POWER units
supply free electricity.
Technical / price Ilst,
S. A. E. to:
CRS, 117,
Hazelbury Road, London,

show.

than e,,,..

r`°`

SDI,ND FOuleMEISt
and

le Pt» WORD

o,M o,..,a amounemeenu

I
I

ALL TIME FAVOURITE )INGLES
soul roe
MY. censo Mac e uso, (OVUM
Os,, or
%Hiss 'Aromen mean. as 751 ...an in lea DRil
o. In
RIF". 1Uge r "ASO rat ells GOO
, Hosea 1511
GOWN (UMW'
Seed. PO or Chet.. ,or Eta. po., tr..
Tor 12

Wide

5511117

Roger
Studios), 01-

001

722.8111.

I PLEASE PUBLISH MV ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING.
, sernonal cornmenc,n9 Vol h the first akdable Issue I enclose Postal Order/Cheque value C .,
made parable to RECORD MIRROR.

lar. e.,aer,l io

NEW

b

,

for

to coves cosy and

(

NOTCES, HISSOIlles

r ase

tun ION.

I

45.... DISC

JUMBO WORDS a TANS
GA.DOK, LONDON MI5

15 CURAN

RO9a(SquittC
For she warless ranee m ascos amos OJ

DISCO

'CENTRE
me,s

speakers ergnl.rq Frgl machrnel Ingles
5,016. co accessor.es',n shekel( Bergas, pites
lemon», sod COD service Easy parb,rg
easy leans arce Irst un request

1

owners. hearse.

55íg

.

'

SW6.

I11#M SMALLS -order form ñ advertisement rates
SAN C,ueS.
PENIRIENDS. SITUATIONS saLvNT,
'WORDS loo SALE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.

-

-

-Squire's
Tel. Jayne,
(DJ

.

SOUN DSINCR EDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOIINDSINCRE..DIRLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT DISCHOTHEQUES
SOUN DS! NCREDI PILL
PRICES. Effecs Proj- DISCOTHEQUES
ectors, Soundllte Con01-886 975.5.
verters, bubble machines, fuzzlites prism DISCOTHEQUES,
ANYrotators, sirens,_ effect
wheels.
S.A.E. lists or TIME / ANYWHERE.
visit showroom, Mush- 01.965 2826 / 2991,
T. d. DISCOS llghtshow
room, 36 Dryden Cham+ novelties.
bers, 119 Oxford Street,
Terry. 01
London, WI. Tel, 01-439' 790 7512.
HAVE JANSEN 01899
8987.
LIGHT SHOW Projectors 4010.
LUCKY 11 MS DISfrom only 115. Tutor 11250
WQI projector. from only
COTHEQUES
ANY
149.
Many light show TIME, Anywhere. Barbargains at -ROGER low, Essex, 35189 /,20845.

range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!

nacho ran

4127.

Lighting Equipment

name puts real sparkle

P.S.

-

RADIO DJ COURSES,
held weekly at our St

-

DJ Jingles

we are not daneena Iowa Has
e

-

Radio DJ Courses

722-8111.

Free Radio

-

MIRROR. SOUNDS and
ROLLING STONE e,d rope:

ACTIVATED SOUNDS,
mobile discotheque, for
the professional touch.
Most types of bookings
undertaken at competitive rates.
For
further details phone
Steve, Portsmouth 00704.
801 IN DS (UNLIMITED
disco, lighting show, for
272 9005.
all occasions.
MIKE ROWLANDS. Goda iming (01868 std) 23618.
JOHN RUSSELL. All
occasions. JOHN RUSSELL. Ring now! 462-

London, W4.

RNI, VERONICA. Atlantis prog'ramine and
jingle tape.'.- Details
able for summer season, Pirate Productions. P.O
BOX 62062. Rotterdam,
East or West coast.
Phone Ron, Saffron. Holland.
Walden 22039.
CAROLINE BADGES. 1
1251p. 3 - 30p. Plus
S.A.E.
Press (SRB),

or 985 2826.

-

USA.

LYRIC WRITERS required by recording
company,
Details

.L

Mobile Discos

TAPES Special rate for
DJs, only L8 per hour.
Further information Tel.
Jayne, Roger Squire's
(DJ Studlce 01-722 8111.

-

wanted. FREE details
Musical Services, 1305/R,

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
11 St Albans Avenue,

-.oral tar,

RADIO AUDITION

SHOW, with llghtshow
plus jingles, now avail-

types wanted.

For INr

whoHWe 51,Úu .variable

DJ Studios

HOLLYWOOD COMPANY needs lyrics for
new songs. Ml types

ladder

-

DAVID ESSEX

misses. Pon Ire
.AN sun, I

Soul

prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be In
good condition. Send
S.A.E. with lists for cash
offer!
F. L. Moore
Records, 167A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

MORNING GIRL, Nean
Philharmonic, Scotch On
Ten,
stars. Send S.A. E. , for ' The Rocks, Force L/P,
First
Caroline
82 Vandyke Street,
list.
Caroline Story. Your high
Liverpool LB ORT.
price paid or will swop
SOUL, POP singles from
Caroline UP with Free
Sp for list send large

su VIO 001111,00N NT
1

/

and LPs purchased. Good

EX TOP 30 records (1960.
74) from 714p. Nearly
2,000 titles and all major

STAR PACK OFFERSI

-

Pop

/

-

-

Poole,

Rare ROLLERSI.t.,.

OLDIES (1956

ALL YOUR unwanted 45s

OVER2.000 RÉCOROs
LISTED Ice repast

TER.

Situations Vacant

Records Wanted

64 Stafford Sired
H. Georges, Telford SMops,

Telephone 2727474.

DISCORAMA ROAD.

-

For Sole

Vintage R+R / progres
slve. A must for every
Dee Jay. Send 10p for
Box' Mill
catalogue.
Lane, Wallasey, Mersey-

1

Orset.

URE BOX

SHOW

-

clung new friends.
e671. 51 Computer

17,

J

RECORDS, oldies, un.
"played chart singles.
S. A.EI.
47, Chelmsford
Street, Weymouth, Dor-

G los.

ADDYW.ADDY
DUStff so. you can make FAN CLUB. For details

Michele,

LYRICS 'TO Music /
Marketing Service.
Donovan Meher Ltd
Excel. House, Whitcomb
Street, London. WC2H

SOULSCENE

Easy terms available.
Many disco bargains at
ROGER SQUIRE'S (Disco (Jestee). 176 Junction
Road. London. N19.

Songwriting

-

Sussex.

VOL

DISCO UNITS from only
ESL Compl@le 100W disco
system from only 1179.

-

Southwalk, Middleton,

EXCITING! DIFFER-

11

-

-

-

Friendship Society. Burn-

SRA

(Hi, West Green find,
London N15 SISS 01.600

Records

available,
including
inexpensive
quality printing, wholesale goods, price lists.
commission, circulars,
etc. Leaflet
Ascroft
.Associates, 3 Morecambe
Road, Brighton.

-

1

C9;

Disco Equipment

ness services

-

1

(0892) 32177.

FULL RANGE of bush

-

STROBES:

1000W

Aarvak Electronics,

-

Tel,
dio stations.
Kennylyn, Sound Studios
Ltd Tunbridge Wells

Services

-

-

'

Next

-

-

-

0.318.

1000W C25;

Joule 121;
4J 127; 16.1 £45, etc- Call
or Catalogues sent.

own
discotheques, clubs, Ra-

I

-

-;TI.ENAGER /
Send
PAI 4 anywhere.
S.. ME. for free details.
Teenage Club, Falcon

A. E.

OHS.

-

'

,P,rrne 01287 3619.

S.

1338

-

ComputerDating, be.

Send

"Safari Plus",

-

(MAKE A DATE' WITH
THE STARS, join Astro

details.

-

Farnhurst (toad,

Birmingham,
Tel: 021.321
trek May 2nd.

II«

NamOthe

t

83.

Channel

3

1500W 117;

Channel

alised' for your

Road, Chatham, Kent.

Sole '
160 SINGLE CAS.
ALIVE GUY (21) will.. SF:TTES, E2. 30 (P +13
half a sense of humour Included). If you require TOP 20 magnetic In(on good days) + Boris double clr treble, S.A.E. dlcator boards complete
Apollo with 1,000 characters.
spider, just moved to for details.
Falconcraft Limited,
Medway. Any friendly. Records, 189a, Penarth
Road,
Halnault Road, Romford,
Cardiff.
female please write to:
Keith. 37. College Avenue 1, STAX OF trax. motown Essex. Telephone Rom
ford 24621.
Gillingham.
suecial. S.A.E.
"TOP 50" IDENTITY
LONELY . SHY GUY. 22, Farm, Bontddu, Borth
DolBRACELETS. Chrome -gellau,
for
Gwynedd.
plated and engraved'with
genuine rcgirlfrend,
STAX OF TRAX. For - the name of YOUR
rrla ge,Insancap. Pos
STAR. Examples Telly.
shire area. All replies your soul. S.A.E. -'Mr.
S. .1. Smith, Borth Farm,
Savalas, Status Quo,
answered.
Box No.
Bontddu, nr Dolgellau, Alvin Stardust, Slade.
Gwynedd.
State your choice when
COLLECT SINGLES?' ordering. 99p pp from
J.
B. Easter', ComPenfrierids
Then send S. A. E. for
Engravérs, Tanbargain lists.
"Abso. mercial
ning
Street, Lofeestoft,
IutelRecords",
(Dept 4), Suffolk.
NEW. SEEKERS penpal High
House,
Tilney
All
society and Guys and Saints,
King's Lynn,
Dolls Fan Club. S. A. E.
Norfolk.
'to:
David Elliot, 10,
Wanted
Century Street, Port.' CH AKTRUSTERS1
1904/74. S. A. E.
adown, Co. Armagh, N.
86/87,
YOUNG
LYIfICIST seeks
Ireland
Western Road, Hove,
young pop group (18-25
STEPHEN (1S) and 'Brighton.
years) for management
Terry (14) want girl
ROCK, POP singles, Must be realistic with
penpals, 14.18.
Box No.
from lop. Send large vivid imagination hoping
219R. S.A.E..- Sheila Chadw for chart success and
M.ALE WANTED; 14-16.
ick, Grove Street, Wilms - 'fame.
Please write
write.
C. Grant, 428,
lo , Cheshire.
BOX NO. 217R.
Reading Road, Wtnnersh,
Berk s. I like David Essex
I' A STB LA ST E RS 120,000
(singer).
available. S. A. E.
24,
Enga ments Wanted
TOP

don. WI.

-4':

y

from:

"01.117E1í" FUnplayed)
and Ex Juke. Send
S, A. E, for lists.
105
Clanrobert Street, London

the secret of Soulmates'
matchmaking success.

o

!darakesh, etc. Brochure

VERTERS.

-

your. Available for the
first time In Great Britain
at incredibly low prices.
Tailor made and person-

TEE SHIRTS specially
printed for group., clubs,

23

SOUNDLIOIIT CON.

TRANSONIC SINGLES.
You've heard them on the
radio
now they can be

RECons,N..

Fin vgRO

4t. TRATF

uOVFes,SFMENTs vroe,
rem ea'Is...b
NR wOAp

176 Juncl,on Road.London N.19 500 Tel: 01.272 7474
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PaWlahed by Spotlight Pubticatloee
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NAME

-

ADDRESS

La. SIMHEI t use. Bmwdl Roil,

!

-.

'

R&M
for

-

Tandem M TAX and prattsd by

º

yhtin t

Q

call or phone.

BIG

14~

Everylhing in
Lighting and
sound for Disco
and P.A.at sensible
prices! Write

2Y

309 EDGWARVROAD W2 01-723'69.

Barclay Acceso cards balcome,Open 6Oays
B teams,

Web-OBeet. Lark11 W, 116idetome, í1a11.

